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SECTION 5

GUIDANCE EQUATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5. 1. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The purpose of this section is to present the Guidance
and Navigation Computation Routines associated with the CSM
Apollo Lunar Landing Mission. These Boutines are utilized by
the Programs outlined in Section 4 where astronaut and other
subsystem interface and operational requirements are described.
The guidance and navigation equations and procedures presented
in Section 5 are primarily concerned with mission type programs
representing the current CSM GNCS Computer (CMC) capability.
A restricted number of CMC service type program operations
which involve computation requirements are also included.

The CSM GNCS Computer (CMC) guidance and naviga-
tion equations for the lunar landing mission are presented in the
following six categories :

Section 5. 2 Coasting Flight Navigation Routines

Section 5. 3 Powered Flight Navigation and

Guida^nce Routines

Section 5.4 Targeting Routines

Section 5.5 Basic Subroutines

Section 5.6 General Service Routines

Section 5.7 Entry Guidance

Guidance equation parameters required for program initializa-
tion and operation are listed in Section 5.8. These selected
parameters are stored in the CMC erasable memory. General
constants used in the equations of this volume are presented in
Section 5. 9.

5.1-1
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A complete table of contents for Section 5 is presen-
ted in the following Section 5. 1.2.1. A crogs-reference be-
tweenthe CMC programs and routines of Section 4 that are

described in Section 5 is listed in Section 5.1.2.2. In the fol-
lowing Section 5 table of contents and text, missing section

numbers correspond to COLOSSUS programs that have been

deleted from the previous Section 5 GSOP's by MSC direction
resulting from the CMC Fixed Memory Storage Review Meeting
of August 28, 1967, and subsequently approved Program Change

Requests (PCR ) by the Software Change Control Board (SCB).

The principal authors contributing to this Section 5

W€f€;
T. Brand R. Morth W. Robertson
P. Kachmar R. Phaneuf N. Sears
G. Levine P. Philliou W. Tempelman
W. Marscher J. M. Reber R. White
F. Martin

The Guidance System Operations Plan is published as

six separate volumes (sections) as listed below:

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Section 5

Section 6

Pre-Launch
Data Links
Digital Auto-Pilots
Operational Modes

Guidance Equations
Control Data

This volume constitutes a control document to govern

the structure of the CSM Lunar Landing Mission, using COLGSUS,

including GNCS interfaces with the flight crew and Mission Con-

trol Center.

Revieions to this plan which reflect changes in the

above control items require NASA approval.
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5. 1.3 GENERAL PROGRAM UTTLIZATION

The following outline is a brief summary of the major
CMC programs and callable routines that can be used in the

principal phases of a lunar landing mission. This outline reflects
the CMC capability for the nominal and abort cases of such a

mission.

I Earth Orbit Injection ( EOI ) Phase

A ) Nominal

P - 11 Earth Orbit Insertion ( EOI ) Monitor
Program

B ) Abort to Entry

P - 61 Entry Preparation Program

P-62

P-63

P-64

P-6?

CM/ SM Separation Maneuver Program

Entry Initialization Program

Post 0.05 G Entry Program

Final Entry Phase Program
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II Earth Orbit Phase

A) Nominal

P-27 CMC Update Progrdrn (State vbctor
update ).

R -30 Orbit Parameter Display Routine

B) Aborts to Entrv

1. RTCC TarEeted Abort

P-27 CMC Update Program (De-orbit
targeting).

P-30

(or)

P-31

P-40

P-41 )

External AV Ma^neuver program
(De:orbit)

Lambert Aim Point Maneuver pro-
gram (De-orbit)

SPS or RCS Thrust program

I Entry Prog+ems

P-61

P-62

P-6:l

P-64

P-67
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u Earth Orbit Phase ( cont )
B. Aborts to En

2. CMC Abort

P -22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program
( Earth Mode )

P - Zl Ground Track Program

Return to Earth Program ( Targeting
and Pre-Thrust)

P-40

P-3?

SPS or RCS Thrust Program
P-4r

P-61

P-62

P- 63 Entry Programs

P-64

P-67

c) Service Programs ( Nominal and Abort Cases )

P-52 IMU Realig4ment Program

CMC Idfing Program

Orbit Parameter Display Routine

P-00

(, .,

R-30
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UI Trans-Luhar Injectlon (TLI) Phaee

A) Nominal

P-47 Thnrst Monitor Program ( TIJ
Maneuver Monitoring)

B ) Aborts to Earth Entry

1. RTCC Targeted Abort

P ' 27 CMC Update Prograln (Return to
earth maneuver targeting).

- -P- ---,XO- . - -External AV Pre -Thrusf-Progna@

P - 31 Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust
Progrrm

P-40
SFEI or RCS Thrust Program

P-41 )

P-61
to

P-6?
Entry Programs
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III Trans-Lunar Injection (TLI) Phase (cont)

B) Aborts to Entry

2. CMC Targeted Abort

P - 23 Cislunar Navigation Pilogram

P-3?

P-40

P-41

Return to Earth Program ( Targeting
and Pre-Thrust)

SPS or RCS Thrust Programs

Entry Programs

IMU Realignment Program

GNCS Power Down

CMC Idling

P-61
to

P-6?

C ) Service Programs Used in Abort Cases

P - 51 IMU Orientation Determination

P-52

P-06

P-00

(
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IV Trans-Lunar Phase

A) Nominal (Midcourse Correction Maneuvers)

P-27

P-30
orP-31

P-40
P-41 )

CMC Update Program (State vector
update and cislunar MCC maneuver
targeting).
Extqrnal AV Pre-Thrust Program
Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust
Program

CMC Update Program (Return to earth
-tmaneuver rargerurgr.

External AV Pre-Thruet Program
Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust
Program

SPS or RCS Thntst Program

SPS or RCS Thrust Program

P - 47 Thrust Monitor Program (Manual

Transposition and Docking Maneuver)

B) Aborts to Earth Entry

1. RTCC TarEeted Abort

P-30,or
P-31

P-27

P-40
P-41 ]
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IV Trans -Lunar Phase ( cont )

B) Aborts to Earth Entry
2, CMC Targeted Abort (Limited Capabilitv)

P - 23 Cisl.unar Navigation Prograrn

P -.3? Return.to Earth Program Targeting
and Pre:Thrust ( Capability limited
to outside lunar sphere of inftuenee)

P-40

P-41
SPS or RCS Thrust Programs

Entry Programs

p-61
to

P-6?

C ) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 06 GNCS Power Down

P - 51 IMU Orientation Determination

P-52 IMU Realignment Program

CMC Idling Program

S-Band Anterma RoutineR-05
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v Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOD Phase

A) Nominal.

P '27 CMC Update Program (State vector
update and LOI maneuver targeting).

P-30

P-31

P-40

External V Maneuver Program
(Second LOI Maneuver)
Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust
Program (First LOI Maneuver)

SPS Thrust Program

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Traiectorv

1. RTCC TarEeted Abort

P - 27 CMC Update Program (Return to earth
maneuver targeting).

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program
(To establish safe lunar crbit if
required)

P - 31 Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust
Program (fEI)

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program
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o v Lunar Orbit Insertion ( LOI ) Phase ( cont )

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Tr
2 . CMC Semi-Controlled Abort ( Limited Capabilitv )

P -22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

Ground Track Program

P-27 CMC Update Program (TEI targeting).

Lambert Air,r Point Pre-Thrust
Program (TEI)

SPS Thrust Program

P-31

P-21

P-40

C ) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases
(l

P-52

R-05

IMU Realignment Program

S-Band Antenna Routine
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VI Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to LM Descent Orbit Injection

A) Nominal

Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

Ground Track Program

CMC/ LGC Clock Synchronization
Routine

Target AV Frogram (LM SeParation)

Thrust Monitor Program (CSM Separation )

Rendezvous Navigation Program
(Tracking Mode only for LM RR

Check-Out)

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Traiectorv

RTCC Targeted Abort

P-22
P-2t

P - 27 CMC Update Program (Lunar Landing

timing and targeting parameters)

R-33

P-76
or'

P-4t7
P-20

1

P - 27 CMC Update Program (TEI targeting
and State vector uPdate).

P - 31 Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust
Program (TEI)

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program
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(1 VI Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to LM Descent Orbit In-
jection ( cont )

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajectory

2. CMC Semi-Controlled Abort ( l,imited
Capability )

P - 22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

P - 21 Ground Track Program

P-27

P-31

P-40

P-47

CMC Update Program (TEI targeting)

Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust
Program (TEI)

SPS Thrust Program

Thrust Monitor Program ( TEI by

DPS Case )

{'\
C ) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 06 GNCS Power Down

P - 51 IMU Orientation Determination

P-52

P-00

R-05

IMU Realignment Program

CMC Idling Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

n - 30 Orbit Parameter Display Routine
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VU LM Descent Orbit Injection (DOI), Descent Coast and

Landing Phases

A ) Nominal

P-20 Rendezvous Navigation Program
( Tracking attitude and monitoring
only )

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

1. LM Active Vehicle

P - 20 Rendezvous Navigation Program

P - 76 Target AV Program

P-74 LM TPI Targeting Program
( Monitoring or commands via voice

rink )

P-?5 LM TPM Targeting Program
,6 ^-l^---^--- afr^F 

-^-:a^-:-i 
^-l 11gtlUszVtJUlt lvl\,lv lllulllLUI IlrE, vr

commands via voice link )

a
a

P-77

P-?8

P-79

P-72

P-73

TPI Search Program ( LM mode )

LM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Targeting
Program

LM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Midcourse

Targeting Program

LM Co-elliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI)

LM Constant Detta Altitude (CDH)

Ground Track ProgramP -21
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VII LM Descent Orbit Iniection (DOI), Descent Coast

and Landing Phases (cont)

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

2. CSM Aetive Retrieval
P - 27 CMC Update Program (State vector

update and phasing maneuver target-
ing if required)

P - 20 Rendezvous Navigation Program

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

P - 17 CSM TPI Search Program

P - 21 Ground Track Program

P - 34 TPI Pre-Thrust Program

P - 35 TPM Pre-Thrust Program

P - 38 Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program

P - 39 Stable Orbit Rendezvous Midcourse

Program

P - 32 CSM Co-Elliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI)

P - 33 CSM Constant Delta Altitude (CDH)

P - 40 SPS or RCS Thrust Programs
P-41
P - 47 Thrust Monitor Program (Manual

terminal rendezvous maneuver)

C) Service Programs

P-52
R - 31

R-34

R-36

R-63
P-00
R-05

R-30

IMU Realignment Program

Rendezvous Parameter DisPlaY

Routine No. I

Rendezvous Parameter DisPlaY

Routine No. 2

Out of Plane Rendezvous DisPIaY

Routine

Rendezvous Final Attitude Routine

CMC Idling

S-Band Antenna Routine

Orbit Parameter Displ.ay Routine
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vIII Lunar Stay Phase to.LM Ascent Launch

A) Nominal

P-22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program
(for landing site surveillance and

CMC update if desired)

P'2L Ground Track Program

P-27 CMC Update Program
(LM launch time update and Lunar
Orbit Plane Change LOPC, targeting).

P-31 Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust
Program (LOPC)

(or)

P-30

P-40
P-20

B) Service Programs

P-51

P-52
P-00
R-05
R-30

External AV PrerThrust Program
(LOPC)

SPS Thrust Program

Rendezvous Navigation Program
(Tracking attitude and monitoring
only)

IMU Orientation Determination

IMU Realignment Program

CMC Idling Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

Orbit Parameter Display Routine
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Ix LM Ascent and Rendezvous Phase

Rendezvous Navigation Program
(Preferred Tracking Attitude during
LM launch)

CMC Update Program
LM injection
state vector

Target AV Program

Rendezvous Navigation Program (LM

state vector updating)

Target AV Program

LM TPI Targeting Program (Monitoring)

LM TPM Targeting Program (Monitoring)

)
Ground Track Program

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

1. LM Active Vehicle

A) Nominal

P-20

P-27
(or)

P-76
P-20

P-76
P-74
P-75
P-78
P-79
P-21

a
O

P-27

P-20
P-76
P-74
P-75
P-?8

P-79
P-72
P-73
P-2L

P-?3

)

LM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Programs
(Monitoring)

CMC Update Program (State vector
updates)

Rendezvous Navigation Program

Target AV Program

LM TPI Targeting Program (Monitoring)

LM TPM Targeting Program (Monitoring)

LM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Programs
(Monitoring)

LM Co-elliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI)

LM Constant Deita Attitude (cDH)

Ground Track Program

LM TPI Search Program

a
a
o
a
O
a
o
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D( LM Ascent and Rendezvous Phase (cont)

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

2. CSM Active Retrieval

P-27 CMC Update Program (State vector updates

and phasing maneuver targeting if required)

Rendezvous Navigation Program

External AV Pre-Thrust Program
(Targeted from RTCC or LGC)

CSM TPI Search Program

Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program

Stable Orbit Rendezvous Midcourse Program

CSM Co-Elliptic Sequence initiation (CSI)

CSM Constant Delta Altitude (CDH)

Ground Track Program

TPI Ple-Tlrust Prcrgram

TPM Pre-Thrust Program

P-20
P-30

P-1?
P-38
P-39
P-32
P-33

P-2r
P-34
P-35
P-40
P-4L
P-47

l
J

c) service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

SPS or RCS Thrust Programs

Thrust Monitor Program (Manual terminal
rendezvous maneuver)

IMU Realignment Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

Rendezvous Parameter DisPlaY

Routine No.1

Rendezvous Parameter DisPlaY

Routine No. 2

Out of Plane Rendezvous Display Routine

Rendezvous Final Attitude Routine

Orbit Parameter DisplaY Routine

CMC Idling Program

P-52
R-05
R-31

R-34

R-36
R-63
R-30
P-00
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x Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to TEI

A ) Nominal

P -27
(or)

P-22
P -2t

CMC Update Program (State vectcir update)

Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

Ground Track Program

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

P - 00 CMC Idling Program

P - 47 Thrust Monitor ( Manual CSM-LM
Separation Maneuver )

B ) Aborts Prior to Nominal TEI

()
P - 27 CMC Update Program (State vector update)

t/
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XI Trans-Earth Iniection ( TEI ) Phase

A ) Nominal

P-27

P-31

CMC Update Program (TEI target para-

meters for P-31)

Lanbert Aim Point Pre-Thrust Program

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program

B ) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajectory

Same as nominal case

No CMC targeting caPabilitY
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xII Trans -Earth Phase Midcourse Correction Maneuvers

A) Nominal

P-27

P;f t
P-30,
P-40

SPS or RCS Thrust Program
P-41

B) Aborts to Maintain Earth Return Trajectory
(CMC Limited Capability)

CMC Update Program (Cislunar midcourse
correction maneuver targeting)
Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust Program
External AV Pre-Thrust Program

Cislunar Navigation Program

Return to Earth Program
( Outside lunar sphere of influence only )

GNCS Power Down

IMU Orientation Determination

IMU Realignment Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

CMC ldling Progratn

P -23

P-37

P-40
SPS or RCS Thrust Programs

P-41

C ) Service ams for Nominal and Abort Cases

P-06
P-51
P-52
R-05
P-00
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XUI Entry Phase

A) Nominal

P-61

P-62

P-63

P-64

P-65

P-66

P-6?

Entry Preparation Program

CM/ SM Separation Maneuver

Entry Initialization

Post 0.05 G Entry Phase

Eltry Up Coul.r'ul Phase

Entry Ballistic Phase

Final Entry Phase
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5. 1.4 COORDINATE SYSTEMS

There are six major coordi.nate systems used in the

navigation and guidance programs. These six coordinate systems

are defined individually in the following descriptions and referenced

to control specifications of Section 5.9.2 where applicable. Any

other coordinate system used in any particular CMC program is de-
fined in the individual section describing that program.

5.L.4.1 Basic Reference Coordinate stem

The Basic Reference Coordinate System is an orthogonal
inertial coordinate system whose origin is located at either the moon

or the earth center of mass. The orientation of this coordinate system
is defined by the line of intersection of the mean earth equatorial plane

and the mean orbit of the earth ( the ecliptic ) at the beginning of the

Besselian year which starts January 0.767239, 19?0, et. The X-axis
(u-,) is along this intersection with the positive sense in the direction of

the ascending node of the ecliptic on the equator (the equinox), the

Z-axis (Utl is alongthe mean earth north pole, and the Y-axis ("Vt)
completes the right-handed triad. The Basic Reference Coordinate
System is presented in Ref. 1 of Section 5.9.2 as Standard Coordinate
System 4, Geocentric Inertial in Fig. A-4.

This coordinate system is shifted from earth-centered
to moon-centered when the estimated vehicle position from the moon

first falls below a specified value rrr", and is li-kewise shifted from
moon-centered to earth-centered when the estimated vehicle position
from the moon first exceeds "SpH. This procedure is described in
Section 5.2.2.6 and Fig. 2.2-3. AII navigation stars and lunar-solar
ephemerides are referenced to this coordinate system. AII vehicle

state vectors are referenced to this system.

5. 1.4.2 IMU Stable Member or Platform Coordinate System

The orthogonal inertial coordinate system defined by the

GNCS inertial measurement unit ( IMU ) is dependent upon the current
IMU alignment. There are many possible alignments during a mission,

but the primary IMU alignment orientations described in Section 5. 6. 3. 3

are summarized below and designated by the subscript SM:

5.1-31
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1. Preferred Alignment

SXSvt = UNIT (xg)

gVSVt = UNIT (I;qgM x I)
gzsut=lxsvrxlvsut

where:

(1. 4. 1)

IMU stabte member coordinate unit vectors

referenced to the Basic Reference Coordinate

System

= vehicle or body X-axis at tJ:e preferred

vehicle attitude for ignition

r = position vector at ignition

t Nominal Alignment ( t ocat Verticd )

9xsnr

9vsvr

Izsrvr

x,g

rxsrvr=(ufsMxlzsu)
lVSLr = UNIT (v x r)

gzSrvr = UNIT(-l)

( 1.4.2 )

where r and v represent ttre vehicle gtate vector at the

alignment time, t"atgrr.

3, Earth Pre-launch Alignment

Prior to earth launch the IMU etable member is aligned

to a local vertical axis system where

SZSU = UNIT ( -l) (local vertical)

kil = UNIT (A) where A ie a horizontal vector pointed

at the deeired launch aztmuth angle.

gysu=gzsvtxlxsu
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4. Lunar Landing Alignment

(rr r) at t,lb<sna = UNIT

gZSVt = UNIT [,r."k)x*r*] ( 1.4. 3 )

gvsna=gzSMXgxsnt

where rr" is the lunar landing site vector at the predicted
landing time, t' and 1" and 5 are the CSM position and

velocity vectors, as maintained in the CMC.

5. Lunar Launch Alignment

The same as that defined in Eq. ( 1. 4. 3) except that
rro is the landing or launch site at the predicted
launch time tr.

The origin of the IMU Stable Member Coordinate System
is the center of the IMU stable member.

5.L.4.3 Vehicle or Body Coordinate System

The Vehicle or Body Coordinate System is the orthogonal
coordinate system used for the CSM structural body. The origin of
this coordinate system is on the longitudinal axis of the CSM, 10OO

inches below the mold rine of the heat shield main structure ablator
interface. The X-axis (g*r) lies along the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle, positive in the nominal SPS thrust direction. The positive
Z-axis (yZnl is defined by an alignment target (labeled +Zl at the top
of the service module and is normal ,o gXg. The f -axis (uo,") com-
pletes the right-handed triad. This coordinate system is defined in
Ref. 1 of Section 5.9.2 as the Standard Coordinate System gc, CSM
Structural BodyAxel in Fig. A-8c.
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5. 1.4.4 Earth-Fixed Coordinate System

The Earth-Fixed Coordinate System is an orthogonal
rotating coordinate system whose orlgin is at the center of mass of
the earth. This coordinate system ls ghown in Ref. 1 of Section 5.9.2
as the Standard Coordinate System l, Geographlc Polar in Fig. A-1,
The Z-axis of this coordinate system ig deflned to be along the earthrs

trtre rotational or polar a:<is. The X-axie ig defined to be along the
intersection of the prime (Greenwich) meridian and the equatorial
plane of the earth, and the Y-axis ie in the equatorial plane and

completes the right-handed triad.

5. 1.4. 5 Moon-Fixed Coordinate System

The Moon-Fixed Coordinate System ig an orthogonal
rotating coordinate system whose origin is at t}te center of mass of

the moon. This coordinate system is ghown in Ref. 1 of Section 5. 9.2
as the Standard Coordinate System 2, Selenographic Polar in Fig. A-2.
T}re Z-axis is defined to be along the tnre polar or rotation axis of
the moon, the X-axis is through the mean center of the apparent disk
or along the intersection of the meridian of Oo longitude and the equa-

torial plane of the moon, and the Y-axie ls in t}re equatorial plane and

completes the right-handed triad.

5. 1.4.6 Navigation Base Coordinate Syatem

The Navigation Base Coordinate System ( subscript NB )

is an orthogonal coordinate system whote orientation is essentially
parallel to ttrat of the CSM Vehicle Coordlnate System. The Y*" axis
is defined by the centers of the two upper mounta between GNCS

navigation base and tle CM str:ucture located at vehicle station points

X" = ?1.185 and r"= tU.?35 in Ref. 13 of Section 5.9.2. The
positive Y*" direction is in t}te same gcncral direction ae the CSM

+Y axig. The Z*, axis is defined ag a line measured from the center
line of the optics ( ehown in Section A-A of Bef. 1) through an angle of
32o 31t 23. 19" about the Y*" arie towatdr trhe vehicLe +Z axis, and

loceted on ttre Y*" axis haU way betrreen ttre mount points. The
positive Z*" axis is in the seme general direction aa the vehicle +Z

axis. TheX*" axis ls defined as Illg, Z*" io complete the right-
handed triad.
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5.1.5 GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS

In this section the definitions of and the conventions
for using a selected number of parameters are given. Although
virtually all of the information in this section appears elsewhere
in this docuinent, this section provides a summary of facts
which are distributed among various other sections.

5. 1.5. 1 Error Transition Matrix Maintenance

5. 1. 5. 1. 1 Definitions

The error transition matrix ( W matrix ) is defined in
Section 5.2.2.4 and is used in processing navigation measure-
ment data. Control of the W matrix is maintained by means of
two fIags, RENDWFLG ( see Section b.2. b. 2.21 and ORBWFLAG
( see Sections 5. 2.4.5 and 5. 2. 6. 4 ). If RENDWFLG is equal to
one, then the w matrix is valid for processing rendezvous navigation
data; while ORBWFLAG being equal to one indicates that the
W matrix is valid for processing orbit or cislunar-midcourse
navigation data. If both of these flags are equal to zero, then
the W matrix is invalid. These two flags are mutually exclusive;
that is, they cannot both be equal to one. This is not strictly true
during P-23.'k
5.1.5.1.2 W Matrix Control Flags

The two W matrix control flags are maintained according
to the following rules:

1 RENDWFLG and ORBWFLAG are both initially
zeto.

reteristreatedasaprogramanomo1y(SeecoM3I).3

o
o
o
a
a
a
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A CSM state vector update from the ground causes

both flags to be zeroed.

3. A LM state vector update from the ground causes

RENDWFLG to be zeroed.

4. There exists a special DSKY verb by which the
astronaut can zero both flags.

Initialization of the W matrix for rendezvous

navigation causes ORBWFLAG to be zeroed and

RENDWFLG to be set to one.

Initialization of the W matrix for orbit or
cislunar -midcourse navigation causes RENDWFLG

to be zeroed and ORBWFLAG to be set to one. *

If a computation overflow occurs during extrapolation
of the W matrix, a program alarm will result, both

flags wiII be zeroed, and the extrapolation of the

state vector will continue without the W matrix.

WitJ: regard to ttems 6 and ? above, there
exist in erasable memorythree sets of initialization parameters
for the W matrix: one for rendezvous navigation, one for orbit
navigation, and one for midcourse navigation. Eichof ihese seis contains
two elements, a position element and a velocity eldment. At the time

each item of navigation data is processed, the appropriate
W matrix control flag is tested. U the flag is found to be zero,
then the W matrix is initialized consistent. with the appropriate
erasable parameters, and the flags are set aB lndlcated ln ltems
6 and ?. See Sections 5.2.4.5, 5.2.5.2.2, and 5.2.6.4 for
precise details of this initialization procedure.

ru31.
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5.1.5.1.3 W Matrix Extrapolation

Extrapolation of the W matrix is described in
Section 5.2.2.4. Required in this extrapolation is the specification
of the appropriate vehiclers state vector with which the W matrix
is extrapolated. This extrapolation occurs during programs P-00,
P-20' P-22' and P-23; and at the conelusion of programs p-40,
P-4L, and P-4?. The conventions under which the extrapolation
occurs during each of these programs are as follows:

P-00 The W matrix is extrapolated with the

CSM ( LM ) state vector if ORBWFLAG
( RENDWFLG ) is equal to one. The

W matrix is not extrapolated if both

flags are equal to zero. (SeeSection5.6.12.)

P-20 The W matrix is extrapolated with the

state vector that is being updated if
RENDWFLG is equal to one, and not

extrapolated if RENDWFLG is equal

to zero. ( See Section 5.2. 5.2.2. )

P-22
P-23 i The W matrix is extrapolated with the

CSM state vector if ORBWFLAG is
equal to 1, and not extrapolated if
ORBWFLAG is equal to zero. ( See

Sections 5.2.4.5 and 5.2.6.4. I

The result of the maneuver will be a final
state vector at the end -of -maneuver time
ta. The CSM state vector that existed before
the maneuver program wiil still exist; anl,
cotemporal with it, there wiII also be the LM

state vector and the'W matrix. The following
steps are performed after the Average-G
Routine (Sec. S.3.2 ) is terminated:

P.I1
P-40
P-41
P-47

a
o
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1. If either W rhatrix control fLag is

equal to one, the old CSM state

vector and the'W matrix are

extraPolated to time tp.

2. The CSM state vector is initialized

to the'end-of-maneuver state vector'

3. If SURFFLAG is zero, the LM

state vector is extrapolated to time

tF. The switch SURFFLAG

indicates whether or not the LM is

on the surface of the moon. This

fl.ag is set to one (zero) bY means

of a sPecial DSKY verb bY the

astronaut when he receives voice

confirmation that the LM has landed

on (lifted off fnom) the Iunar surface

IfacomputationoverflowoccursduringanyoftheaboveW
matrix extrapolations, a program alarm will result, both W matrix

control fLags will be zeroed, and the extrapolation of the state vecior

will continue without the W matrix.
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5. 1. 5. 2 Altitude Parameter Convention

Ie the following programs and routines the display
parameter of the vehicle altitude or trajectory pericenter or
apocenter altitude is measured with respect to the earth launch
pad radius magnitude, rlp, in earth orbit cases, or the lunar
landing site radius magnitude, rLS, in lunar orbit cases. The
earth launch pad radius parameter, r',p, is stored in fixed
memory, and the lunar landing site radius, rLS, is the magnitude
of the landing site vector, lLS, available in erasable memory.

P-l1 Earth Orbit Injection Monitor Program Section 5. 3. 5

P-17& ?? CSM and LM TPI Search Programs Section 5.4.4.4 ,

P-2 1 Ground Track Determination Program Section 5.6.5
P-30 External AV Maneuver Guidance Section 5. 3. 3. 3. I

P-31 Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance Section 5. 3. 3. 3.2

P-34& ?4 TPI Pre-Thrust Programs Section 5.4.4.2
P-38 & 78 Stable Orbit Rendezvous Programs Section 5.4.2.5

R-30 Orbit Paraareter Display Routine Section 5.6. 15

The differential altitude, Ah, of programs P-17 and P-77 is
measured with respect to the CSM and LM orbits at a specified
position vector.

The earth and lunar landmark coordinates required
in programs P-22 (Orbit Navigation Program) and P-23 (Cislunar
Navigation Program ) involve an altitude parameter referenced to

theFischerellipsoid for earth landmarks, and the mean lunar radius,
r*, for lunar landmarks. The altitude of the landing site dis-
played in the IMU Realignment Program (P-52) or the Backup

IMU Realignment Program (P-54) is also referenced to the mean

lunar radius.

The 400, 000 foot and EMS altitude parameters used

in the Entry program P-61 (Section 5.6. f0) are referenced to
the Fischer ellipsoid. The entry altitude of 400, 000 feet used

in the Return to Earth Guidance Program P-3? is likewise
referenced to the Fischer ellipsoid.

o
o

a
a'
a
a
a
a
o
o
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5. 1.5. 3 Lunar Landing Site Definition

The lunar landing site is maintained in the CMC as

a vector, lLS, it the Moon Fixed Coordinate System of Section

5. 1.4. 5. This landing site vector is stored in erasable memory
prior to earth launch and can be changed in lunar orbit either by

the Orbital Navigation Program P-22 (Section 5.2.4) or by the

RTCC uplink program P-27. The final landing site vector existing
in the CSM prior to CSM-LM separation in lunar orbit is used to

initialize the LM Guidance Computer ( LGC ) for the LM descent

and landing phases. This landing site initialization vector is
referred to as the most recently designated landing site in
Section 4.
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5.1.5.5 Time Definitions

Mission time t ( or ground elapsed time GET ) is
maintained by the Guidance Computer clock and is measured
relative to lift-off time.

The time t* is that time used to interrogate the
Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine and is defined in
Section 5.5.2.

The time tO is that time interval between the beginning

of the ephemeris year (JuIy I of the year in question) and the time
at which mission time is zeroed. Time tO is utilized in computing
tM. Shortly before launch, the mission time t is zeroed and

tO is established utilizing the ground check-out system ACE and

the uplink (VerU 55) and down link. Within 0.5 second of the
time the computer receives the lift-off discrete, mission time
is again zeroed and tO is incremented by the elapsed time since
the last zeroing of misslon time (see program P-l1 - Section 5.3.5).
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5.2 COASTING FLIGHT NAVIGATION

5. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The CMC Coasting Flight Navigation Routines which are
presented in Sections 5.2.2 through 5.2.6 are used during free fall
phases of the Apollo mission. The basic objective of these navigation
routines ie to maintain estimates of the position and velocity vectors
of both the csM and the LM. Let r and v be the estimates of a vehicle's
position and velocity vectors, respectively. Then, the six-dimensional
state vector, x, of the spacecraft is defined by

Coasting Flight Navigation is accomplished by extrapolating the state
vector, I, by means of the Coasting Integration Routine (Section S.Z.Zl,
and updating or modifying this estimated state using tracking data by
the recursive method of navigation (Sections 5.2.3 - b.2.6 ).

The Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2 ) is used
by other navigation and targeting routines to extrapolate the following:

I ) Present estimated CSM state vector

2l Present estimated LM state vector

3 ) An arbitrary specified state vector, such as the pre-
dicted result of a maneuver

2

'=[;)
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State vector extrapolation is accomplished by means of

Enckers method of differential accelerations. The motion of a space-

craft is dominated by the conic orbit which would result if the space-

craft were in a central force field. In Enckers method the differential

equations for the deviations from conic motion are integrated numeri-

cally. This technique is in contrast to a numerical integration of the

differential equations for the total motion, and it provides a more

accurate orbit extrapolation. The numerical integration is accom-

plished by means of Nystromrs method which gives fourth-order ac-

curacy while requiring only three computations of the derivatives per

time step. The usual fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration methods

require four derivative computations per time step.

Regardless of the accuracy of the state vector extrapola-

tion, errors in the initial conditions will propagate and soon grow to

intolerable size. Thus, it is necessary periodically to obtain additional

data in the form of either new state vector estimates or modifications

to the cunent etate vcctor estimatee. These state vector modifications

are computed from navigation data obtained by means of navigation mea-

surements.

The CSM GNCS uses optical angle data from the scanning

telescope (SCT) anci the sextani (SxT) and ViiF range ciaia io compute

state vector changes, while the LM PGNCSuses rendezvous radar (RR)

tracking data. Navigation measurement data are used to update state

vector estimates during orbit navigation, rendezvous navigation, and

cislunar-midcourse navigation procedures. These three navigation

procedures will be used normally during the lunar-orblt navigation

phase, all LM-csM lunar-orbit rendezvous phases, and cSM return-
to-earth aborts, respectively, in the lunar landing mission. However,

in order to provide for alternate mission capability, the orbit and ren-

dezvous navigation procedures can be used near the moon or the earth.
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Although the state vector of the CSM is six-dimensional,
it is not necessary that the quantities estimated during a particular
navigation procedure be the position and velocity vectors of the CSM.

A variety of 'restimated state vectorstt, not necessarily of six-di-
mensions, are used.

In order to achieve desired landing objectives, it is
necessary to expand the lunar-orbit navigation procedure to nine di-
mensions,and to include in the estimation the position vector of the
landmark being tracked. The estimated state vector that is used in
orbit navigation is given by

where IC "nd 
vC are the estimated CSM position and velocity vectors

and r, is the estimated landmark position vector._L

During the rendezvous phase, the six-dimensional rtate
vector of either the CSM or the LM can be updated from the measure-
ment data obtained with the CSM-based optics. Normally the LM state

vector is updated, but the astronaut can select the CSM update mode.

The selection of the update mode is based primarily upon which vehiclers

state vector is most accurately known initially, and which vehicle is con-
trolling the rendezvous maneuvers.

'(l
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The standard six-dimensional CSM state vector is used

during cislunar-midcourse navigation.

Navigation data is incorporated into the state vector esti-

mates by means of the Measurement Incorporation Routine (Section

5. 2.3) which has both six- and nine-dimensional modes. The Measure-

ment Incorporation Routine is a subroutine of the following CMC navi-
gation routines:

1) Orbit Navigation Routine (Section 5'2'4,

2, Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5. 2. 5)

3) Cislunar-Midcourse Navigation Routine (Section 5. 2.6)

Simplified functional diagrams of the navigation programs which use

these routines are given in Figs. 2. I't, 2. L-2, and 2. 1 -3, respectively.

In alt three navigation progralns' estimated position and

velocity vectors are obtained at required times by means of the Coast-

ing Integration Routine (section 6.2.21. The Measurement Incorporation

Routine (Section 5.2.3) is used to incorporate the measurement data

into the state vector estimates.
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The navigation procedure, which is illustrated in simplified
form in Figs. 2.L-L to 2.1-3, involves computing an estimated track-
ing measurement, 6, Uas"a on the current state vector estimates.

This estimated measurement is then compared with the actual track-
ing measurement Q to form a measured deviation 6Q. A statistical
weighting vector, g, is computed from statistical knowledge of state

vector uncertainties and tracking performance, Q' , plus a geometry

vector, b, determined by the type of measurement being made. The

weighting vectorrqr, is defined such that a statistically optimum linear

estimate of the deviation, 6 x, from the estimated state vector is ob-

tained when the weighting vector is multiplied by the measured devi-

ation 6Q. The vectors g, P and 6 x are of six or nine dimensions de-

pending upon the dimension of the state vector being estimated.

In an attempt to prevent unacceptably large incorrect state

vector changes, certain validity tests have been included in the various

CMC navigation routines.

In the Orbit Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.41the astro-
naut tracks a landmark and acquires a number of sets of optical angle
l^.- La8^-^ 4L^ ^+^+^ ..aa4ao l-na+inn h'A^a66 l. aainc r.hrrina thc dqflual4 ugtulg Lllg D!4!s vsglvr uysestuE l,.vevee vs----6

processing procedure the landmark is out of sight, and it is not possi-

ble to repeat the tracking. Before the first set of data is used to update

the estimated state vector, the magnitudee of the proposed changes in

the estimated CSM position and velocit;r vectors, 6r and 6 v, respectively,

are displayed for astronaut approval. In generd, successive accepted

values of 6r and 6v will decrease during the processing of the tracking
data associated with one landmark. Thus, if the MARK REJECT button

has been used to erase all inaccurate marks, then all state vector up-

dates should be either accepted or rejected. If the first displayed values

of 6r and 6v are judged to be valid, then all data associated with that

landmark will be accepted.
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The actual values of the first displayed 6r and 6v will
depend upon the statistical parameters stored in the cMC and upon
the following types of emors:

Type 1: Errors in the cument state vector estimates

Type 2: Errors in alignment of the IMU

Type 3: Reasonable tracking performance errors, in-
cluding both hardware and astronaut errors

Type 4: A CSM GNCS failure

Type 5: Gross astronaut errors, such as incorrect
identification of the landmark

The existence of rype 1 errors is precisely the reason that the land-
mark tracking is being done. It is the function of the navigation to
decrease Type 1 errors in the presence of noise in the form of emors
of rypes 2 and 3. since the landmark tracking should not be perfcrmed
unless the IMU is well aligned and the GNcs is functioning properly,
and since bad marks should be rejected, it follows that the purpose of
the state vector change validity check is to discover a Type 5 error.
This validity check cannot distinguish between a Type 4 emor and a
Type 5 error.

Based upon the last time that the state vector was updated,
when the IMU last was realigned, and an estimate of the tracking
performance for the first mark, very crude reasonable values for the
first 6r and 6v can be generated by the.astronaut. The cMC will pro-
vide no information to assisi the astronaut in his estimates of reasonable
values for 6r and 6v.
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In the Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5.2. 5 )

measurement data is processed periodically, and it is desirable that

the LM be tracked during the entire rendezvous phase up to the

manual terminal maneuver. If the magnitudes of the changes in the

estimated position and velocity vectorB, 6 r end 6 v, reepectively, are

both less than pneset tracking alarm levels, then the selected vehiclers

state vector is automatically updated by the computed deviation, 6 x,

and no special display is presented, except that the tracking measure-

ment counter is incremented by one. If either 6 r or 6 v exceeds its
alarm level, then the state vector is not updated, and the astronaut is
alerted to this condition by a special display of 6 r and 6 v. Included

in this display is the source code which indicates whether optical or

VHF range-link data caused the display.

rthisdisplayshouldoccurbecauseofopticsdata,then
the astronaut should recheck the optical tracking and mdte sure that

he is tracking the LM. Under certain conditions it is possible to mietake

a star for LM reflected eunlight, and it may take a period of a few

minutes to cieiermine ihe LM target by watching relative moti,on of

thetargetandstarbackground.Afterthetrackinghasbeen
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verific.d, and navigation data has again been acquired. the as-
tronaut has the option of commanding a state vector update if the
tracking alarm is again exceeded, or of repeating further optical
checks before incorporating the measurement data. If the astronaut
cannot determine the LM target due to no positive acquisition (bright
background, etc. ) he can terminate the marking procedure and try
to achieve tracking conditions at a.later time.

The displayed values of 6r and 6v which have not passed
the tracking alarm test will depend upon the statistical parameters
stored in the CMC and upon the same five types of errors discussed
previously in regard to orbit navigation. The tracking alarm criterion
is incorporated in the Rendezvous Navigation Routine to alert the
astronaut to the fact that the state vector update is larger than nor-
mally expected, and to prevent the esti.mated state vector from auto-
matically being updated in such cases. The update occurs only by
specific command of the astronaut. The tracking alarm level beyond

which updati.ng is suspended is primarily chosen to avoid false ac-
quisition and tracking conditions. As previously mentioned, this
condition is possible in the CSM if a star is opticalty trackedbymistakein-
stead of the LM reflected sun light, and it is therefore possible for
the alarm level to be exceeded in such cases even though the estima-
ted state vectors are essentially corect. It is also possible for the
state vector update alarm level to be exceeded after comect initial
acquisition and tracking in the case where a poor estimate of either
the CSM or LM state vector exists. In this case the astronaut would
have to command the initial state vector update, after which the alarm
level would seldom be exceeded during the remainder of the rendezvous
phase. It should be noted that this statement is true only if the esti-
mated state vector of the active vehicle performing a powered rendez-
vous maneuver is updafed by the Average-G Routine in the case of tbe
CSM being the active vehicle, or by a DSKY entry (P-?6) of the maneuver

AV if the LM is the active vehicle (Section 5.6. 14).
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The previously discussed method which the astro-

naut can use to generate crude estimates of expected 6r and 6v vafues

in the case of the Orbit Navigation Routine cen also be applied to the

Rendezvous Navigation Routine. The astronaut must decide whether

or not he is tracking the LM. The CMC cannot make this decisiorL

In the cislunar-Midcourse Navigation Routine (section

5.2.6) the astronaut measures the angle between a star and a planetary

landmark or horizon. The data from each angle measurement is pro-

cessed immediately after it is made. The vdues of 6r and 6v are

displayed for astronaut approval before the state vector is updated by

the computed deviation 6x. Thus, it is a simple matter to repeat the

measurement if the astronaut is uncertain as to the validity of the

proposed statc vector changes.

The parameters required to initialize the navigation

routines (sections 5.2.4 - 5.2.6) are the initlal estlmated CSM state

vector, plus the initial estimated LM state vector for the Rendezvous

Navigation Routine, initial state vector estimation error covariance

matrices in the form of prestored diagonal error transition matrices

(as defined in Section 5.2.2.4), and a priorl measurement error va-

riances. The basic input to the navigation routines is scT or SXT

tracklng angle data indicated to the cMC by the astronaut when he

presses the MARK button signifying that he hag centered the optical

reticle on the tracking target (landmark or LM) or superimposed the

two objects in the case of a star-landmark/horizon measurement,and

automatically-acquired vHF range-link tracking data. The primary

output of the navigation routines is the estimated CSM state vector,

plus estimated landmark coordinatee in the case of orbit naviga-

tion or the estimated LM siate vector in the case of ihe Rerrdezvous

Navigation Routine. The various guidance targeting modes outlined

in Sectionb .4 ate based on the state vector estimates which result

from these navigation routines.
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5.2.2 COASTING INTEGRATION ROUTINE

5.2.2.1 General Q,omTlents

During all coasting phase navigation procedures, an extrapola-
tion of position and velocity by numerical integration of the equations of
motion is required. The basic equation may be written in the form

2d PD
r (t) + j- r (t) = a,(t)

r'{d?
(2.2. Ll

where r" is the gravitational constant of the primary body, and gd(t) is
the vector acceleration which prevents the motion of the vehicle (cSM or
LM) from being precisely a conic with focus at the center of the primary
body. The Coasting Integration Routine is a precision integration routine
in which all significant perturbation effects are included. The form of
the disturbing acceleration ad(t) depends on the phase of the mission.

An approximate extrapolation of a vehicle state vector in which
the disturbing acceleration, g6(t) of Eq. (2.2. l), is set to zero may be
accomplished by means of the Kepler subroutine (Section 5. 5. b ).

5.2.2.2 Enckets Method

If 3o is smal1 compared with the central force field, direct in-
tegration of Eq. (2.2.1) is inefficient. Therefore, the extrapolation will
be accomplished using the technique of differential accelerations attribu-
ted to Encke.

* 
In th" remainder of section b. 2 the subscripts p and e wirr denote
primary and secondary body, respectively. - When the body is known,
then the subscripts E, M, and S will be used for earth, m6on, and
1ul, rglpgctiveJy. The vehicle will be indicated by the subscripts
C for CSM and L for LM.
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At time tO the position and velocity vectors,fo *d S,define
an osculating conic orbit. The poiition and velocity vectors in the

conic orbit, I.orr(t) and 5orr(t), respectively, will deviate by a small

amount from the actual. position and velocitSr vectors.

The conic position and velocity at time t are bomputed as

shown in Section 5.5.5. Required in this calculation is the variable x

which is the root of Kepleris equation. In order to minimize the num-

ber of iterations required in solving Keplerts equation, an estimate of

the correct solution.for x is obtained as follows:

Let

r=t_t0
During the previous computation cycle the values

(2.2.2'

l' = I"o' lr -All

r' = %o' tt - 
Lll (2.2.31

xr=x(7- Atz )

were computed. A trial value of x(r) is obtained frour

*t= *,+ s [1 -7 s (r -2 7 sl - l(+ -d"21 (2.2.41

where

6/"'\
" =-F'_\?

rt. vr
1=-.2

2r'@

2 (vtl2
d=- rr pp

(2.2.31

o
a
a
aa
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After specification of 5, h, *t and z, the Kepler subroutine
(Section 5.5.5) isusedtocomputeLorr(t ), %orr(z), and x(r).

The true position and velocity vectors will deviate fromthe
conic position and velocity since gO is not zero. Let

r(t) = q(t)+ 
%orr(t)

(2.2.6',

v(t)= y-(tr+ %orr(t)

where g(t) and v(t) are the position and velocif deviations from the
conic. The deviation vector 6(t) satisfies the differential equation

(,)

dP

& p [no, =n,. 
sn,] + ao(t] (z. z.7l6(t) = .

subject to the initial conditiong

q(t') = Q, 4tO) = !

where
(o - 2r). oq=__r_

(2.2.81

(2. 2. e)
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(2.2.t01

The first term on the right-hand eide of Eq. (2.2.71must re-
main small, i. €., of the same order as 3d(t), if the method is to be

efficient. As the deviation vector 6(t) grows in magnitude, this term
will eventually increase in size. Therefore, in order to maintain the

efficiencyof the method, a new osculating conic orbit should be defined

by the total position and velocity vectorg r(t) and v(t). The process of

selecting a new conic orbit from which to calculate deviations is called

rectification. When rectification occurs, the initial conditions for the

differential equation for 6(t), as well as the variables r and x, are

again zero.

5. 2. 2. 3 DisturbinA Acceleration

The form of the disturbing acceleration a.(t) that is used in
Eq. (2.2. 1) depends on the phase of the mission. In earth or lunar
orbit, only the gravitational perturbations arising from the non-

spherical shape of the primary body need be considered. Let ed,
be the acceleration due to the non-spherical gravitatlonal perturba-
tions of the primary body. Then, for the earth

3*so*o2i(qr=q*rr
1+(1 +q)"

ras = ? Irr," 
(?)' [';, 

(coss,)!r r', t"o"e,r,]

(2.2. trl

where
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o
Pj.(eoso)=3cosp :

Pj (coso) = | trs cos29 - B)

Pf (cose) = l ,t cose P{ - +eil

rf (cose) " I ,n cose Pl - sri)

are the derivatives of Legendre polynomials,

cos(D=u . u-r -z

(2 .2. 13)

and Jr, JB, J4 are the coefficients of the second, third, and fourth
harmonics of the earthrs potential function. The vectors u" and g,
are unit vectors in the direction of r and the polar axis of the earth,
respectively, and r, is the equatorial radius of the earth.

In the case of the moon,

fi)zu

(2.2. t2)

dMa = 3 t i',* (9' ["i, (cose)u" - ri tcoso)s,]

+3rzz(+)
_.2 2.b(xM - yM, 2*M 2y"-

-u 
--ur-xr:Y,2

gr i" the unit position vector in reference coordinates;

transformed to reference coordinates;

*l 
"r, (+l [+,, 

- ?cos2e)sr+ (b cos2p-r)ex.ry-J ]

u+:r

where

(t)

o
o

a
a

(

\l

u is olanetarv
-.
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u is Dlanetarv-v transformed to reference coordinates;(i)

trar:s formed to reference coordinates;

and xO^, YM, "M 
are the components of r in planetary coordinates,

which are computed by the use of the Planetary Inertial Orientation

Subroutine (Section 5.5. 2). In addition, r* is the mean lunar radius;

and J22, crr are the coefficients of the terms describing the asymmetry

about the pole of the moonrs gravity; and the remaining symbols are

defined as in Eq. Q.2.Lll,

During cislunar-midcourse fl.ight (translunar and transearth)

the gravitational attraction of the sun and the secondary body Q
(earth or moon) are relevant forces. The accelerations due to the

secondary body and the sun are

s" is plane"*(i)

dQ
(2 .2. t5')

eg (2.2. L6i

where r -^ and r -^ are the position vectors of the secondary body
-rbl -rD

and the sun with respect to the primary body, rqg and rt" are the

distances of the CSM from the secondary body and the sun, and the

arguments qe and gg are computed from

(r-2r r
Q.2.t?lPQ)

a =-3frra*rreq*r]
^ec '

9e=

r+
PSr

["dS4
Pg

5'sc

_2.PQ

t- r- I - *\r - ar PS, - 
^

-DJ
^PS

(2. 2. 18 )

o
a The functions f(Oq) and f(Cg) are calculated from Eq. (2.2.10).
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The position vectors of the moon relative to the earth,lEM,
and the sun relative to the earth,rr*are computed as describedTn'-
Section (5. 5.4 ). Then,

and

lpe

!ps

[;

(2.2. r9',1

(2.2.20t

if P= E

ifP=M

lnS ifP=E

lnS -!gI[ if P = M

Finally,

hc=r-lee
(2.2.211

lsc =l-lps

5.2.2.4 Error Transition Matrix

The position and velocity vectors as maintained in the com-
puter are only estimates of the true values. As part of the navigation
technique it is necessary also to maintain statistical data in the com-
puler to aid in the processing of navigation measurements.

If e(t) and n(t) are the errors in the estimates of the position
and velocity vectors, respectively, then the six-dimensional correla-
tion matrix E(t) is defined by

i

I

I
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T T€(t) €(t) e(t) n(t)

nu(t) = (2.2. 22,

T T€(t n(t) n(t)

In certain applications it becomes necessary to expand the

state vector and the correlation matrix to more than six dimensions
so as to include estimation of landmark loqations in the CMC dur-
ing orbit navigation,and rendezvous radar tracking biases in the LGC

during the rendezvous navigation procedure. For this purpose a nine-
dimensional corelation matrix is defined as follows :1

€(t) pT

E6(t)

n(t) FTE(t) = (2.2.231

r/F.lr
F e(t)' F n(t)' P B'

where the components of the three-dimensional vector F are the emors
in the estimates of three variables which are estimated in addition to the
components of the spacecraft state vector.

In order to take full advantage of the operations provided by

the interpreter in the computer, the correlation matrix will be re-
stricted to either six or nine dimensions. If, in some navigation pro-
cedure, only one or two additional items are to be e$imated, then a suf-
ficient number of dummy variables will be added to the desired seven-or
eight-dimensional state vector to malce it nine-dimensional.

4(t)
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Rather than trse the correlation matrix in the navigation pro-
cedure, it is more convenient to utilize a matrix W(t), called the error
transition matrix,and defined by

E(t) = w(t) w(t)T (2.2.241

Extrapolation of the nine-dimensional matrix W(t) is made by

direct numerical integration of the differential equation

OI

S wttl = c(t) o w(t) (2.2.25)

oo

where G(t) is the three-dimensional gravity gradient matri:gand I and

O are the three-dimensional identity and zero matrices, respectively.
If the W matrix is partitioned as

*o wl 8

\j[/ = re rro (2. 2.261

rra lrg rzo

o

o

o

w

Yrz
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then"

i=0r 1,....,8 (2. 2.271

1 8(t) 0

The extrapolation may be accomplished by euccessively integrating the
vector differential equations

dt2

;P !i(t) = G(t) yt(t) i = 0, 1, .. ., 8 (2.2.281

The gravity gradient matrk G(t) for earth or lunar orbit is
grven by

$ ortt, = !iae(t)

d
ilTIi+

$yi*g(tl = G(t) yr(t)

G(t) =
ttP

;6 r(t) r(tlT -

During ci.slunarbmidcourse flight

c(t) = ;E[i
r^'l
lj ral s(tlr - r'ttl tJ

g-'r

F "'n, ,] (2.2.2s1

(2. 2.3))

+ tr [t *"n' r.c(t)r-'t"n"]
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Thus, if D is the dimension of the matrix W(t) for the given

navigation procedure, the differential equations for the yi(t) vectors
are

(2.2.3t1

.2o

;7 w.(t) =
-t

pP

;6 [frttl . yi(t)] ur(t) -r/t

+M [q"rt) ,y,ftiJ 5s(t) -ri

i= 0, 1,..., D-l

where Er(t) ana hC(tl are unit vectors in the directions of r(t) and

hc(t), respectively, and

for cislunarmidcourse flight
l![ = (2. 2.32'

tre

Jac"'}

for earth or lunar orbit

It is possible for a computation overflow to occur during the
W matrix integration if any element of the matrix exceeds its maximum
value. This event is extremely unlikely because of the large scale fac-
tors chosen. The overflow occurs if

1) any element of the position part (upper third) of the W
matrix becomes equal to or greater than 219 -,

or
2l any element of the velocity part (middle third) of the W

matrix becomes equal to or greater than one m/csec.
In addition, each element of the landmark part (lower third) of the ma-
trix must remain less than 219-, but ttris part does not change during
integration.

If overflow should occur, an alarm results, the two W matrix
control flags are reset, and either new state vector estimates must
be obtained from RTCC, or a sufficient number of navigation mea-
surements must be made before the state vectors are used in any
targeting or maneuver programs.

a
a
a
a
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5. 2. 2.5 Numerical Integration Method

The extrapolation of navigational data requires the eol'ution of

a number of second-order vector differential equations, specifically

Eqs. (2.2. ?) and (2.2.31). These are all special cases of the form

.2
2, l=f (I, t) Q.2.331

' dt-

Nystromrs method is particularly well suited to this forn and

gives an in-tegration method of fourth-order accuracy. The second-order
system is written

(2.2.341

S.= !(r, t)

and the formulas are summarized below.

Y*,+r = I.r+ {Yn}at

?r+t = 4r* !(h)at

(2.2.351

= l(yrr' trr)

= !(Ir, + 5 At * l g, (at)z, tn + At)

d
df!= z

E(&r) = g"* *Gl + 2b) at

9(r.,)=*q.4kz+b)

- l(rr, *trUat+ $q (At)z, tr* |at)

Er

\

k^
-t
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For efficient use of computer storage as well as computing

time the computations are performed in the following orderl

U Equation Q.2.7, is solved using the Nystrom formulas,
Eq. (2.2.35). It is necessary to preserve the values of the

vector r at times t r, tr, + Atl2, !r, + at for use in the solution
of Eqs. (2.2.3L1.

2l Equations (2.2.3L1are solved one-at-a-time using Eqs.
(2. 2.35, together with the values of r which resulted from
the first step.

The variable At is the integration time step and should not be

confused with r, the time since rectification. The maximum value for
At which can be used for precision integration, Atmax, is computed
from

rr3l2con (2. 2.361At = minimummax Atlim'F \rpP

where

At = 4000 sec..0im
(2. z. szl

K =0.3

5.2. 2. 6 Coastinq Integration Logic

Estimates of the state vectors of two vehicles (CStttt and LM)
will be maintained in the computen In various phases of the mission
it will be required to extrapolate a state vector either alone or with an

associated W matrix of dimension six or nine.

a
a
o
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To accomplish all of these possible procedures, as well as

to solve the computer restart problem, three state vectors will be

maintained in the computer. Let 1" and x" be the estimated CSM

and LM state vectors, respectively, and let I !,e a temporary state
vector. The state vector x is a symbolic representetion of the follow-
ing set of variables:

h
h
r-40n
v
-€on
q

v

t

T

x

rectification position vector

rectification velocity vector

conic position vector

conic velocity vector

positi.on deviation vector

velocity deviation vector

time associated with fco* %on, 6 and v

time since rectification

root of Keplerts equation

(2.2, 881

t

0 for earth

1> = primary body =

I for moon

The state vectors :<" and xL nePresent an andogoue set of variables.

The Coasting Integration Routine is controlled by the cdling
program by means of the two indicators D and V. The variable D

indicates the dimension of the W matrir with

D=0 (2.2. 3e)

denoting that the state vector only ig to bc extrapolated. The variable

V lndicates the appropriate vehicle as foUows:
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V-
1 for CSM

0 for LM

-1 for state vector specified by calling program

(2.2.401

trIn addition, the calling program must set the desired final time
and, for V equal to -1, the desired state vector x.

A simplified functional diagram of the Coasting Integration
Routine is shown in Fig. 2.2-1.. In the figure the indicated state
vector is being integrated to time tr. The value of At for each time
step is At*"* (Eq. (2.2.36 )) or the total time-to-go whichever is
smaller. The integration is terminated when the computed value of
At is less than e ,.

Figures 2.2-2, 2.2-3 and 2.2-4 illustrate in more detail the
logic flow of this routine. In these figures certain items which have
not been discussed fully in the text are explicitly illustrated. The
following is a list of these items together with the number of the
figure in which each occurs.

1) Saving of r values for W matrix integration: Fig. 2.2-2.

2') Change in origin of coordinates: Fig. 2.2-3.

3 ) Rectification procedure: Fig. 2.2-3.

4') Selection of disturbing acceleration: Fig. 2.2-4.

The logic flow shown in these figures is controlled by the three
flags M, B, and F. Flag M is defined in Eq. (2.2.32 ), B prevents
the recalculation of already available quantities (lpe, IeC ), ".taF is used to distinguish between state vector integration ( F = 1 )

and W matrix integration (F = 0).

If the coasting Integration Routine is requested to extrapolate

the estimated LM state vector and the LM is on the lunar surface,

then the routine will use the Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine

(Section 5.5.21 to compute the desired LM position and velocity,

and the normal integration will not be performed. This procedure

is not indicated in the figure.
There is a procedure for the emergency termination of the

Coasting lrtegration Routine in order to permit correction of wrong

erasable memory parameters. This emergency function is described

in Section 5.6.12.
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ENTER

No Yee

EI(IT

No

Integrate State Vector. x (t)

One Tlme Step to Tlme t + At

Yes

Flgurc 2,2-t Simpltflcd Coutin3 Intcaration
Routlnc Lo3lc Die3nn

Integrate D-Dhnentlonel W Matrk
to Tlmc t +AtOne Tlme

l(a = I

x- = xV=0

D=0

latl< e

At = mlnimum [tt,' - t], * Atmax ]

X = Xa
-tJ

D=0

x = x,
-L

V= 0
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ENTER

No

1.r+ +
?.r+ Ai

h.h+

,.1+t
.a+h(y+

g.!+k* |trr+zrrtatlat
{,C+ l(lr+r!2.!g}at

I *t'oto'
Eq. (2.2.?)

2,2-1
96

Conput" rt
Eq. (1.2.r)

lfo

I

+d
S.c. 5,5.5

r, !con, !oL

Eh: (2.2.3r1
# '',''*,'

L

I
-l

!t+e

h'0
t"l
s.. L

t'l -l

!'\+e

Tt:'l*"r'
t. D

F.0

at ' v -r.r-.- 
flt. 

- tl, o,r,-, S

Y

M

lvl=0"".n 
( 

"MP

D'0

- -L

B.l

Yc!
EXIT

Y.a

Figure 2.2-2 Coasting Integration Routine

Logic
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ENTER

No

Yes

Yes Yes No

EXIT

Figure 2.2-3 Rectlficatlon and Coordlnate Systcm Orffn Chrnge Loglc Dlegrem
5.2-30

d

No

lbon'Icott - Ipe

Ycon'%oo - Ipe

P=l-P

h
h

Icon = Yo

?=?

-sll 
-1,

6=0

v=O

x'0
T= 0

+6

Y"ott + Z

%ott

Rectification

Compute v""
Sectione 5. 5.4 &

5,2.2.3

Yes

B=0
ections 5.5.4 &

5.2.2.3

lpe &

hc

Yes

B=0P=1
Compute ron
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No
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(1

(t

TER

No

No

ED(IT

Figure 2.2-4 Disturbing Acceleration Selectiori Logic Diagram
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= ldp + qde * gas
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Compute a O"
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Yes
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In addition to the general criterion diecuEsed in
Section 5.2.2.2, the requirements for recflfication (which are
not ghown in Fig. 2.2-2 ) are functlone of

1 ) the computer word length,

2 ) the fact that the computatlons are performed in
fixed -point arithmetic,

3 ) tfre scale factors of the variables, and

4 ) the accuracy of the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5. 5 ).

If

or if

or if

6>

v>

t

UL t o.or
con

o.?5x222mforP=0
0.?5x218mforP=1

O. ?5 x 23 m/csec for P = 0

0. ?5 x z-lm/csec for P = 1
{
L

Ef'novtrca
ff lccec

then rectification occurs at the point indicated in Fig. 2.2-2.
Also, if the calculation of the acceleration ( Eq. ( 2. 2.7 l, reeults
in overflow ( i. e. any component ie equal to or greater than
2-16m/cse"2 fot P = 0, or z'2oml c"""2 fo" p = 1), trhen the
program is recycled to the begtnning of the time step and recti-
fication ia performed, provided thet 6 ie not identically zero (which

may occur if an attempt ie made to extrapolate a state v.eetsr

below the eurface). In this exceptlonel cese, a.n abort occurs
witlr alarm eode 20430.
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The definitions of the various control constants whieh ap-
pear in Figs. 2.2-L to 2.2-4 are as follows:

integration time step criterion

"sPH
radius of lunar sphere of influence

tdE radius of relevance for earth non-spherical
gravitational perturbations

"dM
radius of relevance for moon non-spherical
gravitational perturbations

r
ME distance from the earth beyond which mid-

course perturbations are relevant.

"MM
distance from the moon beyond which mid-
course perturbations are relevant.

€t
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5.2.3 MEASUREMENT INCORPORATION ROUTINE

Periodically it is necessary to update the estimated posi-
tion and velocity vectors of the vehicle (CSM or LM) by means of
navigation measurements. At the time a measurement is made,
the best estimate of the state vector of the spacecraft is the extrap-
olated estimate denoted by xt. The first six components of xt are
the components of the estimated position and velocity vectors. In
certain situations it becomes necessary to estimate more than six
quantities. Then, the state vector will be of nine dimensions. From
this state vector estimate it is possibl.e to determine an estimate of
the quantity measured. When the predicted value of this measure-
ment is compared with the actual measured quantity, the tiifference
is used to update the indicated state vector as well as its associated
error transition matrix as described in Section 5.2.1. The error transi-
tion matrix, W, is defined in Section 5.2.2.4.

This routine is used to compute deviations to be added
to the components of the estimated state vector, and to update the
estimated state vector by these deviations provided the deviations
pass a state vector update validity test as described in Section 5.2.1.

Let D be the dimension (six or nine) of the estimated
state vector. Associated with each measurement are the following
parameters which are to be specified by the program salllng fhls
routine:

b Geometry vector of D dimensions

2
d A priori measurement error variance

6Q Measured deviation, the difference between the

quantity actually measured and the.expected value

based on the origind value of the estimated state

vector xl.
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r]
Th'e procedure for-incorporating a measurement into the estimated

state vector is as follows:

Compute a'Ddimensional z vector from

rT
z = Wr' b (2. 3. 1)

where Wr is the error transition matrix associatedwithxr.

Compute the D-dimensional weighting vector, co, from

T 1 (2. 3.21
2

Compute the state vector deviation estimates from

(2. 3. 3)

If the data pass the vdidity test, update the state

vector and the W matrix by

x = xl+6x (2.3.4'

\f,r = \{|t - (2. 3. 5)

1+ -a
,2*o2

(, gT w'T
.-+Q

6QII6

T
@Z

()

r)
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In order to take ful.L advantage of the three-dimensional
vector and matrix operations provided by the interpreter in the com-

puter, the nine-dimensional W matrix will be stored sequentially in

the computer as followsi

W0, 11, ... , 126

Refer to Section 5.2.2.4 for the definition of the W matrix. Define

the three dimensional matrices

T
Yza

Tulo
-g

w w TIe
Tw-_D

TIs
T

11

T
w^
-z

0 I1
w T

!zs (2. 3. 6)

T
ll zo

so that

w !t/
0 1 2

\fif =
T T (2.3.7,UI w

3 4 5

w w
6 7 8

Let the nine-dimensional vectorg 6L q, tr, end z be partitioned as

follows:

%

6x= 6x,
-t

o5

6x-
-z

E

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

w

w

w

?2

zos
0rt

0)a4

I

h
ul

\z

zz= z1 1

,g

(2. 3. 8)
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o
Then, the computations shown in Eqs. (2.3. 1) through (2. 3. 3) are
performed as follows, using three-dimensional operations:

z,
-l

D
5-r
f *'r*ri g;

j=o

D
s-I *o2
J=

(2. 3.9)

1

T wrz.
-J 3i+i

a= z.
-J

1

z.{

Dg-

T
j=o

0

T
a

T
o,i

Equation (2.3. 5) is written

'f=

D
56x, = 6Q or.

-l-l

i=0r 1r..., -l

1

1+
t-

J o2l^

(2. 3. 10)

wi+si=!L'i+9i -tzi\ i= 0, 1, ... , D - 1

D
, aaa , g -1j=0, 1

t:
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The Measurement Incorporation Routine is divided into
two subroutines, INCORP1 and INCORP2. The subroutine INCORpI
consists of Eqs. (2. 3. 9), while INCORPZ is eomposed of Eqs. (2,9.41
and t2.3. 10). The method of using theee subroutines is illustrated
in Fig. 2.3-1.

Since the estimated position and velocity vectors are
maintained in two pieces, conic and deviation from the conic, Eq.
(2,3. 4, cannot be applied directly. The estimated position and
velocity deviations resulting from the measurement,6x0 and 6xy are
added to the vectors 6 and y, the position and velocity deviations from
the conics, respectively. since 6 end u ar.e maintained to much
higher accuracy than the conic position and velocity vectors, a pos-
sible computation overflow situation exists whenever Eq. (2. 8.4) is
applied. If overflow does occur, then it is necessary to reinitialize
the Coasting Integration Routine (section 5.2.21 by the process of
rectification as described in section 5.2.2. 2. The logic flow of the
subroutine INCORFZ is illustrated in detail in Fig. Z. g-2.

Overflow occurs when

222^for P= o

:
182 mforP=1

or
3 m/csecforP=0

-1 m/csec for P = 1

6

,,I,,
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No
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RETURN

Fig. 2. 3-l Measurement Incorporation procedure

Ca[ NCORP2

Go To
Alternate
Procedure

CaIl INCORP1

Compute GeometrY Vector b and

.Measurement Deviation 6Q.

Set Dimension D and I priori Variance 2q

(

INCORPl
Compute Stete Vector
Deviation EEtimatc 6x

Eqs.12.3.9 ,)

INCORP2

Updete State Vector I
and W Matflx
Eqr.l 2.3.41 ond ( 2.3.10)

U,
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ENTER

EKIT

FLg. 2.3-2 INCORP2 Subroutlne Loglc Dlagram

o

x^= x

x- =x

Update W Matrix
Eqs. (2. 3.I0)

Rectification
F'tg. 2.2-g

v a

Overflow
v --v +6x--con -con -I

=g
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-I
a

6

r conr
-con

+ 6Io

a o5+6
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5.2.4 ORBIT NAVIGATION ROUTINE

5.2.4.1 Landmark Tracking Procedure

While the CSM is in lunar or earth orbit, landmark
optical tracking data are used to update the estimated CSM state

vector and the coordinates of the landmark that is being tracked,
as described in Section 5. 2. 1. This routine is used to proeess the

landmark-tracking measurement data, as shown in simplified form
in Fig.2.L-L, and is used normally in lunar orbit in the lunar land-
ing mission. The routine also can be used in earth orbit during abort

situations or alternate missions.

In order to initially acquire and maintain optical tracking,
the CSM attitude must be oriented such that the CSM-to-landmark
line*of-sight falls within the SCT field of view. In the CSM GNCS

there is no automatic vehicle attitude control during the }andmark

tracking procedure. Any desired attitude control must be accom-
plished manually by the astronaut.

If the astronaut wishes, he may use the Automatic Optics

Designate Routine (Section 5. 6. B) as an aid in the acquisition of the

landmark. This routine has two modes which are relevant to orbit
navigation. In the advanced ground track mode (which is useful in
lunar orbit for surveillance, selection, and tracking of possible land-
ing sites) the routine drives the CSM optics to the direction of the

point on the ground track of the spacecraft at a time slightly more

than a specified number of orbital revolutions ahead of current time.
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In the landmark mode (which is useful for acquieition of a specified
Iandmark) the routine drives the optics to the estimated direction of
the specified landmark. Either the revolution number or the land-
mark must be specified by the astronaut. The computations and

positioning commands in this routine are repeated periodically
provided the optics mode switch is set to CMC. Thus, in the advanced

ground track mode, the astronaut is shown continuously the ground track
of the CSM for a future revolution. The reason for this mode is that it
is desirable to select a landing site which is near the CSM orbital plane

at the LM lunar landing time.

The Automatic Optics Designate Routine is used in other
routines to align the CSM optics to the directions of the following
sighting targets:

l) The LIVI during the rendezvoue phaee

2) A specified star during IMU alignment procedures

After the astronaut has acquired the desired landmark
(not necessarily the one specified to the Automatic Optics Designate

Routine), he switches the optics mode to MANUAL and centers the

SCT or SXT reticle on the landmark. When accurate tracking is
achieved, he presses the optics MARK button, causing the time
of the measurement and all optics and IMU gimbal angles to be stored

in the CMC. Up to five unrejected navigation eightings of the same

landmark may be made during the tracking intenrd,and all sets of
navigation data are acquired before proceseing of the data begins.

After the astronaut has completed the trackirrg of a land-
mark, he is asked by the CMC whether or not he wishes to identify
the tracked landmark. If he does, then he enters into the CMC through
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the keyboard the identification number or the coordinates of the land-
mark, and the data are processed as described in Section 5.2.4.2
thru 5.2.4.5. The coordinates of the landing site will be stored in
the CMC erasable memory and can be updated during the mission.

If the astronaut does not identify the landmark, then the
Landing Site Designation procedure (Section 5.2.4.3) is used for the
navigation data processing. In this process the landmark is con-
sidered to be unknown, and the first set of navigation data is used
to compute an initial estimate of the landmark location. The re-
maining sets of data are then processed as described in Section
5.2.4.2 to update the estimated nine-dimensional CSM-landmark
state vector.

Whether the landmark is identified or not, one further
option is available to the astronaut. He may specify that one of the
navigation sightings is to be considered the designator for an offset
landing site near the tracked landmark. In this ease, the designa-
ted navigation data set is saved, the remaining sets of data are pro-
cegsed as described above, and then the estimated offset landing
site location is determined from the saved data as described in
Section 5.2.4.4. This procedure offers the possibility of designat-
ing a landing site in a flat area of the moon near a landmark which
is suitable for optical navigation tracking but not for landing.
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Each set of navigation data which ie uged for state vector
updating and not for landing site designation or offset produces two
updates as described in Section 5.2. 4.2. For the first navigation data

set the magaitudes of the first proposed changes in the estimated CSM

position and vel.ocity vectors, 6r and 6v, respectively, are displayed

for astronaut approval.. If the astronaut accepts these proposed

changes,then ali" state vector updates will be performed, and aL1 the in-
formation obtained during the tracking of this landmark will be incor-
porated into the state vector estimates. A detailed discussion of this
state vector update validity check is given in Section 5,2.1.

After all of the sets of navigation data have been pro-
cessed, the astronaut has the option of having the updated landmark
coordinates (or the coordinates of the unknown landmark) stored in
the erasable memory reglsters allocated to the landlng stte coor-
dinates. In this manner the original coordinates of the landing site
can be revised, or a new landing site can be selected.

The various functions for which the eets of navigation
data acquired from the line-of-sight tracking measurements are uged
are presented in Sections 5.2.4.2 through 5.2.4.4. A detailed des-
cription in the form of logic diagrams of the entire orbit Navlgation
Routine with all of its options is given in Section 5.2.4.5.

5.2.4.2 State Vector Update from Landmark SiEhtinE

As mentioned in Section 5.2, I the orbit navigation con-
cept involves the nine-dimensional state vector

(2.4.11x

Ic

Yc

!l
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where IC and vC are the estimated CSM position and velocity vec-
tors, respectively, and rO is the estimated landmark position vec-
tor. Both the CSM state vector and the landmark position vector
are estimated and updated through the processing of optical track-
ing data. A simplified functional diagram of the orbit navigation
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. 1-1. In this section the method

of updating the estimated nine-dimensional state vector from alandmark
line-of-sight navigation measurement is given.

After the preferred CSM attitude is achieved and optical
tracking acquisition is established (Section 5.2.4.1), the astronaut
enters tracking data into the CMC by pressing the optics MARK but-
ton when he has centered the SCT or SXT reticle on the landmark.
As described in Section 5.2.4.1, each set of navigation data con-
tains the time of the measurement and the two optics and three IMU
gimbal angles. From these five angles the measured unit vector,
u*, along the CSM-to-landmark line-of-sight is computed in the

Basic Reference Coordinate System from

[NBSMI u*, (2. 4.21

where IREFSMMAT] and INBSM] are transformation matrices and

glqB i" the measured line-of-sight vector in navigation base coor-
dinates. A1l terms of Eq. (2. 4.2, are defined in Section 5. 6. 3.

For the purpose of navigation it is conveni.ent to consider
the measured unit vector, uM, to be the basic navigation data. This

gM = IREFSMMAT]T
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navigation measurement of the line-of-sight vector, 914, is mathemati-'

cally equivalent to the simultaneous measurement of the angles be-

tween the lines-of-sight to the landmark and two stars. The data

are processed by selecting two convenient unit vectors (fictitious

star directions), converting the vector gU to an equivalent set of
two artifl.cial star-landmark measurements, and using the Measure-
ment Incorporation Routine (Section 5.2. 3) twice, once for each

artificial meagurement. These two unit vectors are chosen to be

perpendicular to each other and to the current estimated line-of-
sight vector so es to maximize the convenience and accuracy of
the procedure.

Let r^ and r, be the estimated CSM and landmark posi-
-L -'Ltion vectors at the time of a given line-of-sight measurement. Then,

the first state vector update for the measurement is performed as

follows:
Calculate the estimated CSM-to-landmark line -of -

sight from

kl = rn - rc e.4.sl
]bl = UNIT (:Cl)

Initialize the fictitious star direction to the vector

% = uwlt (5', x g*) (2. 4.41

If t}te vectors qO" and uM are separated by an angle
of lees than 2-rv red., then a computation overflow
occurs in the execution of Eq. (2.4,4), and thie set
of meagurement data ia discarded because all of the
components of the estlmated'gtate vector deviation,
6 x, would be negligible for both state vector updates.
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Compute an artificial star direction from

}L = uNtr (5 x 5r) Q. 4.51

Calculate the nine -dimensional geometry vector,
b, from

5^ = !,,-{, "cL 
* (2.4.6,

(2.4.71

9z=-h (2. 4.81

Determine the measured deviation, 6Q, from

6e = cos-l (g" . ton) - "o"-1 
(b . kr, )

(2. 4. el

= cos-t t% . g*) - I

Incorporate the fictitious star-landmarl'. rneasure:
ment using the Measurement Incorporation Routine
(Section 5. 2.3).

0
1L

{,
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Included in Step is the state vector update validity check for
the first proposed update

It should be noted that the initialization of the star di-
rection, q-, which is given by Eq. (2. 4.4r, is such that the firsts
artificial star (computed from Eq. (2.4. 5) ) will yield the maximum

value for the measured deviation, 6e, which is obtained from Eq.
(2.4. 9). The reason for selecting the first 5 vector in this manner
is that there is only one state vector update validity check even
though there are two updates.

Assuming that the first state vector update was accepted

by the astronaut, the second update for this measurement data set

is pcrformed by first recomputing the estimated CSM-to-landmark
line-of-sight vector from Eq. (2.4.31 using the updated values of the

estimated CS

Then, Steps

position vectors, ga and rl, respectively.
are repeated, this time with no state vec-

tor update

If the astronaut rejects the first state vector update, then

all of the navigation data is discarded, and no update occurs'

The results of the processing of the measured line-of-
sight vector, gM, are updated values of the estimated position and

velocity vectors of the CSM, g" and 5, respectiveln and an up-

dated vdue of the estimated landmark position vecto& rO.

5.2.4.3 Landins Site Designation

As mentioned in Section 5.2.4. 1 the nine-dimensional

orbit navigation procedure provides the means of mapping on the
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surface of the planet a point which is designated only by a number of
sets of optical tracking data. This process may be used to redesig-
nate the landing site opticallyr or as an unknown landmark orbit navi-
gation procedure.

Assume that an unmapped landmark has been traeked,
and N sets of optical measurement data have been acquired as des-

cribed in Section 5.2.4.1, Let u* be the measured unit CSM-to-
Iandmark line-of-sight vector obtained from the first set of mea-

surement data by means of Eq. (2. 4.21. An estimate of the landmark
position at the time of the first navigation sighting, t*, is given by

[.." ^ (

*o'
-2
"c

- .i"2e) u." (2.4.10)
-l.vl

rlz
!{=rc*"c

where

(2. 4. Lt't

IC i" the estimated CSM position vector at time t*, and rO is the

estimated planetary radius. This initial estimated landmark posi-
tion vector, r,, and the estimated CSM state vector are then updated

-f
by means of the standard Orbit Navigation Routine and the last N - 1

sets of tracking measurement data exactly as if the designated point

were a mapped landmark.

The final results of this procedure are a location estimate
for the designated point and an improvement in the'estimated CSM state
vector.

^ Ina' Ic
COS.r = - --..-_-tc
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5.2. 4.4 Landing Site Offset

During the landing site selection operation any visible

landmark may be tracked that is in, or near, the desired landing area.

In most cases this visible landmark will not be an acceptable touch

down point, and it is desirable to offset the desired landing point away

from the visible landmark used for tracking. This is accomplished

by tracking the visible landmark and processing this data as previously

described for either a mapped or an unknown landmark depending upon

the type of landmark tracked. During this tracking operation a designated

navigation data set can be taken by positioning the SXT to the desired

actual landing point. This designated data set is saved, and,after the

tracking data is processed for the visible landmark,the offset landing

site location is computed from the saved data by means of Eq. (2.4. 10).

In this landing site offset calculation, the magnitude of the estimated

position vector of the visible landmark is used for the estimated planetary

radius 16 in Eq. ( 2.4. 10 ).

5 -2.4.5 Orbit Navigation Logic

After all opticai landmark tracking data have beerr acquired,

the data processing procedure is initialized as illustrated in Fig. 2.4-L.

It is assumed that the following items are stored in erasable memory

at the start of the procedure shown in this figure;

Estimated CSM state vector aE

deflned ln Sectiun 3.2.2.6.

Six-dimensional error transition
matrix associated with a as de-

fined in Section 5.2.2. 4.

I for valid W matrix
ORBWFLAG

0 for invalid W matrix

This flag or switch is maintained

by programs external to the orblt

t

w

I

I
a
a
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o

()

EN?ER

Yes

Yes

D=6

to
Fig.2.4-2

Fig. 2.4-1 Orbit Navigation Routine Initialization

a
a

V=1

i =0

w4 = *{.r, I

ws=o

ORBWFLAG = I

D=0

*{" I
=Q

=Q

=Q

wo

wt

w2

wg

Obtain Astronaut Entry of
Landmark Coordinates
Lat, Long, Alt

L=00
the vector

,, using the
e-Longi-

tude

site
Alt of

Lat,

Obtain Astronaut Entry of
KNOWN and L

rt
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fnnrs*r*et]

RENDITIFLG

N

OFF

Navigetion Routine. It indicates

whether or not the exieting W matrix
is valid for uge in processing land-

mark tracking data. The flag is set

to zero after each of the following
procedures:

1) CSMstate vector update from ground

2 ) Rendezvoue navigation

3 ) Astronaut Command

Switch similar to ORBWFLAG but

used for rendezvous navigation.

Transformation Matrix: Basic Ref-
erence Coordinate System to IMU
Stable Member Coordinate System

Number of unrejected sets of navi-
gation data acquired during the track-
ing of the lendmark

1 through 5 for index of landing
site offset designator

0 for no landing site offset designator

t*t to t** = fhe N measurement times associ-
ated with the N sets of navigation data

N eets of five optics and IMU gimbal angles each

wgj, w{v'w{ Preselected W matrix initial diagonal

elements

v"rRP variance of the primary body radius
error

t
The variables D and V are indicators which control the

Coaeting Integration Routtne (Sectlon 3.2.2 ) as described in Section

5.2.2.8, I and O are the three-dimenslonal identity and zero

matrtcea, respectively, and i is an lndex which ls ueed to count

the navigation data sets.
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In the initialization routine the astronaut enters into the

CMC through the keyboard the follorrying two itejms:

1 for mapped or known landmark

KNOWN =
0 for unmapped landmark or landing site
designation

L

00 for a landmark whose coordinates are
not stored in CMC memory

01 for the landing site

u

KNOWN=1 and L=00

then the astronaut is further requested to enter the coordinates of the

landmark; that is, latitude (Lat), longitude (Long1 and altitude (Alt).

Altitude is defined with respect to the mean lunar radius for lunar
landmarks, and the Fischer ellipsoid for earth landmarks.

After completion of the initialization procedure the Orbit
\

Navigation Routine begins processing the data.

For convenience of calculation in the CMC, Eqs. (2.4.5),
(2.4.61, (2.4.71, and (2;4. 9) are reformulated and regrouped as follows:

(

t;
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u
-s

h
b1

6Q

-s
u

0

UNIT (5 x 5r)

-1tcL (g ' ly) 7r

T

(2.4. Lzl

t"
os

This set of equations is used both by the Orbit Navigation Routine and

the Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.5) in processing optical

tracking data. To validate the use of Eqs. (2.4.L21it is necessary only

to let

z (2. 4.L31a = "cL
2 {rr"tr", + varr*u)

where u="scT and varr*u are the a priori estiraates for the sc'L' and

IMU angular error variances per axis, respectively.

The processing of the N sets of landmark-tracking navigation

data is illustrated in Fig. 2.4-2. In the figure, F is the altitude fl'ag

as defined in Section 5.5.3.

As shown in the figure, the CSM state vector is integrated

to the time of each measurement, and the meagured line-of-sight vector

u* is computed. If this data set ie an offeet designator, then the vector

u* and the time are saved, and the program proceeds to the next

measurement. If this is the first navigation data set for a known land-

mark, then the w matrix is initialized and the data are Processed to

obtain the two state vector updates. If this is the first measurement

for an unknown landmark, then the landmark location is computed, end

the W matrix is initialized (Fig. 2.4'31 using a procedure in which the

geometry of the landmark mapping is explicitly accounted for. Included

in this procedure are negative radicand and zero divisor checks. For

this case, no state vector updating occurs. For all other sets of

navigation data, two state vector updatee are normally obtained.
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After the processing of the data is completed, the location

of the offset landing site is computed from the saved data, if a data

set was so designated, as shown in Fig. 2.4-4. Then, the final esti-
mated landmark position vector is converted to latitude, longitude,
altitude coordinates and.these coordinates are dlsplayed. If the tracked
landmark is to be the landing site, then thc landing site coordinates

and the lariding site vector ( t 
"S) 

are saved in erasable memory.

The final operation of the Orbit Navigation Routine is to
convert the nine-dimensional error transition matrix, W, to a six-
dimensional matrix with the same CSM position and velocity estima-
tion error variances and covariances. The reason for this procedure

is that the W matrix, when it is initialized for processing the data

associated with the next landmark, must reflect the fact that the initial
Iandmark location errors are not correlated with the errors in the

estimated CSM position and velocity vectors. Of course, after pro-
cessing measurernent data, these crogs correlations become non-
zero, and it is for this reason that the nine dimensional procedure

works, and that it is necessary to convert the final W matrix to six-
dimensional form.

The solution to the conversion problem is not unique. A

convenient solution is obtained in the following manner.

The error transition matrix, W, has been defined in
Section 5.2.3 in terms of the nine three-dimensional submatrices
W0, Wl, ..., Wg as follows:

w
0

\[= w w w (2.4. t4l
3 4 5

w T T
6 7 I

Let the elements of each of these eubmatricea be defined by

T

T

IwT

T

T

T

T

2
w

ww
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o
T

t9i
wgi+l
wgi+2

*9i+g
wgi+4

*9i+s

*9i+6
*gl+?
*9i+B

wi (i=0, 1,...,8)

(2.4. L'l

The W matrlx is then converted to the following six_di_
mengional form:

*o*3*6*gw t2 *15

*1 . w4 *? *10 *1g o

n2*Brgwll 00
1

(2. 4. 16)w w
3 *27 *30 wgg o

w28 *g1 o o

T

TT
*ot *

4
0

0

0

0

w290 0000

W2=WU=O

The twenty-one non-zero elemente of the converted w matrir ere
computed by solving the following twenty-one equations:

5r,
?o wi+sk wi+3t< f

k=0
*i*sr wj+a*

,,j = gtrrdrr,
i<i

p = 0,1r. ..,20

epk
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where primes refer to quantities before convergion, and the following

table gives p as a function of i and j:

ll;li:|:ll;li:lllll|1llf:|lllll l;'|}|| il : l i I l ll

i
j

p

The twenty-one elements eO to er' are computed as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.4-5. The converted W matrix is then celculated as

shown in Fig. 2.4-6. Included in this procedure are negative radicand

and zero divisor checks.

The Orbit Navigation Routine ie notr ready to process the

data acquired in tracking the next landmark.
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5,2.5 RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION PROGRAM

5. 2. 5. I Target Acquisition and Tracking

During mission phases involving rendezvous the Ren-
dezvous Navigation Program (P-20) is used to obtain CSM optical
and/or VHF range-1ink tracking data of the LM to update the es-
timated state vector of either the CSM or the LM, as discussed
in Section 5.2.1 and outlined in Fig. 2. L-2, A general block
diagram of prograrn P-20 is shown in Fig.2.5-1. At the begin-
ningof program P-20 certain preliminary steps are performed
such as setting the Rendezvous, Track, Update, and Preferred
Attitude flags. The Rendezvous flag is set to denote that pro-
gram P-20 is being used. When this flag is reset, program P-20
is permanently terminated. The purpose of the other f1.ags is
given in the following sections. In addition to initializing the
above flags, the state vector update option is automatically set
to the LM, the Optics and VHF Range Mark counters are set to
zero, and the LM and CSM state vectors are extrapolated to the
current time using the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.21.

Afterwards, the Tracking Attitude Routine (R-61) is
used to orient the vehicle to a preferred attitude for optical track-
ing of the LM. This attitude is achieved by maneuvering the ve-
hicle so as to establish coincidence between a body-fixed reference
vector and the estimated line-of-sight (LG) to the LM. In addition
routine R-61 establishes a vehicle attitude rate in order to maintain
this coincidence. The LOS in this case is determined by advaneing
the estimated state vectors of the CSM and LM to the current time
using the Kepler Subroutine (Seetion 5.5.5). The vehicle orientation
about the body-fixed reference vector is not cohtrolledbytheTracking
Attitude Routine and must be corrected by the astronaut if it is unsatis -
faetory. There are actually two different body-fixed reference vectors
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Functions Under Separate Control of Astronaut:

1 Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R -21 )

Backup Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine
(R-23 )

Proceseing of VHF range data in routine R-22

2.

3

Fig. 2.5-1 Rendezvous Navigation Program

Tracking Attitude
Routine (R-61)

Rendezvous Tbacking
Data Processing

Routine
(,i--221

Auto Optics Positioning
Routine (R-52 )

Tracking Attitude
Routine (R-61)

Preliminary Steps
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which may be aligned to the LOS by the Tracking Attitude Routine
during rendezvous navigation. If the preferred Attitude f1.ag is
set, as is the case at the beginning of program P-20, the body-
fixed reference vector used by Tracking Attitude Routine is that
shown in Fig. 2.5-2. This vector is the prefenred vector if the
sextant (SXT) is going to be used to optically track the LM. The
vector is so chosen to be approximately in the center of the
common coverage sector of the SXT and the RR transponder. If
the astronaut is going to use the back-up optical device (Crew
Optical Alignment Sight), he should reset the Preferred Attitude
fLag so that the Trecking Attitude Routine will use the other body-
fixed reference veitor which is the +X-axis of the CSM.

The quantities issued to the RCS DAP by the Tracking
Attitude Routine (R-61) in order to establish the preferred tracking
attitude and attitude rate are:

1 ke - desired LOS rate in control axis coordinates

IGAD, MGAD, OGAD - desired IMU gimbal angles

which define the desired
vehicle attitude to the RCS

DAP.

AGA - a vector defining the desired incremental
changes in the IMU gimbal angles every
0.1 second.

2

3

The desired LOS rate
is obtained as follows:

gCg it control axis coordinates

9l,os = lREFSMMAT
uNIr (Ir, - k) x (\rL - kll

lL-t )
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CSM RENDEZVOUS
REFERENCE VECTOR
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Figure 2.5-2 CSM Rendezvous Reference Vector for the SXT
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lkA = fnncel fsnrxe]er,os

where glos is the Los rate in stable member coordinate",[srurue] is the

transformation matrix defined in Section 5.6.3.2. f , [nnCal is tfre matrix

for transforming a vector from navigation base to control axis coordinates

as defined in Section 5. 3.3.3.3, and 11, !1, fur and b are the position

and velocity vectors of the LM and CSM in basic reference coordinates

obtained by using the Kepler Subroutine of Section 5.5.5.

The vector AGA is computed as follows:

cos IGA sec MGA 0 -sin IGA sec MGA

AGA = cos IGA tan MGA 1 sin IGA tan MGA ( 0.1 ) glos
sin IGA 0 cos IGA

where glos is the Los rate in stable member coordinates computed

previously.

The desired IMU gimbal angles IGAD, MGAD, and OGAO are obtained

by using the routine VECPOINT where the input to this routine

is the unit vector llOS defining the line-of-sight from the CSM to the LM in

stable member coordinates and the unit vector ur" defintngone of the

previously mentioned body-fixed reference vectors in vehicle or navigation

base coordinates. The vector glOS is computed as follows:

glrs = [nnrsnnMATl uNrr (lr, - lc )

Once the desired attitude and attitude rate are achieved by routine

R-61, it is seen in Fig. 2.5-L that the Auto Optics Positioning Routine (R-52)

and the Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (R-22) are called by

program P-20. The purpose of the Auto Optics Positioning Routine (Section

5.6.8) is to drive the SXT to the line-of -sight of the LM, a 6tar, or a

landmark. To insure that the above line-of-sight is that of the LM, program

P-20 sets the LM Target flag just before calling routine R-52. If the

Preferred Attitude and Update flags are set and the optics mode switch is

in the CMC position, routine R-52 will periodically compute the llne-of -sight

to the LM and drive the optics to it. The line-of-sight is also computed

when the optic mode switch is not in the CMC position and may be displayed

upon astronaut request. In addition, routine R-52 calls the Tracking Atti-
tude Routine (R-61) each time to re-establish the desired tracking attitude

and attitude rate. The marurer in which routine R-61 is used is given in
detail in Section 4 of the GSOP.
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The purpose of the Rendezvous Tracking Data Process-
ing Routine (P.-221is to periodically process the optical and/or
the VHF range-link tracking data to update the state vector of
either the CSNI or LM as defined by the state vector update option.
This option is automatically set to the LM at the beginning of pro-
gram P-20 but can later be set to the CSM by the astronaut if it
is considered necessary. The optical tracking data processed by
this routine is obtained by using concumently either the Rendez-
vous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R-21) or the Backup Ren-
dezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R-23). Either routine
can be called and terminated by the astronaut during operation of
program P-20. If the astronaut wishes to have the VHF range-
link data processed, he should set the VHF range flag after leaving
Routine R00 and entering Program P-20. It is assumed that the
asironaui has aciivaieci ihe VHF range-iink anci has assureci him-
seU of target acquisition by the range-tink before he sets the VHF
range flag. The VHF range-link operates in conjunction with the
voice-link and measured the range between the CSM and the LM.
Target acquisition can be ascertained by ttre astronaut by
observing the range display provided with the VHF range-Iink. The
range data is sent to the CMC upon request by the Rendezvous
Tracking Data Processing Routine (R-22)- A detailed discussion of
this routine is given in Section 5.2.5.2.

As previously mentioned, the optical tracking data

processed by routine R-22 is obtained by using either the Ren-

dezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R-21) or the Backup

Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R-23), both of
which are described in detail in Section 4. Under normal cir-
cumstances the astronaut wiII call routine R-21 during the opera-
tion of program P-20 and use the sextant (SXT) to track the LM
because of its greater accuracy and target detection capability.
After the prefered tracking attitude hae been established and the
SXT has been driven to the LOS of the LM, tlre aetronaut acquires
the target through the SXT and switchee the optics mode gwitch
to the MANUAL position so that he may manually center the SXT
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reticle on the target. When accurate tracking is achieved, he

presses the MARK button, which eauses the measurement time
and the SXT and IMU gimbal angles to be recorded. This data
is stored in a certain erasable memory location denoted as

Position 1. When the next mark is made, the data from the pre-
vious mark is transferred to Position 2 where it becomes available
to the Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (R-22) and
the new mark data is placed in Position 1.

In order to achieve the desired accuracy leve1s of the
vehicle state vector with optical tracking data, it is important
that this data be taken at essentially uniform intervals over

the tracking period. Uniform tracking intervals are defined to
be about once every minute throughout the phase, as opposed to
all of the.tracking data being taken over a short period. The
reason for this requirement is given in Section 5.2. 5. 2.2.

If it becomes necessar? to use the Crew Optical Alignment
Sight (COAS) instead of the SXT to obtain optical tracking data,
use is made of the Backup Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark
Routine (R-23). At the beginning of this routine the astronaut
loads the coordinates of the COAS. These coordinates are the
equivalent SXT shaft and trunnion angles of the COAS, which
would be the same as those indicated for the SXT if it were pos -
sible to point the SXT in the same direction as the COA-S. After-
wards, the astronaut acquires the LM with the COAS and performs
an optical mark by keying an ENTER into the DsKy instead of t
depressing the MARI( button since the button cannot be reached
by him when using the COAS. Whenever he keys in an ENTER, t
the measurement time, the IMU gi.mbal angles, and the previously
Ioaded coordinates of the coAs are stored in the aame position I
used by routine R-21 and are transferred to position 2 when the
next set of mark data is placed in position l.

Optical tracking of the LM from the CSM and reguest
for data from the vHF range-link are suspended during rendez-
vous maneuvers by either vehicle. If the csM is the passive ve-
hicle and is tracking the LM for monitoring a^nd possible abort
retrieval, LM rendezvous meneuvers are voice-linked to the
csM as an ignition time and three velocity components in a LM

, Iocal vertical coordinate system, and then entered as updates to
the estimated LM state vector in the cMc. upon receipt of this
data, sxr tracking dnd data processing should be suspended until
after the maneuver. The update is accomplished by means of
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the Target AVProgram, P-76. If the CSM is the active vehicle
then the estimated CSM state vector is updated by means of the

Average-G Routine (Section 5. 3. 2) during the maneuver.

5.2.5.2 Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine

5. 2. 5.2. 1 General Operation

As indicated in Section 5.2. 5. 1 the purpose of the
Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (P'-ZZ ) is to
periodically process the optical and/ or VHF range-link track-
ing data to update the state vector of either the CSM or LM.

The logic associated with this routine ie given in
Fig. 2.5-3 where it is seen at the top of the figure that routine
R-22 alternates between checking the status of the VHF Range
flag and checking to see if optics mark data is in position 2.
Whenever optics mark data is found in Position 2 it is trans-
femed to Position 3 and used to calculate the correction ( or
update ) to the state vector. Whenever the VHF Range ftag is
found to be set, the routine reads the range from the VIIF
range-link if at Ieast60 seconds have expired since the last
time range was read. Immediately after reading the range, a

check is made to see if the Data Good discrete is being received
from the VIIF range-link, signifying that tJle range tracking
network ie tracking the target satisfactorily. If the.Data Good
discrete is present, the range data is used to calculate tlre cor-
rection to the state vector, The time tVr'f is used as the time
of range measurement. If the Data Good diccrete ie not present,
the Tracker Fail Light is turned on.

. The manner in which the state vector correction is
calculated for either optics mark or range-link data is given
in Section 5 .2. 5.2.2. The connections , and

in Fig. 2.5-3 correspond io those given for the logic flow
of the rendezvous navigation computatione given in Fig. 2.5-4.
To distinguish between the two typee of data in Fig. 2.5-3 use
is made of a Source Code (SC ) which is equal to one or two de-
pending on whether it is optics mark or range-link data, re-
apectively. .
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After the state vector correction has been calculated
it is seen in Fig. 2.5-3 that a check is made to see if the magnitudes
of the proposed correction in position and velocity (O r and 6v)
exceed certain threshold limits ( 6 

"nnA:< 
and 6 tMAX ) stored in

erasable memory. The same threshold limits are used in this
check whether the state vector correction is based on optics
mark or range-link data. The purpose of this threshold check
is to insure the validity of the proposed state vector correction
(update). If the proposed correction exceeds either threshold
limit, the magnitudes of the correction in position and velocity
(6 r and 6v) and the Source Code (SC) are displayed to the
astronaut. If the correction is the result of optical tracking
data and the astronaut is sure that he is tracking the LM, he

should command the update. Otherwise he should reject the
data and recheck the optical tracking. Additional details on the
threshold check are given in Section 5.2. 1. It should be noted

that if optical data is being processed, there will actually be

two separate corrections to the state vector instead of one due

to the manner in which the optics data is used to calculate the
state vector correction as explained in Section 5.2.5.2.2. Since
the second optics correction is calculated using the state vector
updated with the first optics correction, it is unlikely that the
magnitude of second correction will exceed that of the first.
Consequently, a threshold check is made in Fig. 2.5-3 only on

the first optics correction.

At various points in Fig. 2.5-3 it is seen that a check
is made to see if the Update flag is present (set1. This flag is
ramarrad rrrhan *leara ic na elaaina *a nnaaaaa +ha an*iaa an'ltv l'^ vvvee L're vP!'ve erru

range-link data. It is removed by the CMC during CSM AV
maneuvers and during certain time conguming computations,
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and by the Target Delta V Program. If the Update flag is not
present, a check is made on the Track flag. The Track flag
is removed when it is desired to temporarily terminate the

rendezvous navigation process. If the Track flag is present,

it is seen in Fig.2.5-3 that the routine will continue to monitor
the Track and Update flags in a standby status until one of the

flags changes state.

The range obtained from the VHF range-link by the
Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine is that measured
by the range-link between the CSM and the LM. This data is
sent to the CMC from the range-link as a 15 bit binary data
word R"r. In the CMC the range R* in nautical miles is
obtained as follows:

RM = knr. Rnr.

where k*" is the bit weight in nautical miles.

5. 2. \\2 Rendezvous Navigation Computations

Each set of optical navigation data contains the time
of the measurement and the two optics and three IMU gimbal angles.
From these five angles the measured unit vector, u*, along the

CSM-to-LM line-of -sight is computed in the Basic Reference
Coordinate System from

IM = fnnrsnnnrot] 
t 

[nnsnr]"*, ( 2. b. 1)

where [nnrsrvlnnAT] ana [Nnsvr] are transformation matrices
and u*, is the measured line-of -sight vector in navigation base

coordinates. AII terms of Eq. ( 2. 5. 1) are defined in Section 5. 6. 3.
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For the purpose of navigation it is convenient to consider
the measured unit vector, uM, to be the basic navigation data. This
navigation measurement of the line-of-sight vector, g14, is mathe-
matically equivalent to the simultaneous measurement of the angles
between the lines-of-sight to the LM and two stars. The data are
processed by selecting two convenient unit vectors (fictitious star
directions), converting the vector u* to an equivalent set of two ar-
tificial star-LM measurements, and using the Measurement Incor-
poration Routine (Section 5. 2. 3) twice, once for each artificial mea-
surement. These two unit vectors are chosen to be perpendicul.ar to

each other and to the current estimated line-of-sight vector so as to
maximize the convenience and accuracy of the procedure.

Let l and r, be the estimated CSM and LM position vec-
tors at the time of a given line-of-sight measurement. Then, the

first state vector update for the measurement is performed as follows:

Calculate the estimated CSM-to-LM line-of -sight from

L 67 - r r*L _L t^
(2. 5.21

kl = UNIT (kr, )

Initialize the fictitious star direction to the vector

% = UnIr (5" x g*) (2. 5.3)

If the vectors l*, and uM are separated by an angle
of less than 2 ^" rad., then a computation overflow
occurs in the execution of Eq. ( 2. 5. 3 ), and this set
of measurement data is discarded because all of the
components of the estimated state vector deviation,
6 x, would be negligible for both state vector updates.
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Compute an artificial star direction from

5 = UNIT (g x 5r) (2.5.41

Calculate the six-dimensional geometry vector, b,

from

1{il (2. 5. 5)h=l u
-s

Lr (2. 5. 6)

where the + ( - ) sign is selected if the CSM ( LM ) state vector is
being updated.

Determine the measured deviation, 6e, from

-16Q = cos (I. ' toa) - "o"-1 
(% ' br, I

(2. 5.71

= cos-t t*" . lnr) - f

Incorporate the fictitious star-LM measurement using
the Measurement Drcorporation Routine (Section 5.2.9).

Included in Step is the state vector, update validity check for
the first proposed as described in Section 5. 2.1.

0

(_)
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It should be noted that the initialization of the star direc-
tion, u-, which is given by Eq. (2. 5. 3), is such that the first artificial

-.tt
star (computed from Eq. (2. 5.4)) will yield the maximum value for
the measured deviation, 6Q, which is obtained from Eq. (2. 5. ?). The

reason for selecting the first g vector in this manner ie that there
is only one state vector update validity check even though there are
two updates.

Assuming that the first state vector update was valid, the
second update for this rneasurement data set is performed by first
recomputing the estimated CSM-to-LM line-of-sight vector from Eq.
(2.5.21 using the updated values of the estimated
vectors, I" and !L, respectively. Then, Steps

repeated, this time with no state vector update

If the first proposed state vector update does not pass the

validity check, then the megnitudes of the proposed changes in the

estimated position and velocity vectors, 6r and 6v, respectively,
are displayed. If the astronaut is sure that he is tracking ihe LM,
then he should command the update. Otherwise he should reject the

data and recheck the optical tracking. A detailed discussion of this
state vector update validity check is given in Section 5.2.L.

The results of the processing of the measured line-of -sight

vector, !1y1, are updated values of the estimated position and velocity
vectors of the CSM or the LM. These two estimated state vectors

are used to compute required rendezvous targeting parameters as

deseribed in Section 5.4.2.

ttar aanrrarianaa af aalarrlaliar in *ha l-Itrll^ f-a lD q ,l-
I'Vr gvuvgrrlgr.Vv vl vsvsel t..v vrt.v, !Ye. r3. e. -t

(2.5.7, are reformulated and regrouped as follows:

and position
are

a
a
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q

g.

%

bt

6Q

uNIr (5 x 5")

t+'**)-f]

h = lllcl
b. =Q
-I
OQ = RM - 

"CL

=+u
- --S

-1tcL cos

This set of equations is used both by the Rendezvous Navigation
Routine and the Orbit Navigation Routine (Section S. Z. 4l in processing
optical tracking data. To validatethe use of Eqs (2. S.8) it is necessary
only to let

SxT + t"tIMU) + var^t (2.5.9)

where r""SXT and varr*U are the a priori estimates for the SJ(T and

IMU angular error variances per axis, respeetively. The variable
r"rINT is included in Eq. (2. 5. 9) for the purpose of smoothing the
effects of coasting integration inaccuracies.

After VHF range-Iink acquisition is established (Section5.2.5.1)

the measured CSM-to-LM range, R*, is automatically aequired at

approximately one minute intervals. The geometry vector and measured

deviation for a VHF range measurement are given by

2 2.q = rcIJ (var

(2. 5. 8)

( 2.5. 10 )

where the + ( - ) sign is selected if the LM ( CSM ) state vector is

being updated. The measurement error variance is computed from
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o2 = *aximum ("!r.r"t" * t""INT, t""R*irr) (2.5. 11)

where var* is the range error variance corresponding to a percentage
error and var* min is the minimum range error variance.

The rendezvous navigation computations are illustrated in
Fig. 2.5-4. As shown in the figure, this set of computations is entered
from two points ( and ) of Fig. 2. 5-3. It is assumed that
the folLowing items are stored in erasable memory at the start of the
computation shown in the figure;

Estimated CSM state vector as defined

in Section 5.2. 2. 6.

Estimated LM state vector.

Six -dimensional error transition matrix
associated with 1a 6r IL as defined in
Section 5.2.2. 4.

t

x,1,

w

RENDWFLG
I for valid W matrix

0 for invelid W matrixt
This flag or switch is maintained by
programs external to the Rendezvous

Navigation Routine. It indicates
whether or not the existing W matrix
is valid for use in processing LM
tracking data. The flag is set to zero
after each of the following procedures:

1) State vector rrFdate from ground

2 ) Orbit or Cislunar-Midcouree Navigation

3 ) Astronaut Command
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ORBWI.LAG

IREFSMMAT l

Five optics and IMU gimbal angles.
(or)

RM

w and wrr rv

Switch similar to RENDTvVFLG but
used for orbit or cislunar-midcourse
navigation.

Transformation Matrix: Basic Re-
ference Coordinate System to IMU
Stable Member Coordinate System.

Measurement time.ttr,

Measured Range.

Preselected W matrix initial diagonal
elements. Thereis one value for each of these
two initial diagonal W matrix elements stored
in the CMC erasable memory. These para-
meters nominally represent rendezvous in-
jection conditions. They can be changed
duringthe missionbythe astronaut or by
RTCC.

SC Source Code

The variables D and V are indicators which control
the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.21 as described
in Section 5.2.2.6, and I and O are the three-dimensi.onal iden-
tity and zero matrices, respectively.

The optical measurement incorporation procedure
outlined above shotrld be repeated at about one minute intervals
throughout the rendezvous phase except during powered maneu-
vers, as described in Section 5.2.5.1. As indicated in Section S.2.5.1,
it is important that the SXT tracking data be taken over as large
an angular sector in inertial space swept out py the line-of-sight
as possible to achieve desired state vector accuracy levels. This
essentially uniform tracking operation is required since the SXT
tracking provides information only in directions normal to the
line-of-sight, as indicated by Eq. (2.5. 5),. and the line-of-sight
must be allowed to rotate in inertial space to achieve more com-
plete update data. As mentioned previously, the VHF range data
is obtained automatically, approximately every minute.

I t Optics Measurement

(_2 Range Measurement
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Caff INCORP1 of Measurement Incorporttion
Routine to Compute State Vector Change

6x

Error Variance for Radar Measurement

a2 = maximum (r"r2 var* * *"INT, nar*rt)

0

%=tkl
1

b

OQ=RM-"CL

Compute Star Vector, Geometry Vector,
Measured Deviation, and Emor Variance

ior Optics Measurement

q = UNIT (g x 5")

6e = rc,, 
["o"-t r+ . g*) - *]

.1. uqr
CL

tt

%=t%
b-=0
-I

I
I

EXIT to of Fig. 2.5-3

Figure 2.5-4 Rendezvous Navigation Computatlons (page 3 of 3)
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5.2.5.2,3 Rendezvous NaviEation Computations (Alternate
Line -of-sight )

During rendezvous optical tracking data are normally
obtained by means of SXT sightings of the LM from the CSM and
processed as described in Section 5.2.5.2.2, Navigation data
can also be obtained by means of a backup optical device. How-
ever, since data obtained in this manner is much less aecurate
than SXT sighting data, the backup device should be used for the
sightings only if the SXT has failed, or if the astronaut cannot
return to the lower equipment bay to make SXT sightings.

The processing of the data from a backup sighting
is identical to the procedure described in Section i.2.b.2with
the following two exceptions:

The values of the shaft and trunnion angles associated
with the particular device used are astronaut inputitems.

The measurement error variance, Eq. ( 2.5.9), is
replaced by

,L"(r.%,lT+ r""IMU) + varr*, (2.5.12)

where r.tALT is the a priori estimate for the angular error
variance of an alternate line-of -sight measurement per axis.
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5.2.6

5.2.6.1

CISLUNAR -MIDCOURSE NAVIGATION ROUTINE

General Comments

During the midcourse phase of the lunar mission, naviga-

tion data can be obtained by the measurement of the angle between

the directions to a star and a planetary horizon or landmark, as de-

scribed in Section 5.2. L. This routine is used to process the star-
landmark/horizon measurement data, as illustrated in simplified
form in Fig. 2. 1-3, and is normally used only in an abort situation
in conjunction ryith a return-to-earth targeting and maneuver pro-
cedure after the loss of ground communication. The Return-to-Earth
Routine (Section 5.4. 3) and this routine provide the CMC with the

capability for guiding the CSM back to the earth and to safe entry

conditions.

The acquisition of the star a.nd landmark/horizon may be

accomplished either automatically or manually. In the manual mode

it is not necessary to have the IMU aligned or even on for this mea-

surement sinee only the optics trururion angle is used as measurement

data. In the automatic acquisition mode, however, the IMU must be

on and aligned prior to the initiation of this routine.

In the proceesing of the navigation data, it ie necessary to

distinguish between earth and lunar meeaunements,and between primary
and secondary body measurements. This ie accompliehed by means of

the variable Z, which denotes measurement planet, ald which is part

of the data loaded by the astronaut after the meaeurement. Also inclu-
ded in the data load are star and lendmark or horizon identification.

5. 2. 6.2 Star-Landmark Measurement

Let ga *d k be the eetimated CSM posltion and velocity

vectors a.nd W the emor transition matrix. The SXT star-landmark
angle meesunement processingprocedure is as follorvs:
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Use the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2)
to extrapolate the estimated CSM state vector and

the W matrix to the time of the meagurement
obtaining t'C, g'C, and W'.

Let r ," be the estimated CSM position vector
relative to the measurement pLanet Z. Then

if,Z=P
(2.6.1)

lQC tfZ=Q

where leC i" the estimated position of the CSM
relative to the secondary body Q, and is computed
as described in Sec. 5.2.2.3.

Compute r r, the location of the landmark at the_,
meaeurement time, by means of the Latitude-
Longitude Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 3).

Compute the estimated pointing vector from

(2.6.2t

9Cf, = IINIT(!"a)

:c
zcr

(l

!zc=1
t CL

\/
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Let u be a unit vector in basic reference coordinates-s
which defines the direction to the star whose coor-
dinates are in the CMC fixed memory or were loaded

by the astronaut. It is necessary to correct the star
vector for aberration, i. e., the change in the

observed star direction caused by velocity perpen-

dicular to the direction. The observed star direction,
u!, is given by

(2.6.3)

where InS i" the velocity of the sun relative to the

earth, and c is the speed of light. The velocity vector
of the sun relative to the earth, IES, i" assumed

constant for the duration of the mission. as described
in Section 5.5.4. The velocity of the moon relative
to the earth, for the case in which the moon is the

primary body, is negligible. The coordinates of a
planet should not be loaded by the astronaut for
cislunar navigation unless they correctly indicate the

direction of the planet with respect to the CSM and

allowance has been made for the difference in aber-
ration between that indicated in Eq. 2.6.3 and that
which truly existe for the planet.

Correct gg1 for aberration as follows:

gb1, = UNIT (gCr, *
c ) Q.6.4',)

Then, if A is the meesured angle, the six dimensional
geometry vector, L, and the meaeured deviation,
6Q, are given by

"-'c 
- rnsu* = UNIT (u + l-

-s '-s c

g'c
a
a
a
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cose=ri.4"

bn = ;J- nNrr tgj - cose glrl{, "cL
(2. 6.5)

6e = { - 
"o"-1 

(cosQ)

Incorporate the measurement into the CSM state vector
estimate by means of the Measurement Incorporation
Routine (Section 5.2.3) after astronaut approval.

5.2. 6.3 Star-Horizon Measurement

The processing of a star-horizon measurement the same
as that of a star-landmark measurement except for Step above.

obtained

0hr

The estimated location of the landmark (horizon) rO

from geometrical considerations.
must

Referring to Fig. 2.6-t, it is seen that the star unit vector,

%,*d the estimated CSM position vector,r".",determine a plane. As-
suming that the measrurement planet is the earth and that the horizon
of the earth is at a constant altitude, the intersection of this plane and

the horizon of the earth is approximately an ellipse, called the
horizon ellipse.

To determine the orientation of the hori.zon ellipse, define
the foll.owing three mutu"lly orthogonal unit vectors:

)
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(.)

u2=UNIT(u"Xr.rg)

5 = IINIT (yr\ vrl (2.6. 6)

91=!2X5

where g2is a unit vector along the earthrs polar a:ris and is given by

-A (2.6.71Uo=
-IJ x

The angles A*and A"are defined in Section 5.5.2, Then, as seen

in Fig. 2.6-t, the vectors 5 arrd !1 are along the semi-major and

semi-minor axes of the horizon ellipse, respectively; and u, is per-
pendicular to the ellipse. The inclination angle I of the horizon eI-
Iipse with respect to the equatorial plane of the earth is obtained from

sinl=u, uZ (2. 6.8)

The shape of the ellipse is defined by its major and minor

ar(es. The semi-major a:<is a" is given by

a"=a*h (2. 6. e)

AY

I
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'n,here a is the semi-major axis of the Fischer ellipsold and h is the
horizon altitude. Let r"be the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid at the
latitude equal to the inclination angle of the horizon ellipse computed
from Eq. ( 5.3. 1) of Section 5.5.3. Ttren, the semi-minor axis ,of
the ellipse, bH, is obtained from

bH rF+ h (2.6. 10)

The pr.oblem of determining the vector 14 can now be re-
duced to a two dimensional one. Define the Horizon Coordinate Sys-
tem to have its X- and Y-axes al,ong g0 

"",d I1r respectively, as il.-
Iustrated in Fig. 2.6-2. Let

t\l[ = (a. o. ttl

The matrix M i,s the transformation matrix from the Basic
Referencc Coordinate Sistem to the Horizon Coordinate System, The

vectors Lgg utd, ! 
" 

are transformed to the Horizon Coordinate System
as follows:

rH= Mlzc
(2.6. Lzl

lLs = M9"

Let x" .tt6 XH be the two non-zero components of r", and

let the two points of tangency from r* to the borizon b" h -a!f .

T
g0

T
\

T
u,z
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Figure 2.6-2 Geometry of Star-Horizon
Measurement
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the equatlon of the horizon ellipse
The vectors t 

O 
and t , are obtained by solving slmultaneously

24
b:f-o

ry ry

+ =! (2.6. 13)

and the equation of the line which is tangent to the ellipse and which
passes through the point (x", X*1)

+ =t (2.6. t4l,

2x

-orr

*xH

+*H

IlIs

o.'l "

,r. * 
-"

The following equationg result:

^IATI

-lO - Xg {A-1

0

*H ^/Fi

\fF'T

0

!
A

(2.6. 151

(2.6.16)

*,"

1
-AIJ

whcrc
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'f-
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(2.0. 171

The two points of tangencX, Jg and tt' correspond to the two

horizon points, t4fi (tt at horizon) ota ili (fJr horizon)' To deter-

mine which L corresponds to which horizorL compute the two quantities

Ai=\n UNIT tji - +) (t = 0, 1) (2. 6. 181

Then, the t., which yielded the larger A, is the near horizon and the
other is the far horizon. LetllO be tJle horizon which was used in
the measurement. The horizon vector is then

(2.6. le)

the measurement processing is completed by following steps

of the gtar-landmark measurement procedure.

tl=MT&

(
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The star-horizon measurement processing procedure has

been based upon the assumption that the planet involved in the mea-

surement is the earth. If the moon is the measurement planet, and

it is assumed that the moon is a sphere, then the entire procedure

presented above is valid except for the computation of a" and b*
For a lunar:horizon measurement Eqs. (2. 6. 8 ) - (2.6. 10) are re-
placed by

"ul "M (2.6. 2Ol

bH= 
"M

where r is the mean radius of the moon.
M

5.2. 6. 4 Angle Measurement Processing Logic
The computational logic for the Cisluner-Midcourse Naviga-

tion Routine is illustrated in Fig.2.6-3. It is assumed that the follow-
ing items are stored in erasable memory at the start of the computa-

tlon shown tn the flgure3

k = Estimated CSM state vector as defined in
Section 5.2.2.6

W = Six-dimensiond error transition matrix
associated with 1a as defined in Section 5.2.2. 4

ORBWFLAG =
1 for valid W matrix
0 for invalid W matrix

This flag or switch is maintained by programs ex-

ternal to the Cislunar-Midcourse Navigation Routine.

It indicates whether or not the existing W matrix is
valid for use in processing star'landmark/horizon
angle measurement data. The flag is eet to zero

after each of the following pnrcedures:
1) CSM stafe vector update'from ground

2 ) Rendezvous navigation

3 ) Astronaut Command

RENDIIIFLG = Switch simllar to ORBWFLAG but ueed for
rendezvous navigatidn.
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A

u
--€t

z

= MeasuremeiitTime

= Measured angle

= Measurement gtar

= Measurement planet =

0 for earth

1 for moon

L . = Landmark switch or flag=

wrrrrandw_"= 
::fi:tected 

W matrix initial diagonal ele-

For convenience of calculation in the CMC, Eqs. (2. 6. b)
are reformulated as follows:

14i - cose {rl

1 for landmark
measurement
0 for horizon
measurement

**COSQ=u^.ll^,
-t, a-L

= UNIT

(2. 6.211

-16Q = tCL [A - cos (coso I

To make Eqs. (2. 6.211 valid it is necessary only to let

32*- = rll, r.rTRUN + varl (2.6.22'

where varTRUN and var" are the a priori estimdtes of the SXT trunnion-
angle and landmark or horizon error variances, respectively.

The variables D and V are indicatore which control the
Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.21as described in

I

h
ur
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Section 5.2.2.6, I and O are the three-dimensional identity and zero
matrices, respectively, and F is the altitude flag as defined in Section
5.5. 3.

The calculation of the estimated pointing vector, gCL, i"
illustrated in Fig. 2,6-4. This subroutine is used both in the procegsing

of the navigation data and by Routine R-60 in the automatic acquieition
mode to point the SXT landmark line-of-sight at the specified target.

Finally, there is available either the landmark eoordinates
or the far horizon flag H defined by

H ={
I for far horizon

0 for near horizon

In the case of a horizon measurement t;he computational logic for
determining the horizon vector r, is shown in Fig. 2.6-5.

The landmark coordinates ( latihrde, longitude, altitude ) are

entered into the computer by the astronaut.
The altitude is referenced to the Fischer ellipsoid for earth landmarks'
and the mean lunar radius for lunar landmarks.
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ENTER

No D(IT

Yes

Figure 2. 6-3 Cislunar-Midcourse Navigation Routine
Logic Diagram

CalI INCORP2 of Measurement
Routine to Perform

ectorState

Approve

Display 6r and 6v

Call INCORP1 of Measurement
Incorporation Routine to Comprrte
Position Change 6r and Velocity

6v

a

D

2rcL t"rTRUN + varlJ

6

Compute Geometry Vector b and
Meaiured Deviation 0Q

s. (2. 6.2t)

, (2.6,8 ) and (2.6.4)Eqs
rrationmpensate For

Compute Estimated Pointing
Vector, Fig. 2.6'4

REND1VFLG = 0
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ENTER

Yes

No

EKIT

Fig. 2.6-4 Eetimated Pointing Vector Computation Subroutine
Logic Diagram

Compute Estimated Pointing Vector
Eqs. ( 2.6.21

Call Latitude - Longifude Subroutine
To Determb" I*

L2,g = Lqc Yes

-t-I
Section 5.2.2.3
Compute'rr-r..

-wv
Determine Horiu on

Position rO

Fig. 2.6-5

lzc = 'iZ=P

Call Coasting Integratlon Routine
to Specified TimeExtrapcilate

V=1
F=1

6D

w
w
w
w

0

1

3

4

ORBWFLAG = 1

D=0

wImr
o
o

= **rrl
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k.0 kr1-'t'l

k.1

'o-9.+
aH oH

" = ff r"^fF
e-# t..F

At . Sn , [IhtXf tt - &r] (t.- 0,1)

I T! t

I
Lo- T

3E' M rzc

lsH'Mrs

(;:;;)

(I;;)

+h

aH! a

M

bH "M

Computc r" Eq. (5. 3. 1)

u-z9ra/,t

92 - unit (9" x l2g)
g9 . Unlt (gn x gzl

91 '92 x 99

l/[ r
sl
tr,
sl

TXIT

F'igure 2.6-5 Horlqon Vector Determlnaflon Loglc Dlagram
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5.3 POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

5.3.1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The objective of the powered fl.ight gpidance routines
is to maintain an estimate of the CSM state vector during the
thrusting maneuvers, and to control the thrust direction such
that the desired velocity cut-off conditions are achieved. The
powered flight navigation prog"am used to maintain estirnate
of the vehicle state vector during all thrusting conditions is re-
ferred to as the Average-G Routine and is presented in Section 5.3.2.

For the Lunar Landing Mission the basic powered
flight guidance eoncept used in the cMc is a velocity-to-be'gained
concept with cross product steering (Section 5.3.3.4 ) which is
used in each of the following two procedures:

1. Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance (SectionillA2).

2. External AV Maneuver Guidance ( Section 5. 3. B. g. 1 ).

These two procedures, based on the cross product steering con-
cept, differ only in the unique generation of the desired velocity
vector, In *d are used to control all CMC guided powered
maneuvers for the Lunar Landing Mission.
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5.3.2 POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION . AVERAGE-G

ROUTINE

The purpose of the Powered Flight Navigation Sub-
routine is to compute the vehicle state vector during periods
of powered flight steering. During such periods the effects of
gravity and thrusting are taken into account. In order to achieve

a short computation time the integration of the effects of gravity
is achieved by simple averaging of the gravity acceleration vec-
tor. The effect of thrust acceleration is measured by the IMU
Pulsed Integrating Pendulous Accelerometers (PIPA) in the form
of velocity increments (Av) over the computation time interval
(At). The computations are, therefore, in tertns of discrete in-
crements of velocity rather than instantineous accelerations.
FL- 

-^--rJl:--- -------4-^i-- ----1^ ri--^ al i- --1 -1 0 -^---l- a-trrE rrrrPEl,lLtvr (jutllPuLaLl(,reJt-;rs LrrrlE AL r.n DrL aar a l'slJurrus LU

maintain accuracy and to be compatible with the basic powered

fLight cycle.

The Average-G Routine, in contrast to the Coasting

Integration Routine, is used when a short computing time is re-
quired such as during powered flight. The Average-G Routine
computations are illustrated in Figs. 3.2-rand 3.2-2. The

following defines the parameters used in these figures;

Vehicle position vector at time t.

Vehicle velocity vector at time t.

rft)

v(t)

cP Planet designator

At Computation cycle of 2 seconds.

fo narth

tt Moon
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Av (At) The velocity vector chango sensr?d by the IMU
FIPA's over the time interval At. This velocity
vector increment is initially sensed in IMU or
Stable Member Coordinates and then trans -
formed to the Basic Reference Coordinate
System.

+(r) Previous gravity acceleration vector. This
is a required initialization parameter and is
supplied by the calling program.

Ir Unit vector in the direction of r.

Unit vector in the direction of the polar axis
of the earth.

ttF. Earth gravitational constant.

Moon gravitational constant.

Equatorial radius of the earth.
"E

J2E Second-harmonic coefficient of the earthrs
potential function.

gb(t) Component of the earth gravity acceleration
vector representing earth oblateness effects.

With reference to Fig.3.2-2 Lt can be seen that a single oblate-
ness term is included in the earth gravity subroutine computation,
but none for the lunar case.

The PIPA measured velocity Av is compensated for
instrument errors as described in Section5.6. 13 prior to being
transformed into the Basic Reference Coordinate System and
processed in the Average-G Subroutine of Fig. 3.2-1.

u-a

rrM
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(t), gb$)

RETUNN

{t), g(t),

v(t+At)=\r(t)+$

gn(t+ At)= g(t+ at)

t = t+ At

+ Av (At)g(t+ at)+ q(t)

Call Gravity Subroutine, (Fig. 3.2-21, r(t + At), P.,
Resume g(t + At), (t + at)

lft+ At) = r(t)+ At ft)+ +
Av (At)

I(t) +

(t), P4t), v(tL At, Ag (At),

Figure 3.2-1 Average-G Subroutine
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RETI'RN
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gb 0
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E.

rrMv

3
,

IJE"

v d)tr+2cosSy

cosd=u . u'-ra

2Egb J 2

[,'
-5cos

!t+ S
Fp

g=- v

(+)'

gr = UNIT lilt)l
,2 = y$1. 4t)

Pr(t),

a
a

(j

Figtrre 3.2-2 Gravity Subroutine
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5.3.3 POWERED FLIGIIT GUIDANCE USING CROSS

PRODUCT STEERING

5.3.3. 1 Introduction

The cross product steering concept can be ueed to control
the following maneuvers :

(a) Cisiunar Midcourse Correctione, P-31or P-80

(b) Lunar Orbit Insertion (I;OI) P-31 and P-30

(c) Lunar Orbit Plane Change Ma^neuvers (LOPC), P-31

(d) Rendezvous Intercept (P-34) arrd Midcourse
Comection Maneuvers (P-35), Stable Orbit
Rendezvous Maneuvers (P-38 and P-39)

(e) Co-Elliptic Seguence Initiation (CSI) P-32;

Constant Delta Altitude (CDH) P-33

(f) Return-to-EarthManeuvers, P-g7

(g) External AV and Orbital Phasing Maneuverg
(RTCC or LGIC Targeted Maneuver) P-30

(h) Transearth Drjection (TEI) P$l

The External AV Guidance mode ( Section 5. 3. 3. 3, 1 )

id used for maneuirers in which the required eut-off velocity, v",
is specified by a source external to t}te CMC by uge of program
P-30. A11 other maneuvers are controlled by the Lambert Aim
Point Maneuver Guidance Mode (Section 5.3.3.3.2 ) in which the

Ig is periodically computed by the Lambert subroutine during
the maneuver to eetablish the desired intercept trajeetory. Both

External AV and Lambert Aim Point Guidance modes use the

cross product steering concept to control the thrust direction along

the velocity-to-be-gained vector, and terzninate thrue! when the
desired velocity increment has been achieved.
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Three subroutines are used repetitively in sequence
(Section 5.3.3.2 ) during cross product controlled maneuvers to
accomplish this function. These are:

I The Powered Flight Navigation Average-G Routine
which computes the state vector accounting for the
effects of thrust acceleration and gravity.

The Cross-Product Steering Subroutine which has
3 functions:

a) incremental updating of the velocity-to-be-
gained vector.

b) generation of steering commands to the
vehicle autopilot.

c) computation of time-to-go before engine
shut-off and the issuance of engine-off
commands.

3. The Velocity-to-be-Gsined Subroutine which
repetitively solves the Lambert intercept problem
when in the Lambert Aim Point guidance mode.

The Average-G Routine is described in Section 5.9.2. The other
subroutines listed above are described in Sections b.3.8.4 to
5.3.3. 6. The Pre-Thrust Subroutines of Section S.3. B. S initialize
the powered maneuver programs for either the External AV or
Lambert Aim Point guidance modes, and for the selected engine
for the maneuver.

2
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The CMC powered flight programs described by the

computation eubroutines preeented in Section 5.3.3 are

P-40 Service Propulsion System (SPS) Thrust Piog.

P-41 Reaction Control System (RCS) Thrust Prog.

Active steering and engine-off commandg are provided by pro-
gram P-40. Maneuvers using RCS translation control ( P-41)
are manual,ly controlled and terminated by the aEtronaut while
the CMC displays the required velocity-to-be-gained in control
eoordinates (Section 5. 3. 3. 3. 3).

The functions of the External AV Pre-Thrust Program,
P-30 are deseribed in the pre-thrust subroutine description of
Section 5. 3. 3. 3. 1.

The Lambert Aim Point Mgneuver Guidence Progrem,
P-31 is a RTCC targeted pre-thrust program in which all required
target parametera are uplinked via the CMC Update Program P-27.

Program P-31 uses the sarne routinee ag CMC targeted intercept
maneuvers as shown in Section 5. 3. 3. 3. 2.
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5. 3.3. 2 Powered Flight Guidance Computation Sequencing

The time sequencing of SPS powered flight subroutines
for External AV steering is illustrated in Figs.3.3-1 thru 3.3-3,
and for Lambert Aim Point steering in Figs.3,3-4 thru 3.3-6.
These figures represent the sequenee of operations for P-40 SPS

maneuvers lasting longer than 6 seconds. RCS controlled maneuvers
(P-41) require manual steering control, and the general timing
sequence is different from that described for SPS maneuvers The

general cross product steering concept is used to compute and

display the required velocity-to-be-gained vector, but no engine-off
computations are made for RCS maneuvers. The following description
of sequence operations is nestricted to SPS Maneuvers.

Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-4 show the sequencing during the ignition
count down which starts approxirnately 30 seconds before the nominal
ignition time. Figures 3.3-2 and 3.3-5 show the normal sequencing
for an engine-on time greater than 6 seconds as predicted by the
pre-thrust subroutines. Figures 3. 3-3 and 3.3-6 illustrate the
sequencing during engine thrust termination.

The basic computation cycle time of the steering is 2

seconds anrd, as shown on the above figures, is initiated by the
reading of the PIPA Av registers. The various subroutines
utilized during the 2 second cycle are sequenced in time as shown.

During Lambert Aim Point steering, however, the
velocity-to-be-gained (g) uldating is anticipated to occur nominally
every four seconds. However during SPS maneuvers the CMC
computation occasionally prevents completion of the Lambert solution
in 2 to 4 seconds. The program is capable of processing an N cycle
update where N can be greater than 2. The time sequencing diagrams
show only the nominal two and four second 5 update cases. This
allows sequenced parallel computing functions, such as the demancls
of the autopilots and telemetry, to take place without interference
with the basic two second cycLe time. Should.the g computation be

completed in time for use during a given 2 second cycle, it will be

utilized.
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If the calculations conducted prior to the thrusting
period (pre-thrust) indicate that the maneuver objective can be

reached'{vith a 6 s-ec91d thrust period or less, provision is in-
cluded (switches s, and s* to preclude the ge"lerating of steeri.ng
commands during the thru'sting period with the engine-off signal

set to be issued at the end of the estimated thrust period).

In addition to timing information, the sequence diagrams

of Figs.3.3-1 to 3.3-6 also show the basic information utilized by

eaeh subroutine and its source.

The guidance computer program which controls the

various subroutines to create a powered flight sequence is caLled

the Servicer Routine. The sequence diagrams of Figs.3.3-1 to

3.3-6 define what the Servicer Routine does, but do not show the

logic details of how these functions are eccomplished.

The subroutines listed in Figs. 3.3-1 to 3.3{ are des-

cribed in Section 5.3. 2 and the following Seetions 5.3. 3. 3 to

5.3.3. 6. These sections should be referenced in tracing the

powered flight computation sequencing.

Ullage wiII be turned off at tJ:e fixed time of 2 seconds

from engine-on command. Steering will be enabled ( s* set to 1)

at the fixed time of 2 seconds from engine-on command.

a
a
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I
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Time at whieh:
Co to SpS Thrust Frril Routine (n4o)
if argine fails to ignite.

NOTE:lfhis figure does not apply to
RCS Maneuvers.

2) sW is set to 1 and ullage
turned off at the fixed time
of two seconds from the engine
on command.
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Ag(12) Ag(14)

Average G Subroutine
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t8o go
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Fig.3.3-i2 Normal'Extenral AVSubroutine Sequencing (Iflaneuver tinre greater than 6 sec) for SPS Maneuvers
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Fig. 3.13 Errgine Off Externai AVSubroutine Sequencing for SPS Maneuvers
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*Initial Avererge-G cycle computes gravity terms only.

SPS ullage will be turned on by the Astronaut at a time
depelling on the vetricle weight and propellant loading.
It will be turned off at the fixed time of 2 secs from the
engine-on command.

Fig. 3.3-4 Ignition Countdown - Lambert Aim Point Subroutine Sequencing for SPS Maneuvers
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Read and Zer6 PIPA Register:s
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at tO
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Fig. 3. 3-6 Engine-off Lamber1Aim Point Subroutine Sequencing for SPS Maneuvers



5. 3. 3. 3 Pre-Thrust Computations

The objective
thrusting maneuvers is

of the computations required prior to
to determine the following:

(1) The desired thrust direction at ignition.

(21 The duration of the powered maneuver estimated
at time ttC - 5 to determine if there will be enough
time to allow active steering for the SpS.

(3) Whether an IMU realignment is required to avoid
gimbal lock.

(4) Various parameters and variables required by sub-
sequent powered flight routines.

The two major guidance modes using cross product
steering are the External AV guidance mode and the Lambert
Aim Point Maneuver guidance mode. The pre-thrust computa-
tions required for the External AV mode are presented in
Section 5.3.3.3.L Those required for the Lambert Aim Point
Maneuver mode are described in SectionS&33 2 The initial
IMU alignment computations and maneuver time logic is sum-
marized in Section 5. 3. 3. 3. 3.

The following description of pre-thrust computations
applies to both SPS (P-40) and RCS (P-41) maneuvers.

5.3.3.3.1 External AV Maneuver Pre-Thrust Computations

External AV maneuver guidance is normally used to con-
trol orbital phasing maneuvers or an externally targeted maneuver
in which a constant thrust attitude is desired. The guidance pro-
gram accepts input data via the DSKY (P30, P3i and P-33) or a

a
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the telemetry uplink (P-27, in the form of 3 components of an

impulsive AYIV expressed in a local vertical coordinate system
of the active vehicle at the ignition time tr.. An approximate
compensation for the finite maneuver time is made within the
program by rotating the AV'.U vector, and the guidance program
issues commands to the spacecraft control system so as to apply
the compensated velocity increment along an inertially fixed di-
rection. The active vehicle state vector is normally either avail-
able or can be extrapolated to the ignition time in the CMC.

The pre -thrust computations required for the External
AV guidance mode are shown in Fig.3. 3-7. The following para-
meter definitions refer to this figure.

AVLV Specified velocity change in the 1ocal vertical
coordinate system of the active vehicle at the

timc of ignition. This is an input parameter.

AVx

AVLV AVv

AV

aYz

The inplane velocity components of AV'U
the Basie Reference Coordinate System.

Specified velocity change in Basic Reference

c;oordinates

Ignition time, an input parameter.ttc

AVP

0-
l'

MGA

ln

The aoproximate central angle traveled dur-
ing the maneuver.

Angle equivalent to the IMU middle gimbal angle

when the vehicle X aris is aligned along Av.
This angle is used to cneck for gimbal lock
tolerance.
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Yes

No

P-30

P-41

* See Se6Tibn-S. gie. g.e tor
ignition delay procedure

Go to Initial Attitude *d ,go (Fig. 3. 3-10 and Fig. 3.3-11)

Figure 3.3-7 External AV Prethrust Routine

5.3-19

-30Extrapolate State to

ayc = av, 
{umr(Ayp)"." [+) 

+ uNIr (Aypx r) sin H]

)rtz lt

lr(tra) x v(tr")l AV'U m

IG

(t l, bAt=9, c=0

oT=

= UNIT I

k(trc) = aYc + AVy !

AYp=AVxI+AYyZ

Select F based on S"

I = uNlt { lt(tro) x v(tr.)1 x r(tr")}

I = UNIT Iv(tr.) x r(tr.)l

z = -uwrr t{tro)l

MGA=MGA+3600

Middle Gimbal Angle (MGA) Computation
MGA = SiN-l IXNNF' UNIT (AY}1

(Innr is second row of IREFSMMATJ)

. Extrapolate state vector to tr.
using Coasting Integration Routine
(Sec. 5. 2. 2) obtainlng r(tr.), v(tr.)

c' mPtIG'r(t),



-z AyP (rNPUT. TNPLANE VELOCTTY)

Ayc (coMPErsiATED INPLANE l'rELOCrTy)

Figure 3.3-8 Inpl.ane External AV Maneuver Ang1e Compensation

0T

T

x
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m Vehicle mass.

SE Engine Select Switch

Prestored nominal thrust based on the

engine selection switch SU

FS'S fo" the SPS (P-40)

F*CS forthe RCS (P-41)

The values of the various engine thrust levels
are listed in Section 5.9. In the case

of P-41, RCS, the astronaut can select either
a 2 ot 4 jet translation maneuver.

The compensated inplane velocity-to-be-gained
vector.

k(ttc)

lro
c

Total velocity-to-be-gained at tr".

Unit vector in the desired initial thrust direction.

Cross Product Steering Constant

This steering constant (Section 5.3.3.4) is
set equal to zero for External AV maneuvers.

(t P-40 (sPS)

tr P-4r (Rcs)

F

AVc

The inplane External AV maneuver angle compensation involving Ayp
and AV" is illustrated in Fig. 3. 3 -8.

5.3.3.3.2 Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Pre-Thrust Computations

The objective of the Lambert Aim Point Maneuver
Guidance program is to control the cut-off velocity vector such
that the resulting trajectory intercepts a specified target position
vector at a given time. The target position vebtor for the
TEI, LOI and LOPC maneuvers are determined by the RTCC and
no CMC targeting routines exist for these maneuvers. Return to
earth aborts initiated within the lunar sphere of influence must
also be RTCC targeted.
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The table below summarizes the maneuvers which can be
performed by Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance.

Maneuvers Controlled by Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance

Maneuver

TEI

LOI ( First
Maneuver)

LOPC

Rendezvous
Detercept

Rendezvous
Midcourse
Maneuver

Stable Orbit
Rendezvous
Maneuvers

Some
Cislunar
Midcourse
CorrectionE

Return-to-
Earth
Maneuvers

P-31

P-31

P-31

P-34

P-35

P-38, P-39

P-31

P-37

Program
*Targeting

Parameters From

RTCC

RTCC

RTCC

RTCC, CMC or
LGC

RTCC, CMC or
LGC

RTCC, CMC or
LGC

RTCC (Within
Lunar Sphere)
RTCC or CMC
(Outsiae LunarSphere)

RTGC (Witnin
Lunar Sphere)
RTCC or CMC
(Outside Lunar Sphere)

rTarsetins_*:1*:.i:_

;i i'fi";"orA;il{g conic target aim vector ItF)
3) Conic target aim vector r (tz) where t2 = tF + tIG
4) c cross product steerinf co-nstant
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The Lambert .Aim Point Maneuver guidance mode basi-
cally uses the Lambert Subroutine of Section 5. 5. 6 called through
the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section 5. 5. 11 during the pre-
thrust phase to determine the required initial thrust direction,
gtO. The pre-thrust computations required for the Lambert
Aim Point guidance mode are shown in Fig.3.3-9. The primary
operation shown in this figure is the computation of the required
intercept velocity vector Ip at the ignition ti.me, tr". The fol-
lowing parameter definitions refer to Fig. 3. 3-9.

2't
Offset target intercept position vector at

time tr. This parameter is determined by

the preceding targeting program and is an

input to the Lambert Aim Point prethrust
subroutine.

Intercept time of arrival associated with the

offset target vector, r(tr). This is an input
parameter.

SR Target rotation switch set in P-34, P-35, P-38
or P-39 indicating that the target vector was
rotated into the orbital plane due to proximity
to 180o transfer conditions.

r(t

tz

SR t
1 Target vector rotated

0 No rotation

N
1

Number of target offset iterations desired
in the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section
5.5.11.

€ Initial Velocity Subroutine parameter.

Required velocity vector at the ignition time
tIG to establish the intercept trajectory.

Total gravity vector associated with r(tIG).
Attimes the b-vecto" (in g), computed as the
inc remental change of the velocity -to - b e - gained

vector over one sample period minus current
gravity.

The angle equivalent tothe IMU middle gimbal angle
when t}re vehicle X axis is aligned along vr-.

5.3-23
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c

ec

The cross product steering constant c is set equal to zero

if the pre-thrust program was the External AV Program
P-30 (Fig. 3.3-7). P-41 sets c = 0 (Frg. 3.3-9). P-40

sets c = 0 for all external Av burns and sets c = ec for
Lambert computations.

The pad loaded value for the cross product steering
constant. The value of ec may range from -4 to +4.

In the pre-thrust Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Program
(ground targeted P-31) tlte value is determined by RTCC

and is uplinked with other target parameters (Fig. 3.3-9).
Programs P-34, P-35, P-38 and P-39 set ec = 1.

P-37 (Section 5.4) sets ec = 0.5.

The rotation switch S* is set in the Larnbert Aim Pbint target-
ing programs P-34, P-35, P-38 and P-39 to indicate whether the target
arm point vector was within a specified cone ang1e, €, measured
from the 180o transfer angle condition. If the initial target vec-
tor was within this cone angle, it is rotated into the active ve-
hicle orbital plane in the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section 5.5.11

so that excessive plane change and AV requirements are avoided
about the 180o transfer angle condition. In the intercept targeting
programs,P-34 and P-35,;P-38 and P-39, the cone anglee is set at
l5o, and active vehicle transfer angles between 1650 and 1950iare nor-

mally avoided in the targeting procedure. If a transfer angle condition
falling within this leOo !50 sector (S* = 1) is intentionally selec-
ted either during the TPI targeting (P-34), or results from a rendez -

vous midcourse correction maneuver (P-35) during an intercept
trajectory targeted for more than 180o, the Lambert Aim Point
Maneuver Pre-Thrust Routine of Fig. 3.3-9 increases the Initial
Velocity Subroutine cone angle e to 45o so that the active vehicle

transfer angle will not change from inside to outside the cone

angle during the powered maneuver. Such a condition is undesir-
able since the intercept trajectory would be retargeted during
the powered maneuver. Likewise, if the initial transfer central
angle falls outside the 15o cone angle e of programs P-34 and

P-35 (SR - 0), e is decreased to 10o in Fig.3.3-9 to reduce the
possibility of the transfer angle changing from outside to inside
the cone angle during a powered mareuver. It should be noted

that all other targeting programs (P-31, and P-37) set S" equal

to ze?o.
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ER

Yes

Figure 3.3-9 Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Pre-Thrust Routine
(page 1 of 2)

a
a

Middle Gimbal Angle (MGA) Computation
MGA = sin-l llnpr. uxrr (5)l

is second r"ow of IREFSMMAT])(Innr

)-vv )(trc) = rn

Subroutine of 5.5.1rInitial Veloci
IGvp Ip

€=

e=45o

Using the Coasting Integration Routine of

Section 5.2.2, extrapolate the state vector to

- 2 sec. and

t1q' Pg' s m
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Yes

Target
Programs

P-40
P-41

RCS

-30Extrapolatd State to

L= [h(trc) - v*(tr" -2lll2 - g tf (trc)l

u^ = UNIT (v^)
-{J -{J

a, = F/m

q=cb-(u^. cb)u^
3 -{ 

- 
--{.J

k1
tl2

( o')^rl'llmn - IJNIT [q +_LL'

EAt=0

c=

Select F based on St

C=ec

For P34, P35, P-38, P-39
Set ec=1 (ec = tl2 for P-3?)

For P31 uplinked ec can range from -4 to +4

MGA = MGA+ 3600A< 0

*

a
a
ao
a
o

Go to Initial Attitude *d rgo Routines (rig. s.3-10 and Fig.3. g-1r)

*See Section 5. 3. 3.3.4 for ignition delay pt'ocedure'

Figure 3. 3-9 Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Pre-Thrust Routine

(page 2 of.2l
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5.3.3.3.3 Initial IMU Alignm ent and Maneuver Time-to-Go
Computations

Initial Attitude Routine

The following pre-thrust computations and functions

are required for both the External AV and Lambert Aim Point

guidance modes:

1. Determination of the preferred IMU alignment for
the thrusting maneuver (Section 5. 1. 4.2. t\.

2. Alignment of the vehicle thrust axis along the

desired initial thrust direction, ut'.
3. Estimate the maneuver time, tro, Prior to engine

ignition.

In Fig. 3.3-10 the following parameter definitions apply:

IREFSMMATI Transformation matrix from the

BRC Systesl to the IMU or Stable

Member Coordinate SYstem

(Section 5. 6.3. t)

lsMNBl Transformation matrix from the

Stable Member Coordinate System to

the Navigation Base Coordinate System

(Section 5. 6.3. 2)

9a

u,p

Unit vector of the assumed thrust ac-

celeration in Navigation Ba* Coordinates.

For the SPS, the unit vector u4 is along

the engine axis (called engine be11).

Unit vector of the desired thrust direction

in Stable Member Coordinates.
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P1= P+P6

Y1 = Y+Y6

where:

Total pltch trim offset angle about the

spacecraft Y axis.

Total yaw trim offset angle about the

spacecraft Z axis.

pandy

Yg

Ps

Electrical pitch and yaw trim
angles respectively.

Mechanical pitch trim angle equal to
-2. l5o about the spacecraft Y axis.

Mechanical yaw trim angle equal to
+0.950 about the spacecraft Z axis.

For an SPS burn, because of pitch and yaw trim, uA,
the unit vector of the assumed thrust acceleration vector in
Navigation Base Coordinates is not a unit vector along the spacecraft
X axis (1, 0, 0) but is a functionof the pitch and yaw trim angles
given above. In Fig.3.3-10 it is called the Engine Axis unit vector,
u.a. The maneuver then places the engine axis unit vector (un)
along the desired unit thrust direction urr.

Time -to -Go Prediction Routine

Very short burns require special consideration since

some interval of time elapses before effective steering is achieved.

Not only must the autopilot react to the pointing commands, but the

engine-off signal may be required before the AV from the PIPA's
can be measured. To this end an estimate of the burn time, tgo, i"
made on the basis of SPS engine data, prior to engine ignition as

shown in Fig. 3. 3-11.
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ENTER

SPS RCS

Figure 3. 3-10 Initial Attitude Routine
(page 1 of 2)

Calculate Preferyed IMU
Alignment for Possible use
in Realignment

Isu = 9ro

Isu = [Mn]T (0, 1, o)T

(0, 0, 1)
TT

,n = [Mal

Calculate Preferred IMU
Alignr-nent for Poss ible

use in Realignment

4sirn = tlunlTlMl (1, o, o)T

Isu = [*n]t lMl (0, 1, o)T

Zsu = I*nlT [MJ (0, o, 1)T

[".:r" 
cospT, sin yr,-":"v, 

"i"pT']

I 
-sln yT cos pT, cos yT, sln yT 

"ttt 
pr 

I

Lsinpr,0,cospTJ

lMl=

9ro
UNIT (hp x r(tr"))

UNIT Igro x (tro x r(tr6)]l

lMnl =

PT, YT9TD'
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Maneuver vehicle (using R60) such that

resulting uO equals uO. Astronaut
choose to align IMU via P52 when

Predicted Gimbal Angles

for final attitude are disPlaYed

Calculate Thrust Direction in
Body Axes Coordinates

= ISMNB] [REFSMMATI hogD

Calculate Engine Axis
Unit Vector

I
"w= 

o

-cos y" sin

sm yT9A=

cos yT cos

Calculate spacecraft +X axis

u.6

"w=o

lll

o
a

SPS

1) Go to Average G Routine at

tIG - 30

2) Go to Time-ToGo Routine at

ttc-5

1) Go to Average G Routine

at tr" - 30

RCS

Figure 3.3-10 Initial Attitude Routine
(page 2 of 2)
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o
a

No 1=2 jet RCS
ul1age

0=4jet RCS
ul1age

JFLG
es

No

Y

(t >6)
go

No

(t <6)
go

a
a

a
a

Figure 3.3-11 Time-to-Go Prediction Routine

6It
RETURNRETURN

"I

tI= o = 1+ 5got
T

2

1

st
RETURN

2
T I

m -3.5rh

go Kt
vGm{-K2

K.
Tr = td-ti

mtG=tG-
7.s615.92 F

mtG=t

1
"I=

m, rlt, v

a
o
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o
a

FL

K1

K2

K3

With reference to Fig. 3.3-11:

Impulse switch

"I

1 Indicates a maneuver less than

6 seconds and no steering is
required

0 Indicates a maneuver duration
of at least 6 seconds, and

normal steering will occur

Ullage thrust for 2 jets

SPS impulse velocity acquired in a one-
second maneuver for a unit mass

vehicle. This value is erasable.

SPS minimum impulse constant and is
an erasable quantity
SPS minimum impulse constant equal

to the slope of minimum impulse curve
and is an erasable quantity

Frmp Steady state thrust of the SPS engine.
This value is used only in the short
burn logic and is an erasable quantity.

The initial computation in Fig. 3.3-11 estimates the
velocity-to-be-gained after ullage. There is an option of 2-jet
or 4-jet RCS ullage, as indicated in Fig. 3.3-11. This sub-
routine is performed at approximately five seconds prior to
ignition, the PIPAs are read at six seconds prior to ignition,
and the ullage is terminated at two seconds after ignition; it is
a-- rli 

^t-_r -Lrul- Lrlrs reasun utaL aoouL erglrE seconqs oI uuage are accounEeq

for, as shown in Fig. 3.3-11.

The hand controller signals are observed at the
initiation of this routine. The ullage compensation in the time-
to-go routine will be made only if +X translation fiTRANS ON)
is indicated.
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If the SPS were chosen (P-40), a check is first made,

Fig. 3. 3- 11, to determine if the maneuver time is less than one

second. If the maneuver time is less than one second, the tgo

estimate is made on SPS minimum impulse test data represented

by the constants K, and K, (see Section 5. B). In this case, no

active steering is attempted (s, = 1). If the maneuver time is
greater than one second but less than 6 seconds, ,go t" computed

as shown in Fig. 3.3-11, and again no active steering is attempted

If the estimated maneuver time is greater than 6 seconds,

active steering is used, and tgo computations are performed

during the maneuver.

With reference to Fig.
for the maneuver, (P-4L), the t
made.

3.3-10, if the RCS were chosen

go prediction calculation is not

If the estimated maneuver time, t*o, for the SPS is
Iess than 6 seconds, the Engine-Off signal is set for the actual

ignition time plus tUo.

5.3.3.3.4 Ignition Delay Procedures Caused by Pre-Thrust
Computations

The normal pre-thrust computations (Sections 5.3.3.3. 1

and 5.3.3.3.2) require an extrapolation of the CSN{ state vector
to thirty seconds prior to nominal ignition time, i.e., tta - 30.

If the Coasting Integration Routine of Sec. 5.2.2 does not com-
plete the extrapolation before tIG - 42. 5 occurs, then an ignition
delay procedure occurs as follows:

1. ) The astronaut is alerted to this condition by a
program alarm.

2.) The integration continues one step at a time until
the CSM state vector time minus the current time
minus the integration computing interval (usual

4 to 5 secs) is greater than 5.6 seconds. This wili
permit a 5 second blanking interval (Section 4

State Vector Integration (MID to AVE) Routine

R-41). R-41 allows Average G initialization to
occur at least 5. 6 seconds after completion of last
integration step.

a
o
O
a
a

a
o

O
o
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The maneuver ignition time is then redefined to
be 30 seconds from the resulting CSM state vector
time, and the normal pre;ignition sequence is
started.

5.3.3.4 Cross Product Steering Routine

The cross product steering concept is the basic control
coneept for both External AV and Lambert Aim Point Guidance
modes. The cross product steering logic is shown in Fig. 3.3-12.
The following parameter definitions not previously described
apply to this figure.

Arslnr PIPA Measured velocity vector over the
computation cycle At in IMU coordinates

PIPA measured velocity over the compu-
tation cycle At transformed to the Basic
Reference Coordinate System

sw

A constant which establishes the Av which must
be sensed in a 2 second computation ilterval.
It is 2 ft/ sec (erasable) which is approximately
equivalent to thrusting at 1 5{o full S PS thrust
with fully loaded vehicle for 2 seconds.

A logic switch in the cross product steering
routine which when set to 1 allows steering
commands and tgo calculations to be made.
s* is s et to 1 at the fixed time of 2 s econds

from engine on command i.f non-impulsive.
s* is setto 0 whenthe computed time-to-go
first becomes less than four seconds.

&t"il-off A constant representing the duration of a
burn at maximum thrust equivalent to the

tail-off impulse after the e.ngine-off
signal is issued.

3

a
a

Av

Avp

o
o

O
a

a
o
t
o

a
a
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v

Av
G

K

etNe

Am

LOFLG

EAv

hAt - Av

Engine exhaust velocitY = g bp
Guidance steering gain required

for desired dynamic response of the

combined powered guidance and thrust

control (autopilot) loops

Commanded attitude rate in the Basic

Reference Coordinate SYstem.

Commanded attitude rate in Navigation

Base Coordinates which is sent to the

CSM attitude control sYstem.

The cross product steering constant

c, used W P-4OlP-41 in the equation

Am=cbAt-Av

and certain pre-thrust computations.

It will be zeroed by P-40 pre-thrust
for external Av burns and by any P-41
pre-thrust. It is set by P-40 pre-thrust
to ec for Lambert burns.

cbAt-Av

e

%

o

This flag prevents a premature engine fail
indication after a mamral engine start

r,orrc {f ::":1"",

Accumulated PIPA readings used to generate

an extrapolation of the Lambert soution'

When a new solution becomes available ZAv

is set to zero.'

(
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N

sF

Number of cycles between Lambert solutions.

The CMC computation during SPS maneuvers

occasionally prevent completion of the Lambert

solution on 2 to 4 seconds. The program is

capable ofprocessomg anN cycle 5 update.

When a new solution becomes available, N = 0.

Lambert first pass flag. The Lambert first
pass starts at approximatelY tt. -28. After
thefirstpass is completed, it is setto zeto.

sr
1 First Lambert pass. This

results in bypass of the bAt
computation.

0 Not first Lambert pass.

Switch s* is set to zero for short duration thrust periods and during
the first two seconds of long duration thrrrst periods. In both of
these cases there is no active steering and the vehicle attitude is
held at the pre-thrust alignment. When s*is set to 1, active steering
is performed. The time-to-go, tro computation and steering
comrnandsgCNg are perlormed as shown ln Flg. 3.3-f 2. When
the computed tgo becomes less than 4 seconds, then the engine-off
signal ls set and switch s is reset to zero. .For the remainderw
of the maneuver, no further computations are made exeept for v"
updating.

With reference to Fig. 3.3-12, the logic switch s, is
set to zero by the sequencing routine. The only function of the cross
product steering routine io to update the velocity -to bc gaincd
vector 5 with Av and b At, as long as b,, is zero.

The steering command generated by this routine is
gbNe which is in Navigation Base Coordinates. The objective of
the cross product steering concept is to control the thrust acceleration
vector such that the following condition is satisfied:

kx(cb-a1)=0
In general, however, there will be a directional error and the
steering command g"Ug tends to align the vehicle such that the
above equation is satisfied.
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"w= 
o

RETURN
NO STEERING

go CalculationNot

Extrapolate v^ one time step to present time
{J

v^ (t) = v^ (t - 2l + bAt - Av(t){{

N= 0

EAv= 0

Call Ve locity-to-be -Gained

Subroutine after Cross
Product Steering is Completed

Extrapolate Lambert Solution

V=(t - 2l = yn(z) + NbAt(r) -fa1
-{.r {.r

S-=0
_t]

N =N+1

EAv = tAv+Ay

SF=1

Available

Is New
bert S

External
Av

5(t-2), bAt, Av, c, K, s*, V", Att"il-off: Avp, LOFLG, SF, N(t-2),fa.'1t-z;,5( z )

ENTER

Yes

Ncr

Yes

Figure 3.3-12 Cross Product Steering Routine
(page I of 2):

Update fu Section
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Yeg

Yes

1
EXIT

a
o

Yes

Figure 3;3-12

EXIT

a
a

Crogg Product Steerlng Subroutlne
(page 2 ot 2l:

Steering Command Computetions
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RETURNtgo

9cws

Trensform 9" to Navlgation
Base Coordinates

? 
^ 

i 1116.=[sMrirtsl LREFSMMATb

RETUR,N

gcNg = 9
sw= o

Define Corrective Angular
Rate Command o

v^XAm
-- -(tK-

vO Arrt
gl

c

c

Am=ebAt-Av
go

Set Engine

offatt+t

Time-to-go Calculation

K4=1-'t+=;fl

got t-Att"il-=K4 ak'Ari
k' ak

Go to SPS
THRUST FAIL BOUTINE
R40 (Section 5.3. 3.6)

T>0RETURN
ALARM

9cNs

Stop c. g. tracking and

Inhibit Mass Updating

T=k' arc
$Ns =9

Permit c. g.
trac

LOFLG

t, and-go



The cross-product steering routine, as shown in Fig. 3.3-L2
is divided into two sections.

(a) Update v^: This portion of the cross-product steering.{
routine provides an up to date velocity-tebe-gained,
v^, for use in the t ^ and steering command computa-{i' go
tions. Inthe event a iew velocity-to -be-gained is not

available, the old g is extrapolated using the old b At va1ue.

Ifanewvr-and bAt areavailable, they areused. N and
<J

lAv are used when a new Lambert solution is available

(b) t,- and steering command calculations: This portion
go

of the cross product steering routine uses the vO
generated in the update 16 section to calculate t'o
and steering commands to be sent to the DAP. In
addition the following control options are provided;

(1) If the present Av is less than AvO, where AvO

is approximately equivalent to thrusting at 15%

full SPS thrust with fully loaded vehicle for 2 secs.,
the steering rate commands are zeroed, c. g.

tracking is stopped and the SPS Thrust Fail Routine
(R-40) (Section 5.3.3. 6) is entered. Av is an

erasable quantity. P

(21 An alarm is issued if va . AtG is positive. This
is equivalent to pointing the thrust vector in the

wrong direction.

o
a
o
ao
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5. 3. 3. 5 Velocity-to-be-Gained Routine

The velocity-to -be -gained computations shown in
Fig.3.3-13 are thosecarriedout during the Ldmbert Aim Point
powered flight guidance. The velocity-to-begained computation
for the External AV guidance mode is simpler than that for the
Lambert Aim Point guidance mode. The External AV velocity-
to-be-gained compdtation is that shown in the cross product
steering routine of Fig.3.3-12 and is equivalent to

YC=k-At

since Lat = 0 for the External AV mode as shown in Fig.3. g-?.

The velocity-to-be -gained computations for the
Lambert Aim Point guidance mode involve the determination of
a neu, yC by processing the Lambert Subroutine via the Initial
Velocity Subroutine. .A second objective is the computation of
a new LAt parameter for use by the cross product steering
routine. A new required velocity, g*, is also determined for
use in the next computation cycle of the velobitytote-gained
subroutine. The CMC computations during SPS maneuvers occaslonally
prevent completion of. the Lambert Solution in 2 to 4 seconds. Ttre

lrogram is capable of processing an N cycle 5 update (Fig. 3.3-r3).

The following parameter definitione refer to Fig. 3.3-13.

l(r )

v(r )

a

r(t^)

Active vehicle state vector at start of
Lambert solutlon.

Offset target intercept position vector at
time tr. This parameter is determined
by the precediag targeting progrem (P-31,
P-35, P-3?, P-38, P-39, or P-31).
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tz Intercept time of arrival associated with
the offset target vector 1(tr). This is an

input target parameter.

Nominal ignition time.

Required velocity vector from the pleceding

Lambert computation cYcle.

Time interval between the current and

previous Lambert computation cycle = (N+l)At.

Target rotation switch set in P-34, P-35,

P-38 or P-39 indicating that the target
vector was rotated into the orbital plane

due to proximity to 1B0o transfer.

ft Target vector rotated
s^<
^ [-o No rotation

Most recent total gravity acceleration vector
(Section 5. 3,2 ).

Component of the most recent earth gravity
acceleration vector representing earth oblate-
ness effects ( Section 5. 3. 2 ).

Measured PIPA velocity change in the

Basic Reference Coordinate system.

Number of target offset iterations desired
in the Initial Velocity Subroutine (Section 5.5.11).

Initial Velocity Subroutine parameter.

Required velocity vector at time t.

Velocity-to-be -gained vector at time

tIG

(r - Az)

Lr

g(t)

gb(t)

Av(t)

N
1

€

vp(r)
v^(r)
al

bAt(r)

a
a
a
a
O

o
a
a
a
a

SR

Solution
from
most re-
cent
Lambert
comPu-
tation

b-vector solution from most recent Lambert
computation.
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N

SF

Number of cycles between Lambert olutions.
The CMC computation during SPS maneuvers
occasionally prerrent completion of the
Lambert solution in 2 to 4 seconds. The
program is capable of processing an N
cycleJ.update. 

,

Lamber.t first pass flag. The Lambert first
pass begins at approximately tIG - 28. After
the first pass is completed, it ie set to zero.

I

o
a
o
a
o
a
a

sF
First Lambert pass. This results
in blpass of the !.At computation-
Not firet Lambert pae8.o
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Initialization ;

SF=1

Note: This routine processed
every N cycles where

N>1

Yes

Yes

No

EXIT

Figure 3.3-13 Velocity-to-be-Gained Subroutine for Lambert Aim Point Guidance

o
a
o
O

a
a
a
a
a
o
a
a

a
a
o

a
a
a
a
a

r(r), v(T), r, y-(t, l, lz, Ig( z - Ar ), g(t ), €.u 
( t ), t, tIG, SR

sF=o
AT

b At (7) AtInv* (r) (r - Ar)
- s (t)

sF=1

yo (z) = vR ("1 + gO (t) tIG - v(r)T-

(r) using the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section 5.5. 11Compute

e = 10

e=45=lsR

=Q1
N
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It should be noted that in Flg. 8.,t;18 lhc veloclty-to-be-galnedr
v^, derived from the Lambert solution ueing en offset target
'1t
vector ig modlfied by the term gb(t) tt - lrclt Ttrle term ls an

approximatlon to the velocity change cohtributed.by the earth
oblateness effect. The compensatlon ueed in thls gubroutine

ig computed as the current oblateneEs-acceleration, g'(t), multlplied
by the time since nominai'ignition (t - tC) where tr.
is the nominel ignition time. This correction ig zero for lunar
orbits. The objective of this correctlon ls to reduce cut-off
emors due to ftnite rnaneuver tlme effects, and to minlmize
commanded thrust attltude variations dtring the maneuven These

two effects occur during lon$ meneuvers because ln accountlng for
earth oblatenese effects in the initial targettng programs (P-94, P-35,
P-38 and P-39), it is assumed thet an tmpulsive maneuver will be

applied at ignition time. Since a finite maneuver time ts required,
the pre-computed target aim point becclmeg legg accurate ae the

maneuven progresses. The g,tt - tCl correctlon is an approximste
substitute for a retargetlng procedure which cannot be performed.
during a powered maneuver.
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5.3.3.6 SPS Thrust Fail Routine (n-40 )

The purpose of the SpS Engine Fail Routine ( R -40 )
is to present the Astronaut with 3 options when a low sps ttrrust
is detected in ttre cross Product steering subroutine (section
5. 3. 3. 4 ). The ttrree options are:

( I ) Command engine off and terminate p-40.

(21 Command engine off and return to the p-40
point where the impulee burn test is made.

( 3 ) Proceed with the burn but with the thrust
failure detection inhibited for 2 secs to prevent
premature thnrst fail indication as shown below:

Proceed

Continue burn

See Section 4 for complete details of the R-40 routine

o
a

LOFLG = 0

2 sec delay

LOFLG = I

"w= 1
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5.3.4 THRUST MONITOR PROGRAM

The Thnrst Monitor Program, P.-41 , ie.ueed during

manual or non-GNCS con'trolled maneuvers to monitor and dieplay
the velocity change applied to the vehicle. The program first
suspends state vector updating by the VHF Range.-link ( regetg
the update and track flage ), and advances tJre vehicle gtate vector
to tJle current time by the Coaettng Integration Routine of
Section 5.2.2. This operation ie continued until the state vector
is advanced eeveral geconds ahead of the current time as deecribed
in Section 5. 3. 3. 3.4. The Average-G Routine of Section 5.3.2
is then initiated to allow thrusting to be started as soon as poseible.

The Average-G Routine is left on until the program is terminated
after completion of the maneuver. The primary output of
P-47 is the measured maneuver AV in vehlcle coordineteg as

described in Section 4.

The two major maneuvers durlng which thc Thruet
Monitor Program ie norrnally ueed are the Translunar Injection
( TLI ) matreuver controlled by the Saturn guldance eystem, and
the manually controlled terminal rendezvous m'Btreuvers reguired
for a CSM retrieval of the LM. During the TLI maneuver a
callable display of inertial velocity, altitude above the launch pad
radius and altitude rate is available to the aetronaut.

During active CSM terminal rendezvous maneuvers, tre
Rendezvous Display Routine R-31 ig normall5l called to dlaplay
relative range, range rate,and the vehlcle X arlg to ttre horlzontll
alane angle 0. The operation of R-31with the Average-G Routine
of. P-47 is deecrlbed ln Sectlon 5. 6. ?. l.
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5. 3.5 TH ORBIT INSERTION MONITOR PROGRAM - P-11

5.3.5. 1 Introduction

The purpose of this section is to describe the operation
and implementation of Program P-l1, Earth Orbit Insertion Monitor.

This program is initiated by Program P-02, Gyro
Compassing, when the liftoff discrete is detected or by the
astronaut backupVerb 75 and it performs the following functions
( in the order of occurrence )

( 1) Zeroes the CMC clock at liftoff and updates the
reference ephemeris time ( see Time Definition,
Section 5. 1. 5.5 ). ( Time Subroutine )

(21 Computes the CMC state vector (in Basic
Reference Coordinates ) at liftoff and starts the
Average-G computation ( see Section 5. 3.2 )

using this state vector. (State Subroutine)

( 3 ) Computes the matrix REFSMMAT which relates
the IMU Stable Member orientation to the Basic
Reference Coordinate System. (State Subroutine)

( 4 ) Computes periodically the error between the
nominal desired Saturn Launch Vehicle attitude
( as deterznined by a time dependent polynomial )

and the actual Saturn Launch Vehicle attitude
( as determined by the CM IMU), and tr"ansmits
the error to the CDU for display by the FDAI. *

( Attitude Error Subroutine )

,F

Flight Director Attitude Indicator.
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(5) Periodically computes Saturn Launch Vehicle inertlal
velocity magnitude, rate of change of the vehicle altitude
above the launch pad radiua. and thd vehicle altltude

above launch pad radiue and displays this information
via the DSKY. (Displ.ay Subroutine) '

Program P-11, when activated by Program P'02 asumes

(1) The following information has been pad loaded

AZp - Azimuth of the |aunch vehicle on the pad

measured from north to the +Z epacecraft
axis positive in a right hand eerlse about the

inward pad local vertical. See figure 3.5-1.

AZ - launch azimuth measured from north to the

X IMU Stable member aris positive in the

same sense u AZ,. See figure 3.5-1.

K" constant denoting the abeolute value of the

rate at which the Saturn wlll roll from the

pad azimuth to the launch azimuth.

tnt ; the time from liftoff :lt-which the initial
Saturrr ro11 will commence.

tnZ - 'the increment in time efter t'l. to when the

display of Saturn attitude error on the FDAI
will be held eongtant.

"0,41, 
... a6 - coefficients of a 6th order polynominal

in time 1, (t'' < t < (tpt + tEZ))
deecribing the nominal Saturrr pitch
profile.

(Zi The ciock anci reference ephemerig iime were
slmchronized previously.
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e Azimuth and Roll Angle Defturitions

North

4sc\

4
€p

*oR

---4East

Inertial upward local vertical
vector ( established at liftoff )

Isvrt
foc

Isrvr

. Plane of the paper is the pad local horizontal

. Up is out of the paper

. Spacecraft and IMU axie ehown prior to launch

" After lift-off the Saturn rolls to align the -a Sg with 3M
Pitch Ang1e Defturition

(r

\,

Ilv
eP

rsc

Plane of the paper is tle instantaneous pitch plane

ISC i" into the paper and northerly

Flgure 3.5-1 Angle Definitlong
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5. 3. 5.2 Nomenclature for P-11

t
to

Computer clock reading at any time t
See Section 5. 1.5.5.

h

I
h

Vehicle altitude above a sphere whose radius

is that of the launch Pad

Rate of change of altitude measured in the

direction of the vehicle radius vector

Inertial velocity magnitude of the vehicle

I,,aunchpad geodetic latitude

Launch pad geodctic longihrde

IMU altitude above the launch Pad

A vector in the Basie Reference Coordinate

System ln the dlrection of the earthrg rotation
The angular velocity of the earth

[nnrsunnar] A matrix whose rows-are the location of the

CDU

IMU Stable Member axee in the Basic Refer-
ence Coordinate System

The cument value of the IMU Gimbal Angles

The Saturn Vehicle nominal pitch angle measured

from the Launch pad local vertical at liftoff to
the Saturn X axis (eee figure 3.5-1 ).
The Saturn nominal roll angle measured from
the X IMU Stablc Member,aris,to the negative

Z spacecraft axis. (see Fig. 3.5-1 ).
A vector repreeenting the roll, pitch, and yaw

errors about CM body axes (in a right hand

eenae).

A vector representing the Saturn nominal

deslred IMU gimbal angles k, Y, zl.

e P

sR

E^

a
a

v
Lat,
htP
AltI

u4.

0E

DGA

aa
a.a
a
a
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K- A constant computed in the State Subroutine
z

which is utilized by the Attitude Emor Display

Subroutine.

Note that pad loaded variables are identified in Section 5.3.5. 1.

a
a
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5.3.5.3 Time Sequencinq of P-11 Subroutines

Program P-11 is composed of four_subroutines: Time
Subroutine, State Subroutine, Attitude Error Subroutine, and

Display Subroutine.

The Time Subroutine is seleeted by P-l1 within 0.5

second of the lift-off discrete receipt. The State Subroutine ie

initiated immediately after the Time Subroutine and is through

within I second after receipt of the lift-off diecrete.

The cycling of the Attitude Error Subroutine is then

started. This subroutine refreshes the attitude error FDAI
display (based on the stored pitch and roll functions) approximately
every 0.5 second until t = (tEl + tE2). Thereafter, until P-11

is exited, the desired gimbal angles are maintained constant at

DGA (tEr + tEz).

At the same time the attitude emor display is started,
the cycling of the Display Subroutine is started. This subroutine
displays v, h, and h via the DSKY. It is cycled every 2 seconds

following the Average-G computations and is out of slmchronization
with the Attitude Emor Subroutine.

5.3. 5.4 Time Subroutine

The procedure for clock zeroing and presetting of
reference time, tg, is shown in Fig. 3.5-2. Refer to Time
Definitions, Section 5. 1. 5.5, for a description of how the

reference ephemeris time was originally synchronized with the

AGC clock prior to lift-off.

This activit5i does not occur precieelSi at lift-off, but
within 0.5 second maximum of the receipt of the lfft-off discrete.
In arry event, the clock zeroing and the constant tO are not
changed for the remainder of the miseion unlees P-2? intercedes.
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=t0 +tl
= CDU

to
DU''

Read the clock setting tr = t
and zeroing t

TNTEN

EXIT

Figure 3.5-2 Time Subroutine

)
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5. 3. 5. 5 State Subroutine

The state vector of the vehicle at lift-off in Basic
Reference Coordinates is tJ:at imparted by the earth. The firet
part of Fig. 3.5-3 shows this computation.

REFSMMAT, the matrix Whieh relates the IMU

stable member orientation at lift-off to the Basic Reference

Coordinates, is determined as ghown on page 2 of Fig. 3.5-3.
This computation assumes that the stable member X and Y

axes are normal to tbe pad local. vertical and the X axis is aligned

along the launch aximuth A, nointing down range and the Z axLs

toward the center of the earth. This computation determines the

local vertical utilizing the characteristics of the earthrg reference
elltpsoid.

These computations take place within 0.75 second of

the receipt of the liJt-off discrete by Program P-11.

Attitude Error Subroutine

This subroutine computes and transmiti to the FDAI
the difference between a stored nominal Saturn Launch Vehicle
attitude profile and the actual attitude profile as measured by

the CM inertial measurement unit. Figures 3.5-4 and 3. 5-5
present the details of these computations. Ttris subroutine is
cycled approximately every 0.5 seconds.

5. 3.5.6 Dieplay Subroutine

The computations of the display quantities v, h, h are
shown on Fig. 3.5-6. Callable display parameters available during

P-11 operation are described in Section 5.6.10, Orbital Parameter

Dieplay Computations.
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a

Start Average-G Subroutine (Fig. 3.2-1)

"L, rL, 2, 0, gr, 0

Resume g,
Call Gravity Subroutine (Fig. 3.2-21 r, 0

r1, = rE (3"x L)

Regume r-
-lJ

CalI LAT-LOI\I-ALT (Fig. 5.3-2 )

Latp, Lonp, AltI, tr, P, F

tr=0,P='0rF=0

LATP' LONP' A'LTr' !,7'og, A,

a)

(

il

Figure 3.5-3 State Subroutine
(page 1 of 2)
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Kz=az'taoo-Ar"

RTFSMMAT^
-o
E

s

nrrsulue.go

REFSMMAT^_.t

= uNIT (E x niirsurvr+3:u)

= sin (Azl E + cos (Az)g

= uNIT [norsrr,rna4:U x nEFsMMATo]

I r 
nnrsuuaEo rr II Tl= | 

(RTF.SMMAT3 )' II rl
[nnrsmnnag.l' J

[nrrsrvruer]

= UNIT t-l*)
= UNIT ( RtrSMMA!:e x gz )

Cat1 Lat-Long-Att (Fig. 5.3-2)

Latp, L9"r1 
.1tt: ,',..", ",

. Force y= 1 in Eig. 5.3-2

EilT

Figure 3.5-3 State Subroutlne
(page 2 of 2,
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ENTER

Yes

o

es

EXIT

Figure 3.5-4 Attitude Error Subroutine

5. 3 -5?

Establish a recall of this
subroutine in not less than 0.25 sec

Transmit E ^ to FDAI for display_A

Resume E^<+

. 3.5-?)

CaU S/C Control of
Saturn Subroutine

Resume E ^
-A

Call FDAI Display Subroutine
(Fig. 3.5-5) No. 2

cDU' , tt, Kz

Resume DGA

CaII FDAI Display Subroutine
(Fig. 3.5-5) No. 1

cDg,, t, , Kz

,CDU' = CDU

Read clock setting

t'=t



Reeume DG$

Calf CALCGTA Subroutine (Section 5.6.3.2.3 )

frsuv]

= sin 0p, Cp

= sirr 0j, Cn

Is"
= l-r* c"

L-"*"t

o -cpl
cR -s* r"l
sn -"*rrj

Rs

sP

n

P'cos

cog

0

e

on=9

0" = sign(K

t, = tt- tnf
0p = "O 

*.1tp +... +.6tp
oR 

= Kz - sign (Kzl K" tp

6

DGA =

t <hr

l" KZ

rEl

Yes

Yes

EI(IT

Figure 3.5-5 I'DAI Display Subroutine No. 1

(page 1 of 2)

o

a
a

a
O
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r] ENTER

Figure 3.5-5 FDAI Display Subroutine No. 2

(page 2 ot 2l

Return EO

E. = ftcscl acDU
-ALJ

fu = "itr 
( cDUl), cx = cos ( cDU!)

Sz = "itt 
(cDu'z! Cz = cos ( cDU', )

[r sz
I

[rcsc]= I o cxcz

[o -*cz
sx

cx

0

AcDg=cDU-DGA

(
)
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a
a

START

Establish a recall of thig subroutlne

in approximately 8 leconds -

E TTT

Figure 3.5-6 Displey Subroutine

Dieplay v, h,

v = ABVAL (v (t) )

h + ABVAL (r (t))- rlp

UNIT (r (t))li = v(t)

( from Averige -G Subrouttni )
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o
ENTER

No

Yee

EXIT

Figure 3.5-? S/C Control of Saturn Subroutine

a
a

( '-''

Scale for
Saturn Control

E^ =E^ -BIAS
-I| -A

A=1

BIAS = EYes

A=1

A=0

C ControlI

U
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5.4 TARGETING ROUTINES

5.4. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The objectives of the targeting routines preeented in this
section are to provide a CMC capability to determine the required
input'target parameters and set control modes for the varioug
powered flight guidance routines of Section 5.3. It should be noted

that the CMC does hot have a targetlng capability for every phaee of
the lunar landing mission, and therefore must rely on RTCC target-
ing for many of the nominal and abort phaees of the lunar misgion.
The restricted targeting capabllity provided by the CMC is presented

in the following subsections:

5.4.2 Rendezvous Retrieval Targeting Routines

These include the Concentrlc Flight Pl.an,

TPI Search, Stable Orbtt and Midcourse Routi:nes.

5.4. 3 Return -to -Earth Targeting Routines

These routineg are regtricted to operation out-
side the lunar sphere of influence for abort
returng to earth.

AU CMC targeting progrems uge ttre Baeic Reference
Coordinate System defined in Section 5.1.4.1. The Rendezvous Re-
trieval Targeting Routines of Section 5.4.2;can be used in either
earth or lunar orbits. The basic input parameterg required by the

targeting routines of this section are the vehicle sta$-vector esti-
mates determined by the navigation progTems of Section 5.2
and 5.3.2.
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3 s. +. 2 Rendezvous Retrierral

5.4.2. L General

In addition to containing the nominal rendbzvous approach in the Concentrlc
Ftight Plan program, the CMC contains the TPI Search program for fuel critical
situations and the Stable Orbit Rendezvous prdgram for primarily time critical
situations. :

;

The Concentric Fl.ight Plan rendezvous scheme ie illustrated in Figure 4.2tlt
The following'active vehicle impulsive maneuvers are used to egtabltsh a rendezvous

intercept trajectory iryith the passive vehicle in an appropriately coplanar orbit:

1.. Coelliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI)

2. Constant Differential Altitude (CDH)

3. Transfer Phase Initiation (TPI)

These maneuvers are seleeted by the program to sattsfy the followtng eonstratnts:
specified times for the CSI and TPI maneuvers, a CSI AV which resulte in "coelllptlc"
orbits, and a specified geometry at the TPI point. The rrcoelliptic" or I'concentrlc"

orbits have approximately constant differential altitudes.

The TPI Search Program determines a two maneuver tranefer trajectory
which minimizes the total fuel used while providing a safe perieenter. The time of
the first maneuver must be specified.

The Stable Orbit Rendezvous program provides a direct trangfer capability
between the active and passive vehicle orbits. The time of the first maneuver and
a measure of the transfer time must be specified.

Both the Pre-TPI and Stable Orbit programs have Midcourse Maneuver
programs to ensuie that the active vehicle will rendezvous with the passirrc rrehicle,

For the routines in this section there are two agsociated program numberg
L66an a* "'h^llr^- +lra r'tQllt ^- lh^ I l./l :- 3L^ ^^a:-'^.-^L:^l^ ?t rL^ ^al-^--.-r -l-^a-ve99s v.r wrrserrsr urrs vgarr vr urrg llrr 19 urE eg9lvg vgrrrgag. lr glrrE 4g3f_vrulub Ei|'gtiflt

to make the LM acttve, the only change is the program number eelected. All
equations and program operations in Section 5.4.2 are identical for these two modes
of operation. The function SGN(X) ueed in Figuree 4.2-4 and -5 is set equrl to +l
if X is zero or a poeitive number; otherwi,se, it ts set equal to -1.

The pre-thrust programs P-32 end P-33 use E(ternal AV gul.dance (Sectlon
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Figure 4.2-t Concentrtc Rendezvous Profi,le
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5. 3. 3.3. 1), and P-34, P-35, P-38, and P-39 use the Lambert targeting concept.

There are 2 options available for obtaining the aim point ueed in generating the
Lambert Av solution. If the number of offsets N) ie set to zero, the target orbit is
advanced through anot in P-34, or the appropriate time of flight in P-35, by use of
the Kepler (conic) routine. Lambert solution is then generated to this atm point.

The other option (N70) employs N precision offsets to generate the velocity correction
required (N usually = 2). The target vehicle orbit is advanced the appropriate time
of flight on a precision trajectory. The precision offset concept is then used to

generate the Av solution. AII stx'of'titd aUo.r" programs use the Cross-Product
Steering of Section 5.3.3.4.

5. 4.2. t, I Pre-CSI Maneuver
'tThi"'program, corregponding to P-Sz'(CSM active) or P-?2 (LM active)

of Section 4,,computes the pafameters associated with the CSI and CDH maneuvers.

The astronaut irtputs are as follows:

I.r Choice of active vehicle (P-32 CSM, P-72 LNL\.

;2. Time t. of the CSI maneuver.
.,1

',3. Number N of tlle apsidal crossing. (If.N = 1, the CDH maneuver

ocqilrs when the active vehicle reaches tls first apsidal point follow-
ittg the CSI nianeuver, etc. )

' 4. Desired line'of sight (LOS)"angle E aLthe tirrre of.the TPI maneuver.

, tS"" Figure't.2-2 and Figure 4,2-g.t
5. Time t. of the TPI maneuver.

' 6. Selectiln of flag CDIIASW to ensure that CDH will occur at a time,
:!

measured from the CSI time, equal to the post-CSI maneuver orbital
period multiplied by N/2. If thie option is desired, CDHASW is set

equal to 1.

The active vehicle state vecto. IA, !A and passive vehicle state vector I*,, fp
are available in the guidance computer.

The following constraints must be satisfied (eee Figure 4.2-1 and

Figure 4,2-2').

1. The CSI Av is applied in the horizontal plane of the active vehicle at

the CSI time.
2. The semimajor axis and radial component of velocity of the active

.:chirl!e er.e srrch that the active and oaeeive vehicles are in coelliotic
orbits following the CDH maneuver.

3. The ltne of sight between the active vehicle and the passive vehicle

at the TPI time forms the angle E with the horizontal plane of the

active vehicle.

5.4-4
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UH = IINIT HORIZONTAL
IN FWD DIRECTTON
AS DETERMINED BY
Ye

tA

1) rF THE LOS PROJECTION ON Ug XS POSITIVE:

A) WHEN THE LOS IS ABOVE TIIE HORIZONTAL PLANE
0<E<tlz

b) WIIEN THE LG [S BELOW THE HORIZONTAL PLANE
3rl2< E1 2r

2I IF TIIE LOS PROJECTION ON Ug XS NEGATIVE
A) WHEN TIIE I.'G IS ABOVE TIIE HORIZONTAL PLANE

nlz< E( z'

b) WHEN TITE LOS XS BELO$I TIIE HORIZONTAL PLANE
,r< E < 3fi12

Figure 4.2-3 'Definition of Elevation Angle, E
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5. The time intervals between the CSI-CDH and CDH-TPI maneuvers are

L0 minutes or greater.

6. After both the CSI and CDH maneuvers, the perigee altitude of the active

vehicle orbit is greater than 35,000 ft for lunar orbits and 85 nm for
earth orbits.

The program solution, as illustrated in the logic flow diagram in Figure
4.2-4, is based on conic trajectories and contains an iteration loop to select the

CSI maneuver magnitude vr.

After updating of the active and passive vehicle state vectors to the CSI

time, the active vehicle state vector is rotated into the passive vehicle orbital
plane, resulting in coplanar orbits. The passive vehicle is then updated through

the time tg - tt to the TPI point obtaining "p3, rp3. The initial guess of v' when

added to the velocity of the active vehicle, results in the active vehicle attaining a

radius equal to rr, 180 degrees from the CSI point.

tlf CDIIASIV equals one, the eccentricity of the active vehicle orbit is less than t
.0001ror the vertical velocity at the CSI point is -Iess than ? ft/sec, the time t2 of the CDH

maneuver is set equal to the CSI time plus N times half the period t, of the active
vehicle. Otherwise, the angle { to the nearest perigee is computed and used in the

Time-Theta Subroutine to find the corresponding time of flightAt. This is then used

to calculate t, based on the value of N. After verifying that t, is greater than t2,
both vehicles are updated to the CDH point.

The angle <p between the active and passive vehicles at the CDH point is
calculated and used in the Time-Theta Routine to update the passive vehicle to a
point radially above or below the active vehicle, obtaining !pC, IpC.

The semimajor axis aO and the radial component of velocity vOU, along
with a radius, uniquely define the orbit of the active vehicle immediately following
the CDH maneuver. The equations for aO based on the semimajor axis a" of the
passive vehicle) and vOV, contained in Figure 4.2-4, therefore, specify the
I'coelliptic" CDH maneuver Avr.

The active vehicle state vector is next updated to the TPI time. The unit
vector which passes through the active vehicle position and is coincident with the
desired TPI line of sight is given by u L. The position vector of the two points of
intersection between the line of sight and a circle (with origin at the center of the

attracting body) as shown in Figure 4.2-2 is defined by:

E = lae + kul

5.4-7
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where k normally assumes two values (see Figure 4,2-41. Equatin$ the magnitude

of L to r* results in a quadratic expression for k:

.e22' ka+2kro3.gL*"i,g-"'pg=0 (4.2.21

If there are no real solutions to the above eguation (c, < 0 in Figure 4.2'41,

the line of sight does not intersect the circle. If there is a real solution to the above

equation, the k of minimum absolute value is chosen as the deeirable TPI golution.

The error 7 is defined as the central angle between the position vector of the passive

vehicle at the TPI point and the position vector b representing where the passive

vehicle should be based on the active vehicle location. This error is driven to zero

using a Newton-Raphson iteration loop with vl as the independent variable. The

two initial values o.f v, are 10 ft/sec apart with the succeeding step size Av, re-
stricted to 200 ft/sec.

A second computational attempt is made if the first iteration attempt fails.
v, is incremented in steps of 50 ft/sec in the direction opposite to that initially
taken in the first attempt until the error y has undergone a sign change. The second

attempt then starts with the latest value of v, and an adjacent point in the ciirection
of the 50 ft/sec steps.

Included in the Pre-CSI program are the following seven program checks

and the corresponding Alarm Codes AC (see Figure 4.2-4),

1. If on the first iteration there is no solution to the TPI geometry, the

iteration cannot be established. The alarm code (AC) equale A in this case.

2. The iteration counter n exceeds 15. (AC = C)

3. Two succeeding iterations resulting in v, Breater than 1000 ft/sec.
(AC = B)

4. The altitude of perige" hpl following the CSI maneuver is less than a
minimum acceptable amount. (AC = D)

5. The altitude of perige" hp2 following the CDH maneuver is less than a
minimum acceptable amount. (AC = E)

6. The time AT, between the CDH and CSI maneuver is less than 10 minutes.
(dC = F)

?. The time AT, between the TPI and CDH maneuvers is less than l0 minutes.
(AC = G)
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vt = sQRT{zr""r["ar('pg + ror))-l ]-ra, . !,
Ar1 = t0 ft/sec

!1 = IINIT(gx got)

Update lpt, Ipt through time t, - t, obtaining

lpg, Ipg using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5)

u = UNIT(rpf x lpf )

lAt = ror rINIT[lar - ("Ar '

IAl = vO' UNIT[I^' - (rAr '
u)u

)glg

Update !A, Ie and r p, Ip to time t,
obtaining !et, IAt and lpl, Ip1 using

Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5.2.2)

51=0,52=1,53=1,n=0

Inputs' !A, IA, lp, Ip, t1, t3,

CDHASW, N, E, active vehicle

Check CSM Primary Body
Indicator P" (See Sec. 5.2.2.61

PC = 0 for Earth thmin = 85 nm

PC = 1 for Moon , hmin = 35,000 ft

Pre-CSI Program

Figure 4.2-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program
(Page I of ?)
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Yes No

No

No

Figure 4.2-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneurrcr Program (hge 2 ot 7l
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Ie
ln Time-3than Theta Subroutine6oo

t1 A1tP ueingperiod

rR=lAl .ghr
A1v = rAr + vr!r

v, = SGN(vr)989 ft/sec

Sl = 1

AQ=B

Yes

6-l
J-r

5

'rl
000 ft/se

AC=C

Yes

Yes

No Yes

>1

n=n*1



Update taf , Ilf and rp1, Ip1 through time tZ - tt obtaining

!lZ, llZ and rt2, Ip2 using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5)

AC=G

tZ = tt +At + (N - 1)tp/2

t2=tt-At+Ntp/z

Obtain At using 141, -SGN(v*)vl' sing,

cos$ in Time-Theta Routine (Sec. 5.5.7)

costy'=(n1/.41 -llle

sin{ = f 
.,*lornr/r\1l|2l.u

At=0
r'*l/"er

seftl
Yes

o

< .000

DIIASW=
Obtain hp1, p1, e using l^f , Ilt, PC

in Periapo Routine (Sec. 5.5. 14)

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Figure 4.2-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program
(Page 3 of ?)
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MCoU = rpc - tAZ, t1>v = IpC ' LlZlre,Z

"A = "p - ArrCDH, tAV = ,r"u{"t/"O)3/2

'AH = sQnTtp€/ "A2 - r/ao) - 4ul
y'A2= vO"IJNIT(u x rOr) + vOUUNIT(IaZ)

Auz = Y'Az - Ylz, z-= UNIT(-rAz)

y=-g, I=UNITIxp
(LV)=lI y z_lTLuzAVcon

Update r ,.Z, y''.2 with cos9, SGN(SW)sinp

obtaining !pC, IpC, a" using Time-Theta

Routine (Sec. 5.5. 7)

cos9= r_g,2. LpZ

sing = (1 - cos2 'Plllz
SW=u. (lf,Zx!aS)

'AztPz

u = UNIT(r pZ x YpZ)

t_Az = rorUNITlr Az - (r-Az. g)gl

yAz = vOTUNITII Az - (YAz' tt)"I

Update la, Ie and r p, Ip to

obtaining \AZ, v AZ and r p2, v", using

Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5'2'2)

time t,

Inputs: lA, I4, lp, Ip, E,

t2, tg, active vehicle

Pre-CDH Program

Figure 4.2-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program (Page 4 of ?)
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EXITk= I

c=
t rlt lh

Av, = Avr/2

v, = vr.-Av,kz 1 I
Ik

2
I

I +
"2
c2B -C

tl2

uL = cosE UNIT(u x rOr) + sinE UNIT(rOr)

ct=!A3'9L
222.2=.1-rA3*rP3

Update . AZ, lLZ through time t, - t, obtaining

!ag, IAg ueing Kepler Routine (Sec. 5. 5. 5)

ATr=t-t2,ATT'I=t-t3 ,t=

o

EXITALARM Set

Obtain t oT ALARM using rO, Ig, !p, v", n=0,

FLAG:1, t=tg, tmax=250 sec, E in Pre-TPI
Program 6ec. 5. 4,2.21 entering at @ of Fig. 4.2-

Update ,-lZ, yLZ and rp2, IpZ to tlme tt obtaining !a, I.l
and rp. Ip uatng Coaetirng Integration Routlne (Sec. 5.2.2)

Yee

Yee

Yes

No

Figure 4,2-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program
(Page 5 of ?)

a
a

Y
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lg=1, tvr=f le

rl. = tl, f O-- T

52=0, vr=vr-Av,

53 = 2, Atl = SGN(Avr)l0 ft/sec

Ar1 = -SGN(s')SGN(7O)50 ft/sec

=y53=3, y

v, = v, -Av,

Q 'tol <

sL = (7 -yoll(v, - vro)

tlo = tl

Yes

Yes

No

7 = cos-l (L . lps/urrr)SGN tg . Q. x r p3)l

L="Ag+kgr.

Yes

No

No

Figure 4.2-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program
(Page 6 of ?)
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Yes No la"rl
00 ft/s Yes

a
a

t ttl se

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Figure 4.2-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program (Page ? of ?)
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EXIT

Z = UNIT(-r^,), Y = -u
-nr

(LV) ='rtl y 4T!r
zYI

CSI

x

AV

S1=0,52=1,53=0,n=0

EXIT

=Q53=1 Yes

( 10m
3

T

AC=F53=1 Yes

( 10m
2

TYes

o

AC=E53=1 YesNo

Yes hml

AC=D53=1
Yes

Obtain h", usine r_62, \'g2, P" in
Periapo Routine (Sec. 5.5. 14)-t2=lAT

ATr=tr-t,

11 1
Avv = SGN[Avr)200 ft/sec

1
Av



For the first check above, a cheek failure resul.ts in an immediate program

exit. The last four checks are made only if the iteration hae succeeded. The

alarm codes are set (excluding the first check) only if the second iteration attempt
has been made.

The displays for the Pre-CSI maneuver program are:

1. Differential altitude MCOtt at the CDH point. MCOff is positive when

the active vehiclets altitude is less than the passive vehiclels altitude when

measured at the CDH point.

2. Time AT, between the CDH and CSI maneuvers displayed in minutes and

seconds with hours deleted.

3. Time AT, between the TPI and CDH maneuvers displayed in minutes and

seconds with hours deleted.

4. AVCSI&V) in local vertical coordinates at CSI time.

5. AV CDH(LV) in local vertical coordinates at CDH time.

6. The alarm codes.

In the Pre-CSI program P-32, the astronaut can change the CSI computed
maner:ver hy overwriting the displayed maneuver velocity vector in local vertical
coordinates, AV"rr(LV). In such a case the astronaut input then becomes the
defined velocity-to-be-gained in the External AV Maneuver Guidance (Section 5. 3.3.3. l)
used to control the CSI maneuver. The overrrrriting procedure is normally used to
correct or minimize out-of-plane conditions which are not directly controlled by
the CSI or CDH maneuvers computations such that minimum out of plane conditions
exist at the TPI maneuver.

In addition, M, the number of navigation measurements proceseed since the
last maneuver, MGA, the middle gimbal angle at the start of the maneuver assuming
plus X acceleration, and TFI, the time between the CSI maneuver and the present
time, are displayed.

The middle gimbal angle is computed with the following equation:

MGA = sin-l [g*r,. . rJNrr(avil

If -90o < MGA ( 0o, MGA is redefined suchthat 2700 s MGA < 3600. AV is the
maneuver AV in reference coordinates and Inn,. is the second row of the REFSMMAT
matrix defined in Section 5. 6.3.3.
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5, 4,2,1. 2 Pre-CDH Maneuver. This program, corresponding to Program P-33
(CSM active) or P-73 (LM active) of Section 4, computes the parameters associated
with the CDH maneuver.

The astronaut inputs to this program are:

1. Choice of active vehicle (P-33 CSM, P-?3 LM).

2. Time t, of CDH maneuver.

The active and passive vehiclers state vectors rA, IA, !p, vp are available
in the guidance computer. The TPI elevation angle E and the TPI maneuver time t,
are also available from the previous Pre-CSI program computations.

Figure 4.2-4,,page 4 of 7, illustrates the program logic. The state vectors
of both the active and passive vehicles are advanced to the CDH time using the
Coasting Integration Routine. After rotating the active vehicle state vector into the

plane of the passive vehicle, the CDH maneuver is calculated as in the Pre-CSI
program. Following a precision update of the state vectors to time tr, the Pre-TPI
program is used to calculate the time t at which the specified elevation angle is
attained. If the iteration was not successful, an alarm code is displayed. At this
point, the astronaut can elect to recycle the program or to proceed with the calculation
of the displays, which are:

1. AVCDH(LV).

2. Differential altitude MCOI' at the CDH point.

3. Time AT, between the calculated TPI time and the CDH time displayed in
minutes and seconds with hours deleted.

4. Time ATr", between the calculated TPI time and the specified TPI time.
(This number is positive if the new TPI time is later than that previously
used. )

If the iteration did not converge, the last two displays reflect an unchanged
TPI time. In addition, M, MGA, and TFI are displayed as in the Pre-CSI program
displays.

The astronaut can modify the CDH maneuver to minimize out-of-plane con-
ditions by overwriting the displayed maneuver velocity vector, AV CDH(LV), as in
the Pre-CSI program. The out-of-plane information used in this process is deter-
mined by the astronaut with the aid of the Out of Plane Rendezvous Display Routine,
R-36 of Section 5.6.7.4.

O
o
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5.4.2.2 Pre-TPI Maneuver

This program corresponds to Program P-34 (csM acttve)

or P-?4 (LM active) of section 4. Its objective is to establish the

terminal phase initiation (TPI) maneuver. The position of the TPI

maneuver is determined by specifying either the TPI time or the

elevation angle which specifies the relative geometry of the vehicles

at the TPI point. The astronaut inputs are:

1. Choice of active vehicle (P-34 CSM, P-74 LM)

2. Time t of the TPI maneuver

3. Elevation angle E (set equal to zero if t is specified),

defined in Fig. 4.2-3

4. Central angle srt of the passive vehicle between the

TPF and TPI points

Number N, of precision offsets made in generating

target vector for TPI maneuver. If set egual to

zero, conic trajectorieg are uscd to generate the

target veetor.

The active !et, Iet and passive vehicle !pI, IpI "t"t"
vectors are available in the guidance computer. The program

starts with a precision update of these vectors to the TPI time.

If the elevation angle is not specified, it is computed

after the precision updating of both vehicles to the TPI maneuver

time. If E is specified, an iteration procedure is initiated to find

the TPI time at which E is attained. This procedure uses the

input TPI time as the initial guess and is based on conic traiectories
(except for the original precision update). The time correctlon
6t is based on (1) the angular distance behnreen !p and the desired

position of the passive vehicle, obtained by assuming'the paesive

vehicle is in a circular orbit, and (2) aeeuming the vehicles are

moving at a constant angular rate. The flow diagram for this
procedure ig shown in Fig. 4.2'6.

5
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3 lAI, h,t, lpt, Ip1,
, active vehicle, nr0, . 250 Eecg.N a

a

f

Yes No

No

E -El < 0.1

No

Yes

Yes No

Yes

n'n*1, 6Eg,-ttEp 6E=

,A = IA. UNIT (u x rO)/rO

,P = Ip UNIT t(1, x I/ x lpl/r"
c= E+SGN t(1xIp). glcog-l (r,6. lr/16r")

6t'
a - t + SGN (r, - tA) [r - cos-l (rO coe U/r")l

,A ,P

Figure 4.2-5 Pre-TPl

-E) (r )<P^A
EXIT

ith
Yes

cos E/ r l>r
Return to P-33

E=0
FLAG=2

Yes

E=EAFLAG=

= 2r-EAAE

5 = uNIT tg,, - (gl . la) rO/"42 l

A = cos-l tgl . lp sGN (gp' gx 1o)l

vrqu=-p :A9L=

ts = t ' lAr = fu' IAp = IA' rPF'- ap' rpr = rp

obtaining IA, IA and 1", v" using
lpl' rptler rer

Inte 5.2.

a
o
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no

no

6t Iro

no

6nol> I 6E

o
o

no

No

ver Program (page 2 of 3)

a
o

Update lAF, Iep *d lpF, Ipp through time t - tS obtaining

using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5)!e, Ie ed lp, I

0
6t

t=t+6t

=6t

t=t-1.56t0
6tO = -6t0/2

)lotl6t = SGN (6

6t = -SGN (6to)l6tl/2

6t =6t lSmax max'

6t = 6t SGN (6t)
max

rar - rpr
),X=lxZ= IINIT(-r,Y='vrz

IePIT TPF

,v in Periapo Routine (Sec. 5.5. 14)Obtain rusing

Obtain yL, fZ and vgp, using !4, lp1, tr, € = 1

in Initvel Routine (Sec. 5.5. 11)N

(!A x rp1). uSGN(1o. rp.1,/ror"r) -ncos9=fi+

Update !p, Ip to time t + tF obtaining !pt, Ip,.
tion Routine (Sec. 5. 2. 2 )ug

Update lp, Ip to time t + tF obtaining lp,', Ipt
Routine 5.55

Obtain t" using !p, !p, rot in
Time-Theta Routine (See. 5.5. ?)

Figure 4.2-5 Pre-TPI
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EXIT

AYrpr (LOS) = I R2 \l aYrpr

=9L, ttpf =t*tt
= UNIT [(gx nr) x Erl

R^
-it

I

=R.X

Replace offset target vector,
(tr) generated by Initvel

Routine (Sec. 5. 5.11) by lt
found above.

Obtain new target vector

lr bY using h, Yh, tr
in Kepler

(sec.
Routine
5. 5. 5)

ri=yo+a

z l AvTPr (Lv)aYtpt = [I I

Yes

AYrpr (l-V) = ['I I
T

?Y AYrpr

Flgure 4.2-5 Pre-TPI Maneuver Prograrn (page 3 of 3)
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The iteration is successful when the computed elevation

angle EO is sufficiently close to E.

To help insure convergence, the following steps are

taken:

a. The step size 6t is restricted to 250 secs.

b. If the solution has been passed (6E 680< 0), the

step size is halved and forced in the opposite di-
rection of the last steP.

c. ff the iteration is converging ( l6Eo I - lon | >o),

the sign of ot is maintained.

d. If the iteration !s proeeeding irt the wrong direc-
tion, the step direction is reversed.

The iteration is terminated for any of the following

reasons, and a single alarm as described in section 4 is set:

The iteration counter has exceeded its maximum

value of 15.

The line of sight emanating from the active vehicle

does not intersect the circular orbit with radius

equal to that of the passive vehicle.

The elevation angle is inconsistent with the relative

altitudes of the two vehicles (e. g. , if the elevation

angle is less than 1800 when the active vehicle is

above the passive vehicle).

upon convergence, the state vectors are precision updated to the

TPI time.

1

2

3
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The TPI-TPF phase of the program starts with the use

of the angle crlt in the Time-Theta Subroutine (Section 5.5. 7) to

determine the corresponding transfer time t". The passive

vehicle is next updated through t, using either a conic or pre-
cision updating routine, depending on the value of Nr. The

Initvel Routine (Section 5.5. 11) is then called to compute a transfer
trajectory between the TPI and TPF points with the cone angle

6 set equal to 15o. The rotation projection switch f, is obtained

from the Initvel Routine for use in the powered flight steering
program as S*.

The central angle I traversed by the active vehicle
from the TPI time to intercept is computed as shown in Fig. 4.2-5
for display if requested by the astronaut. This display is used to
avoid 180o transfer angle problems.

The displays for the Pre-TPI program are:

1. AVTPI

2. AVtpr.

3. AITpI(LOS) : Line-of-sight coordinates

4, nVrrr(LV) : Local vertical coordinates

5. Peni.gee altitude (Hr) following the TPI maneuver

The display of AVrpI(LV) may be overwritten by the

astronaut. If so, a new target vector is generated as shown in
Fig. 4.2-5. This new aimpoint is used for powered flight steering.

In addition, M, MGA, and TFI are displayed as in the

Pre -CSI program displays.

a
o
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5.4.2.3 Rendezvous Midcourse Maneuver

This program, corresponding to Program P-35 (CSM

active) or P-?5 (LM active) of Section 4, computes a midcourse
correction maneuver. This maneuver insures that the active

vehicle will intercept the passive vehicle at the time established

in the previous Pre-TPI program. The astronaut may call this
prcigrarh any time after the TPI maneuver, but in general no

later than 10 minutes before the intercept time. The flow diagram
foi this progr'am is shown in Fig. 4,2-6,

There is one astronaut input: choice of the active
vehicle (P-35 CSM, P-?5 LM). The intercept time tTpF .td
the numbei N, of precision offsets, both available from the Pre-
TPI program, the active lA, IA and passiv€ r pr Ip vehicle

state vectors and a time delay are all available in the guidance

computer. The time delay (6r, for P-35 and 6r, for P-?5) is the

time required to prepare for the thrust maneuver and is stored
in either of two erasable locations-

When the program is initiated, the nur-nber of naviga-
tion measurements since the last maneuver and the tlme sl.nce

maneuver or maneuver calculation are displayed. Based on

this information and additional displays discussed in Section

5.6. ?, the astronaut may elect to proceed with the midcourse
maneuver at some time. When he does so, the program updates

the state vectors to the present time plus the time delay using

the Coasting Integration Routine. After updating the passive

vehicle to the time trr" to obtain the target vector rr* the

Initvel Routine is called with the cone angle € set equal to 15o,

to obtain the velocity vector on the transfer ellipse. Ttre rota-
tion projection switch f, is obtained from the Initvel Routine for
use in the powered flight steering program as SO.

The central angle g traversed by the active vehicle
from the maneuver time to intercept is computed as shown in
Fig. 4.2-6 for display if requested by the astronaut. This dis-
play is used to avoid 1B0o transfer angle problems.

After obtaining the maneuver AV, it is rotated into a
local vertical (LV) and a line of sight (LOS) coordinate system
obtaining AV(LV) and AV(LOS), and botlr are displayed.
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Ay(Lv) = L\Y Zl
TAV

AV=vl-vO
sR=f2

Z = UNIT(-r")
-A

zYx

Y

x

-u

Obtain ri ana f, using lA, !p,T, ttpf - (tp""""rrt + 6r),

in Initvel Routine (Section 5.5. 11)€=15orN

e = n + ["os-l(le . lpr lrA. "pl) -n]SGN[(rO x tp1) . gl

u = UNIT (rO x vO)

Update lp, Ip to time t?pf obtaining r 
",using Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5.2.2)

Update lp, Ip to time ttpf obtainingr*

Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5)

Yes

Update rn, vn
-A

!p, rp to time tpr"""rt * 6t

using Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5.2.2)

6f = time de

Inputs: 111, v4, !p, !p, tT',F, N' time delay, active vehicle

Rendezvous Midcourse

No

Figure 4.2-6 Rendezvoue Midcourse Program
(Page 1 of 2)
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No

Ffgurc 4.2-q ,Rcndrrpur Midcourse' Pro3rrn
(prfc 2 ot ll

EXIT

AVAV (LG) = [R, R, Ro I
-l_.-o

Er ' uxtt (fp - 1n)
R., = UNIT [(u X R,) X R')l

-a

Es = Erx Ez

Replace offeet target vector, r (tr),
generated by Initvel Routine (Sec.5.5.11 )

by IT formd above

Obtain new target vector tf by using Ie,I,lf
tr'" ITPF - (tpresent + o r) ln Kcplcr

(Sac- 3- 3- 5l

lI Y. zl Av (Lv)

ri=re*AI
AY=

Y(LofA
Overwrite
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5.4.2.4 TPI Search Program

The objectiye of the TPI Search Program is to
determine the transfer trajectory having a minimum total velocity

change, within the constraint of a safe pericenter, for a specified

TPI time. The minimum total velocity determined is the sum of

the impulsive velocities for the TPI and TPF maneuvers' This
prog"am is used to establish the target parameters for a direct

intercept trajectory between the LM and CSM orbits. The manual

terminal rendezvous maneuver is normally initiated from such an

intercept trajectory. The TPI Search Program is used to provide

the required TPI maneuver parameters for either direct transfer

rendezvous profiles or concentric ftight plan rendezvous TPI
maneuvers if AV minimization is desired beyond nominal

preselected astronaut input target parameters. This program

can be used in both earth and lunar orbits and consists of two

separate programs in Section 4. When used as program P-17,

the active vehicle which establishes the intercept trajectory is
the CSM. When used as P-77, the active vehicle is the LM.

The desired time
as an input to this program,
to the astronaut are:

1)

tTpI of the TPI maneuver is required
The basic output parameters displayed

Initial relative phase angle between

the two vehicles "t tTpf + indicating
that the active vehicle is ahead of the

passive vehicle with respect to orbital
motion.

6+
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2l

3)K

4) avr",

s) + AVrpr

6) hp

7l r,lt

8)P

Ah+ Altitude difference between the two
vehicles "t ttpf + indicating that the
passive vehicle has a larger radial
magnitude than the active vehicle.

Preferred central angle search sector.
K = *1 for central angles greater than
1800 and K = -1 for central angles less
than 180o.

The search option input defined in
Section 4 has the following correspondence
to the variable K:

search o K

1 -1
+1

Impulsive velocity required for the
TPI maneuver.

Impulsive velocity required for the
terminal rendezvous maneuver, +

indicating that the active vehicle is
ascending at TPF, - if descending.

Altitude of the pericenter above a
reference radius vector.

Central transfer angle of the passive
vehicle.

Pericentercode. P= f .if pericenter
occurs between the TPI and TPF
maneuvers and P = 2 tf pericenter
occurs after the TPF maneuver.

2
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In general, non-coplanar transfer problems normally
involve two minimum total velocity trajectories, one having a
central angle greater than 180o and the other less than 1g0o.
The program selects a sector (determined by the relative altitudes
of the two vehicles at the TPI time) in which the most acceptable
solution will probably be found. Upon displaying this sector to
the astronaut, he may proceed with this choice or change the
sector by changing the value of K.

Due to the excessive AV requirements for non-coplanar
two-impulse transfers near central angles of 180o, the search
sectors are restricted from the 1800 region by an angle which
depends upon the magnitude of the angle between the active
vehicle position vector at TPI and the passive vehicle orbital
plane.

The general TPI Search Program target vectors and
relative angles are illustrated in Fig. 4.2-7 with the program
logic outlined in Fig.4,2-8. The subscripts A and P refer to
the active and passive vehicles, respectively. The minimum
pericenter altitude h" is defined as

Lunar Orbit: hl = 35,000 ft. about the landing site
radius.

Earth Orbit: h" = 85 nm above the launch pad radius

The following are the major computation sequences:

Upon activation of the program, the active and passive
vehicle state vectors are advanced to the specified TpI time by
means of the Kepler Routine. At this point the relative phase
angle $, altitude difference Ah, and search sector flag K are
computed and displayed to the astronaut and a response is
requested. The astronaut may proceed, command the initial
search to the other sector by changing K or change the TpI time.
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UCrlo !F, !p lo irnr tTpf + tf rr.inf

lfd.r Rdilllr (8.c.1. t. tt
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Dl.pLy a, Ah. K
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Figure 4.2-8 TPI Search
Logic Diagram (Page 1

Program
of 2)
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EXITP'(!-K)/2

P' (3 - SGr)/z

Obtrln ot ullnl r P, Ip.t'l rl
Tmnlf"r Antl. Routlne (S!c. 5: 5. l2)

Dl.pl.y Ahrm Codc
AttF=tF. SGrAVlpyr

tF"tF+Ai
>0

-01- tFI) (0L

At. K I5o at . - at/z
At

hr +500-hb
iq-;f at

At. K aoo

v >av-A
< 2Ilc

l= 0

Obtrln hp urinS r A, I I ln P.rlapo Routinc (Sec. 5. 5. I {}

hpo'hp, avo = Av' Sn'fz
sct = scN (Il ' yr), SG, ' 5611 (!p' Yz)

AVrpt. llr - ynl, AvTpF' l:z - ypl, av ' avTpl t AVTPF

Obteln f2, 0, : t, !f u!ln3 r A; Il, ! p, ti. c " l5o

N, = o ln lnltv"l noutlnc (Src. 5. 5. I t)

Figure 4.2-8 TPI Search Program
Logic Diagram (Page 2 of.2l
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An initial guess cot' is next made of the transfer angle

of the passive vehicle corresponding to a minimum AV for the
active vehicle which is used to start the search iteration. An
inner transfer angle limit ot, for the passive vehicle is set to
avoid excessive AV conditions, and the outer search limits g,
of the active vehicle are set as indicated in Fig. 4.2-8. hitial
values are next chosen for AV, h" and I. The Time Theta Routine
is then used to determine the passive vehicle transfer times t"
and t", to traverse the angles ort. and r,rt. respectively.

The minimum AV trajectory search begins by advancing

the passive vehicle to the initial aim point at time tr* plus tp by

means of the Kepler Routine. The Initvel Routine is then called
with N, and the cone angle e equal to zero and 150 respectively.
The active vehiclefs velocity I1 and y2 after the TPI maneuver
and before the TPF maneuver, respectively, along with the transfer
angle 0 and the rotation projection switch f, (used in the powered

flight steering program as S") are obtained from this routine.
After calculating the maneuver magnitudes, the Periapo Routine
is used to calculate the pericenter altitude h".

The program enters a control sequence whose effect
is as follows:

1. If the height of pericenter h" and its previous
value h"O are both less than h" and furthermore h, is less than

h"O an alarm is displayed indicating that there are no safe
pericenters in the sector being searched.

2. If, as before, both h, < h, and hpO a h", but

now hr t hpO the program sets the time of flight increment At
equal to K400 sec., increments the time of flight, and continues

searching.
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3. U the pericenter changee from safe to unsafe,. the
program interpolates to find the time of flight at which the change

occurred, and accepts this value as the solution, together with
AVtpr AvTPF'hP'

4, If the pericenter changes from unsafe to safe, the
program also interpolates and accepts the solution provided AV
is greater than its previous value AVO. If not it sets At = K150
sec., increments the time of flight, and continues searching.

5. If the present pericenter is safe and

IAV - AV'l < 2 ft/sec. the present time of flight is accepted as

the solution.

6. -u none of ihe above conciiiions hoicis, ihe time of
flight is incremented by At if AV 4 aVO 6l diminished by Atl2 if
AV > AV', and the search fi.rnction continnes.

7. ff the incremented time of fltght t, exceeds tr'
or the active vehicle transfer angle 0 exceeds 9", the last
solution is accepted if a safe pericenter exists, otherwise an

alarm code is displayed, indicating no solution in this sector.

(g/ A sign (SG2) is affixed to AVTpF to indicate whether
the active vehicLe is ascending or descending on the passive
vehicle at TPF and the solution set consisting of AVfpf l AVTpf,
h" is displayed to the astronaut. If the astronaut is satisfied
with these trajectory parameters, he may request that the central
transfer angle cot of the passive vehicle be displayed to be recorded
by him as an input parameter for the TPI Pre-thrust program
P-34 along with the initial tfpt. In addition, this display will
also contain the pericenter code P which indicates whether the
pericenter of the transfer trajectory occura between the TPI
and TPF maneuvers or beyond the TPF maneuver.
central angle sector may be searched by returning

other
to and

K or a new trajectory sol.ution attempted by returning
to and ehanging the input TPI tlme until a satisfactory transfer
trajectory has been found.
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5.4.2.5 Stable Orbit Rendezvous

The Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program p-38 (CSM active)
or P-?8 (LM active) is defined by the following three maneuvers.
The first maneuver (Stable Orbit Initiation SOI) defines a transfer
of the active vehicle to a point on the orbit of the passive vehicle,
a given distance ahead of, or behind the passive vehicle, as mea-
sured along the passive vehicle orbital path. The second maneu-
ver (Stable Orbit Rendezvous SOR) is designed to place the active
vehicle in the same orbit as the passive vehicle with a separation
between the two vehicles determined by the first maneuver.
The position of the active vehicle relative to the passive vehicle
after this second maneuver is referred to as the stable orbit
point. The third maneuver defines the final transfer
from the stable orbit point to the terminal rendezvous point and
is calcnlated using the pre-TPI maneuver program (Section 5.4.2,2').
AlJ. the maneuvers are based on precision trajectory computations.

After the SOI maneuver, the Rendezvous Midcourse
Maneuver Program (Section 5.4.2.5.3) is available for computing
midcourse corrections.
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The Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program has two phases,

which must be called sequentiall.y to compute the first and second

rendezvous maneuvers. The input parameters are:

1) Choice of active vehicle (P-38 CSM, P-78 LM).

2'l lgnition time of maneuver tr..
3) <,rt, central angle of travel during the transfer,

based on the passive vehicle orbit.

4l S (0 for the first maneuver, 1 for the second

maneuver).

5) Stable orbit displacement distance 6r. Positive
6r indicates that the stable orbit point is behind

the passive vehicle. (Specified only when S = 0).

The active vehicle state vector !A, IA and passive ve-
hicle state vector Ip, h are aveilable in the guidance computer.

The trajectory configuration for the first two maneu-

vers is illustrated in Fig. 4.2-9 and the program logic is out-
lined in Fig.4.2-10. I3oth phases of the program start with the

update of the state vectors to the ignition time and the conversion

of ort to the transfer time tr..

5,4.2.5.1 Stable Orbit Initiation Maneuver

If S is set egual to zero, the program computes the

stable orbit initiation SOI maneuver. The passive vehicle is first
updated to the intercept time t' equal to tr" plus tr. This point
is next used to convert the stable orbit displacement distance 6r
to a time 6t by approximating the orbit of the passive vehicle with
a circular orbit and by using an orbital velocity equal to the ve-
hiclers horizontal velocity. The passive vehicle is now updated

to the target time t", equal to t, minus 6 t, to obtain the target

vector !1. for the first maneuver (see Fig. 4.2-L01..
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Figure 4.2.9 Geometry of the SOI and SOR. Maneuvers
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aYson = aY

Ysej(Lv) = AY(LV)

aYsor = aY

AvSor(Lv) = AY(LV)

aY = Y'A - ra, AYTINAL = r'r - It
Z = uNtt 1-tn[ I = UNIT (ye x le

AV(LV) = tI E zlT Ay, S* = f,
), I=Yxz

Obtain H, using 14, vl in
I5.Routine

Obtain y'6, f, and vf using lg, !1, t", e = 15o

Nl = 2 in Initvel Routine (Sec. S.5.11)

Update lp, Ip to time t" obtaining lt, If
ation Routineus Inte 5.2.

6t=r -6tIT tor/ASVAL (Ip X tp), t

Update !p, Ip to time t, using
Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5. 2. 2)

+tFtI=
+t

trG

F
6t

tI=tI
tT=tI
tF=tI

Obtain t" using !p, Ip, cdt in

Time-Theta Routine (Sec. 5.5. 7)

Update lA, .IA, lp, Ip to time tr.
using Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5.2.2)

"A,YA, lp,!p, S, tr6, <,rt, 6r, active vehiclelcputs:

le Ortrit R.endezvous Pr

Yes No

Yes No

Fig. 4.2 -10 ,Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program
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The lritvel Routine is called with N, and the cone angle
€ equal to two and 150 respectively. This results in the precision
offsetting procedure to be used twice in succession. The rbtation
projection switch f, is obtained from the Initvel Routine for use in
the powered flight steering program as Sg.

The following displays are computed.

1) Avsor

2l AVrnter. Passive vehiclets velocity minus
the active vehiclers velocity, both
computed at the stable orbit point.

3) avsor(Lv)

4lH'p

s) tr : Time the active vehicle intercepts
the stable orbit point

5.4,2.5.2 Stable Orbit Rendezvous Maneuver

If S is set equal to one, the program computes the
stable orbit rendezvous SOR maneuver. In order for this maneu-
ver to place the active vehicle in the orbit of the passive vehicle
in a precise manner, the SOR ignition time shotrld be offset to
account for the finite burn time, When the transfer trajectory
time t" is added to the calculated SOI intercept time t, (stored
in the SOI maneuver program), the SOR intercept time t, is ob-
tained (dee Fig.4. 2 -10).

The target vector r,1. for the SOR maneuver can be ob-
tained by updating the passive vehicle to the target time t", equal
to t, minus 6t (0t is stored inthe SOI maneuver program). The
transfer time t* based on the offset ignition time, is equal to the
new intercept time minus the ignition time.

AV for the SOI maneuver.

: Local vertical coordinates

Perigee altitude following the stable
orbit initiation maneuver.
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After using the Dritvel Routine, as in the Stable Orbit
rendezvous maneuver, to compute the transfer trajectory, the

following displays are calculated:

1) AVson AV for the SOR maneuver

2l

3)

4)

AVrnvel :

AVro"(LV) :

Hp

Approximately equal to zero

Local vertical coordinates

Perigee altitude following the SOR

maneuver

5.4.2.5.3 Stable Orbit Midcourse Maneuver

This program, cotrtresponding to Program P-39 (CSw1

active)orP-?9 ( f,nn active) of Section 4, computes a midcourse
correction maneuver. The astronaut may call this program after
compl.eting the SOI maneuver,but in general. no later than 10 mirtutes

before the intercept time. The program logic is outlined in
Fig.4. 2-tL.

There is one astronaut input: choice of the active ve-
hicle (P-39 CSM, P-?9 LM). The active vehicle state vector r^
vn, the passive vehicle state vectot tp,llp, the time delayt

the target time t" and the intercept time t, are available in the
guidance computer. The time deLay (6r, for P-39 ahd 62, for P-?9)

is the time required to prepare for tJ:e thrust maneuver and is

stored in either of two erasable locations.
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Fig. 4.2-11 Stable Orbit Midcourse Program

EXIT

Ay = Ih - IA, Z = tnvtt (-lA)

Y-=UNtr(gOX1O), 4=YxZ
Ay(Lv) = tI Y Zl' ay, SR = f2

Obtain v!^
-A

e=15orN
and f, using IA,Ip, t1- (tp""s"rt + 6

= 2in Initvel Routine (See. 5.5. 11)

Update lA, Ia to time tpreserrt + 6T

and update lp, Ip to time t" using
ting Integration Routine (Sec. 5.2.21

6r = e

hputs: lA, IR, l,, I,n tI, t", time delay active vehicle

U
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When the program is initiated the number of navigation mea-
surements processed since the last maneuver or maneuver calculation
and the time to ignition are dispLayed. Based on this information and

additional displays discussed in Section 5.6. ?, the astronaut may elect
to proceed with the midcourse maneuver at some time. When he does

so, the program updates the active vehicle to the present time plus
the time delay 6 z and updates the passive vehicle to the target time
using the Coasting Integration Routine. The Initvel Routine is then
called with a transfer time equal to the intercept time minus the
ignition time to obtain the initial velocity vl for the transfer ellipse.
The N, switch is set equal to two, resulting in a double use of theI
offsetting procedure. After obtaining the maneuver AV, it is rotated
into a local vertical coordinate system, resulting in the display
AV(LV). In addition, M, MGA and TFI are displayed as in the
Pre -TPI program displays.
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5.4.3 RETURN TO EARTHTARGETING

5.4.3. 1 Introduction

The Return to Earth Targeting Program provides to the
astronaut the ability to compute on board the spacecraft the target-
ing for a powered maneuver which returns the spacecraft to an earth
reentry point with proper conditions for a safe reentry. This pro-
gram is intended as a backuP in the event of a communication or
ground system fallure and, thus, is completely independent of inputs
from the ground system. The method of computation,however, does

not compromise certain critical trajectory characteristics such as

fuel usage and transit time for the expediency of minimum computer
storage usage or computationd speed.

Specifically this program provides powered maneuver tar-
geting for :

(t) Returning from near earth orbits

(2) Returning from trajectories resulting from a translunar
injection powered maneuver failure.

o(S) Returning from translunar midcourse

Outside moonA sphere of influence only
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o(s)

o(o 
)

Returning from transearth midcourse

Midcourse corrections during transearth midcourse

Changes in transit time during transearth midcourse

Two modes of operation are provided: time critical and

fuel critical. The former establishes trajectories which return to
earth in a minimum of time, the latter, with a minimum of fue1.

The return trajectory is constrained to be in the plane which
the spacecraft was in prior to the return so that optimum fuel utiliza-
tion will be achieved.

Although explicit control of the spacecraft landing site is not

a feature of this program, it is possible to achieve lending site selec-
tion through adjustmentof the astronaut input to the program. When
on translunar or transearth trajectorieg the adjusted parameter is the

desired fuel utilization. When in orbit near the earth,the designated

return time is the adjusted parameter. The astronaut need only to
note the earth track of the landing site as a function of the adjusted
parameter to select the proper parameter value.

The computations take place in two stcps. Thc first is thc
generation of a conic two body solution to the problem. This takes

a relatively short computational time. The second step, the
computation of a precise trajectory, takes a relatively long
computational time.

oOot"id" 
moonrs sphere of influence only
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The Return to Earth Program is described in increasing
detail in the foll.owing subsections:

Sec. 5. 4.3.2
Sec. 5.4.3.3
Sec; 5.4.3,4
Sec. 5.4.3.5

Program Input-Output pg.5.4-46
General Computational Procedure pg. 5..4-48

Logical Description pg. 5.4-58
Detailed Flow Diagranns pg,5.4-71

1i

\,
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5.4.3.2 '. Program Input-Output

The Return to Earth Program may be called by the
astronaut at any time the computer is operable. Should the de-
signated time of return place the spacecraft at a point in space
where the program is incapable of producing a successful
solution,an alarm wilI occur. The current calling designation
for this program is P-37 for both modes.

R eturn-to -Earth Targeting

After calling the program, the astronaut must
Ioad the following information into erasable memory via the
keyhoard.

(1) objective velocity change to be utilized during
the maneuver

time the maneuver is to be executed(2t

(3) reentry angle ( normally set to zero and internally
ealculated* )

ShouLd a minimum fuel return be desired, the objecti','e
velocity change should be set to zero. Should the objective change
be less than the minimum required, the program will select the
minimum. When the objective velocity change is greater than the
minimum, the return will require that amount of velocity change.

This program is not designed to operate from low
altitude polar orbits unless the a$ronaut selects the reentry angle.

The program provides the following displays when both
the conic trajectory computation and the precision trajectory
computation are complete.

( 1 ) latitude of the landing site
(2'l fongitude pf the landing site
( 3 ) velocity change required (vector)

See 5. 4.3.4.2 for detailed explanation of its uee
r&
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(41 velocity magnitude at 400,000 ft. entry altitude
measured above the Fischer ellipsoid.

(5) flight path angle at 400,000 ft. entry altitude

(6) transit time to 400, 000 ft. entry altitude from
ignition.

The astronaut must select either the SPS or RCS

engine after the precision trajectory calculation. The following
quantities are displayed after the engine selection:

(7) middle gimbal angle at ignition

(8) time of ignition

(9) time from ignition

The precision trajectory displays can be significantly
different from the conic displays, especially in the case of long

transit time returns; therefore the astronaut should check the new

displays before accepting the precise solution.

The cross product steering constant c (Section 5.3.3.4 )

is set to ec of Section 5.3.3.3.2. Upon entering P-3? ec is set equal

to 0.5. In addition the rotation swtich, S", which is used in the

Lambert Aim Point pre-thrust computation of Section 5. 3.3.3.2 is
set to ze?o.
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5.4. 3.3 General Computational Procedure

This section contains a general description of the Return-
to-Earth computational procedure as il.lustrated in Figures 4.3-I,
4.3-2, and 4.3-3.

The Return to Earth Targeting Program, as previouely
mentioned, h&I be used in either the fuel critical or time
critical mode. When used in the fuel critical mode, the program
generates a trajectory which meets specified constraints on

reentry flight path angle and reentry altitude, and minimizes the
impulsive velocity change required to achieve this trajectory.
In the time critical mode, the program generates a trajectory
which meets the specified reentry constraints and returns the
spacecraft in the shortest possible time. The astronaut selects
either mode by entering via the keyboard the objective velocity
change (AvO). If AvD is set io zero, the r.outine will provide a
fuel critical trajectory. If AvO is not set to zero, the routine
wiII provide a time critical trajectory if possible, or select a
fuel critical trajectory if AvO is less than the minimum required
impulsive velocity change. In addition, duning transearth coast,
a negative AvO may be selected -- resulting in a slower return,
i. e. , slower than the minimum fuel return.

The Return to Earth Targeting Program has two major
phases, an initial two body conic phase illustrated in Figure
4.3-1 and a numerlcally integrated preclsion trajectory phase
illustrated in Figure 4.3-2. A conic routine which provides initial
conditions for return trajectories for both phases is illustrated
in Figure 4.3-3.
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5.4.3.3.1 Nomenclature

The following is a list of the nomenclature used in
Figs.4.3-1, 4.3-2, and 4.3-3.

y(to) = (r(tO), :r(tg))

X.1(tt) = (r(tr), n1(t1))

y.r(tt) = (r(tr), cz(tt))

y(tz) = (l(tr), y(t2))

v(tz)pnn

Rcott

Rpnn

RD

?(t2)CON

tftzlo
7(t2)PRE

x(t, )

CSM state vector maintained in the
cMc
pre-return state vector

post -return state vector

state vector at reentry

final state vector of a precision
trajectory
final radius of a conic trajectory

final radius of a precision trajectory

desired final radius (reentry radius)

final flight path angle of a conic trajectory

desired final flight path angle
final fl.ight path angle of a precision
trajectory

cotangent of the post-return flight
path angle

impulsive velocity change

desired velocity change

tolerances

Av

AvD

toetl 10
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lL2L

t1

time of flight (t 2 - t 1)

counter

flag set to
0 initial conic phase

I precision trajectory phase

f,.
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5.4.3.3.2 Discussion of the Conic Phase

The following discussion is intended to supplement the
information contained in Fig. 4.3-L.

The pre-return CSM state vector (1r(tr)) is obtained by
numerical integration. An initial conic trajectory is then generated
which meets the reentry and velocity change constraints of the pro-
blem. The reentry radius and flight path angle constraints, however,
are known only as a function of the latitude and velocity magnitude
at reentry. Therefore Ern iterative procedure is employed to gen-
erate this initial conic trajectory. Based on the pre-return radius
magnitude, an estimate of the reentry constraints is made. This
initial estimate is used to compute a conic trajectory which satis-
fies the Avo requirement. The final velocity magnitude and latitude
are now available for use in a more precise calculation of the reentry
constraints. An iterative process has now been started which quickly
converges on a suitable initial conic trajectory. 

3

During the above iterative process slight changes in the
reentry flight path angle can produce significant changes in the
minimum required velocity change. If the time critical mode is
being used, it is possible that during a particular pass through the
iteration loop the velocity change desired may be less than the mini-
mum required. This does not necessarily preclude a time critical
solution, and therefore the iteration is continued using the mlnimum
required velocity change.

A description, in general terms, of the procedure
CONICRETURN, used to obtain the iriitial state vector of the conic
return trajectory, will follow later in this section.

After an initial conic trajectory is computed, an estimate
is made of the landing site, and the results are displayed. Based
on this display the astronaut may elect to continue with the
calculation of a numerically integrated trajectory.
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5.4.3.3.3 Discussion of the Precision Phase

The following discussion is intended to supplement the

information contained in Fig. 4.3-2.

The numerically integrated trajectory must satisfy the

reentry constraints achieved by the initial conic trajectory and

meet the AvO requirement as closely as possible. An iterative
procedure is again employed to generate this trajectory. The

post-return state vector of the previous conic trajectory is used

to initi.alize the Coasting Integration Routine. The integration
proceeds until the desired reentry flight path angle has been

achieved. The reentry radius of the next conic trajectory is then

offset to compensate for the error in the reentry radius of the

numerically integrated trajectory. An iterative process has now

been initiated which converges to the precise trajectory which
meets the objective velocity change and the reentry constraints.
Next a target is computed for the Lambert Aimpoint Powered Flight
Routine, the landing site is calculated, and the results are displayed.
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5.4.3"3.4Discussion of the Conic Routine

The following discussion is intended to supplement the in-
formation contained in Fig.4.3-3.

The conic routine solves the following two conic problems.
(1) Given an initial position vector (r(tr)), a pre-return velocity
vector (vr(tr)), a final flight path angle (f(tr)"O*), and a final radius
magnitude (RCONL compute a post-return velocity vector (v2(tl))
which minimizes the velocity change (Av).

(2) Given the above quantities, compute a post-return velocity vectcr
(vr(tr)) which meets the objective velocity change (AvO).

An iterative procedure is again used. The independent

variable of the procedure is the cotangent of the post-return flight
path angle (x(tr)) , and the dependent variable is the velocity change
(Av).

Initial bounds on x(tr) are computed based on the maximum
allowable semi-major axes. The upper bound constrains return tra-
jectories which pass through apogee from going too near the moon,

and the lower bor:nd keeps the reentry velocity for direct return flights
from exceeding the maximum allowable reentry velocity.

During the second phase of the Return to Earth Targeting
Program, the ealculation of a numerically integrated trajectory,
additional bounds are imposed on the independent variable x(tr).
In the case of a return from earth orbit, the resulting trajec-
tory may be nearly circular, and will pass through the desired
reentry flight path angle twice at nearly the same radius. Additional
limits on x(tr) are computed to prevent conic trajectories generated

during the search for a numerically integrated trajectory from os-
cillating between these two solutions.
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In all cases the x(tr) - Av iterator is used to compute a

post-abort velocity vector which requires a minimum Av. In the

event that a time critical answer is required, another iteration using
the x(!r) - Av iteratep will be made to cbmpute a post-return velocity
vector which requires a Av equal to AvO. If the velocity change de-
sired is less thdn the minimum required, the second iteration will
be omitted

During the calculation of the numerically integrated tra-
jectory, the intermediate conics are additionally restricted to prevent
large changes in the post-return flight path angle. This additional
restraint is necessary in the time critical mode for certain near
earth returns because both absolute and relative minimum Av
solutions exist.
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5.4.3.4 Logical Deecription

T.his section contains lpgical flow diagrams of the

outside the sphere portion of the Return to Earth Targeting
Program. Some items not fulty discussed in the text are ex-
plicitly illustrated in the diagrams. .Certain self contained
procedures are detailed in the next section.
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5.4.3.4.1 Nemenclature

A list of the nomenclature used in this section and

not previously defined follows.

desired ignition time

tzt tlme of flight (tZ - tL,

0 for earth
p(t) primary body

1 for moon

x(t ) limit on the cotangent of the post-
return ftight path angle

1 LIM

*(tr)UAX, x(tr)yns upper and lower bounds on the cotan-
gent of the post-return fLight path

a^ngle

ax(tr)

&ftr)uax

x(tr)

change in x(tr)

maximum allowed change in x(tr)

final cotangent of the flight path

angle

final cotangent of the flight path angle

for a precision trajectory

semi-latus rectum of a conic trajectory

precision trajectory reentry radius
error

x(tr)psp

PcoN

Rnnn

(__t
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n

trE

MA I MAz

o2

64

fz

11' t2

Ft to Ftn

e arthr s gravitation constant

maximum major axes

normal vector

t

{t r near apogee solution

l - t near perigee solution
\

precision trajectory direction switch

iterator mode fl.ag

cotrnters

intermediate variabl.es
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5.4.3.4.2 Discussion of the Logical Flow Diasram

The following discussion is intended to supplement
the information contained in the referenced diagrams.

Three inputs are required in addition to the CSM state
vector (Fig. a.3-4 ). They are the objective velocity change de-
sired (av'), the desired time of ignition (ttC), and the reentry
angle ('y (t, )p). The reentry angle should nominally be set to
zero, allowing the program to compute a reentry angle in the
center of the reentry corridor. The astronaut may select the
reentry angle if a minimum Av solution lying on the edge of the
reentry corridor is required. This may be necessary in the event
the reaction control system is used for the return. See Fig. 4.3-Ls
for a detailed explanation of the reentry angle calculations.

The Coasting Integration Routine is used to advance the
state vector to the desired return time. A check is made to insure that
the state vector is not inside the moonrs sphere of influence. If
the state vector is outside the sphere of influence, precomputations
are executed. They are explained in detail rater. A conic trajectory
is then generated which satisfies the estimated reentry constraints
and AvO requirements. The procedure CONICRETUR\which com-
putes the initial state vector of this conic, will be discussed later.
The Time Radius Subroutine, described in Section 5. 5. 8, is used

to compute the time of fl.ight to the desired radius and advance the

state vector through that time of flight.

Based on this final state vector (Fig.+.3-S), a nerv reentry
radius (RcoNt) and a new value for the cotangent of the reentry flight
path angle (x(t2)t) can be computed. If they are sufficiently close to
the previously used values, the conic trajectory is accepted. other-
wise a new conic is computed which satisfies the new reentry con-
straints. A counter is employed to protect against an excessive
number of iterations.
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If the initial conic is accepted, an estimate is made of the
latitude and longitude of the landing site. For long flight times,
however, differences in time of flight between the conic and numer-
ica11y integrated trajectory will cause an error in the conjcally
estimated landing site longitude. The results of the preceding cal-
culations are displayed, and based on this information the astronaut
may elect to proceed with the calculation of a numerically integrated
trajectory or exit the progranr. As explained in Section 5.4.8.3, re-
turn trajectories from near earth orbits may be nearly circular,
and therefore pass through the desired fl.ight path angle twice with
approximately the same radius. The unique solution reached by the
initial conic is tested to determine whether the final state vector was
achieved during the first or second pass through the desired reentry
fi.ight path angle. A switch d, is set appropriately, and with one ex-
ception all succeeding precision and conic trajectories are required
to behave in a simila'manner. The exception will be explained in
detail in Section 5.4.3.4.3.

The post-return state vector of the conic trajectory is now

advanced until the desired fl.ight path angle of reentry is reached
(Section'5.4.3. 5). A radius error will exist between the desired
final radius (RD) and the final radius magnitude of the numerically
integrated trajectory. If this error is small, the precision trajec-
tory is accepted. Otherwise a new conic trajectory is generated
which uses an offset final radius magnitude. If the emor in the final
radius is small, a final check is made to insure that the reentry flight
path angle is acceptable.
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5.4.3.4.3 Discussion of Flow - CONICRETURN

The procedure CONICRETURN, illustrated in Figures
4.3-7 and 4.3-8, is used to generate initial state vectors for
the Return to Earth Targeting Program. Equations required to
initialize CONICRETURN each time it is used are described in
Section 5.4.3.5. The conic problems solved by the routine were
described in Section 5:4.3.3.4.

The logical structure shown in Figs. 4,3-7 and 4.3 -B

is based in the following facts.

(1) There is only one minimum if the pre-return
velocity vector has a negative radial component.

(2) There may be two minima if the pre-return velo-
city vector has a positive radial component. In this case the
absolute minimum post-return velocity vector has a positive
radiai component and the reiative minimum has a negative

component.

As explained in Section 5.4.3.3.4 and 5.4.3.4.2,
is necessary to cbmpute additional bounds on x(tr) during the

search for a precision trajectory. The logic used to do this is
shown on the lower portion of Fig. 4.3-?.

A check is made to determine whether the locus of
possible solutions includes trajectories which achieve the radius
RCON and the flight path angle f(tr) near apogee, and if so the

variable BU will be positive*.

T--With one exception every conic solution generated by this routine
acliieves the desired reentry fi.ight path angle (1(te)) twicg during
the passage from apogee to perigee. The first tirlle 7 (t2) is
reached during the passage from apogee to perigee will be rc-
ferred to as near afogee, and the aecond time will be referred
to as near perigee.- fhe deaired reentry angle will be achieved
only once it f (t") equals.the maximum fl.ight path angle of the
conic. j
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If F6 is negative, only near perigee solutions are pos-
sible and hence no additional bounds on x(tr) are computed. The
initial conic trajectory may have achieved the desired reentry
flight path angle near apogee, however, and this type of solution
is no longer possible due to a change in R"Ono. This is the one
exception mentioned in Section 5.4.3.4.2. The value of d, must
be set to -1, forcing all subsequent conic solutions to reach the
desired reentry flight path angle near perigee,and then the entire
precision trajectory phase is recycled.

If FU is positive, it is used to calculate x(tr)f,ftU.
Three types of solutions may exist.

(1) - x(tr)16a < x(tr) < x(tr)r.rvr

If x(tr) takes a value in this region, the desired
reentry flight path angle Uft2l'l will be achieved
near apogee.

(2) x(tr) < - x(tr)lru o" x(tr)r,tM < x(tr)

If x(tr) takes a value in these regions, the desired
reentry flight path angle (7(t2)) will be achieved
near perigee.

(3) x(tr) = x(tr)11y or x(tr) = - x(t1)164

tf x(tr) takes on either of these values, the desired
reentry flight path angle h$rll will equal the maxi-
mum angle achieved by the conic.

The above information is used to set new bounds on x(tr) which
will force the conic to reach a near apogee or near perigee solu-
tion as prescribed by the initial conic.
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If the program is being operated in the fuel crltical
mode, the x(tr) - Av iterator ts ueed to compute an absolute

minimum Av solution

If the program is being operated in the tlme critical
mode, the x(tr) - Av iterator will be used to compute a golution

requiring a velocity change equal to the objectlve velocity change.
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5.4.3. 5 Detailed Flow Diagrams

Certain portions of the flow diagrams mentioned in the

previous sections are illustrated in Figs. 4.3-11 thnough 4.3-24,

A list of nomenclature used in the following diagrams
and not defined previously follows:

I
p

a

radius ratio

semi-latus rectum

1/semi-major axis

target aim point

vector through landing site

landing site longitude

landing site latitude

mass flow rate

thrust

0 RCS jets

1 SPS engine

r r(t2l
lls
oloxc
olar
m

F

f3

f
4

f
5

aMG

oy02,og

&zt

&cor.t

flag set to

flag set for transearth coast
slowdown (-AvO)

flag set to
+1 posigrade

-1 retrograde

time of landing

length of burn

velocity change vector in local vertical
coordinates

middle gimbal angle

intermediate variables

adjustment of tr l
change in the final radius of a conic
trajectory

f 
=0 AUGEKUGEL entry range used

[rl9 P3?RANGE used

tl,s
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arr,v
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a
a
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a
o
a

(.. 
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PSTRANGE
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The diagrams are essentially self-explanatory;
however, a discussion of two of the diagrams will follow:

Precomputations

The equations illustrated in Figure 4.3-11 are used to

compute basic variables required during the remaining portions

of the program.

As mentioned in the introduction, the pre -return and

post-return state vectors are required to lie in the same plane.

If the pre-return position and velocity vectors are nearly
colinear, the plane of the return traJectory wiII be defined to

prevent reentry near the earthts poles.

Retrograde return to earth trajectories are not allowed.

Final State Vector Computation

The method illrrstrated in tr''igures 4.3-12 and 4.3-13 is
used to extrapolate a post-return state vector to the desired
reentry flight path angle. An iterative procedure is again used.

First the post-return state vector is advanced through
iha hacl asfimete of tha tnansit tivnc to reentrv usino the-_----0 ---

Coasting Integration Routine. Since it is not necessary to
explicitly compute the flight path angle of the resulting reentry
state vector, the cotangent of the flight path angle is compared

with the cotangent of the desired reentry flight path angle. If
they are suificieniiy ciose, the resulting rqentry state vector

is accepted.

If the desired cotangent of the reentry flight path angle
l_-___ ! I 6L:_rs not acnleveq, an tferaElve Procequre rs sfarteq. lrltFi

procedure uses Conic Subroutines to compute the time of flight
6Zf ) to the desired reentry flight path angle.
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5.5 BASIC SUBROUTINES

5.5. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The basic solar system and conic trajectory sub-
routines which are used by the various guidance and navigation
routines are described in this section.

5.5.1.1 Solar Svstem Subroutines

. The subroutines used to determine the translation
and rotation of the relevant solar system bodies ( earth, moorr
and sun) are designed specifically for a fourteen day lunar
landing mission. The method of computing the position and

velocity of the moon and the sun relative to the earth is given
in Section 5. 5.4. The transformations between the Basic Ref -
erence Coordinate System and the Earth- and Moon-fixed
Coordinate Systems are described in Section 5.5.2. The pro-
cedure for transforming between vectors in the Basic Reference
Coordinate System and latitude, longitude, altitude coordinates
is given in Section 5. 5.3. Although these subroutines are
normally used in the lunar landing mission, they are valid for
use in any mission of not more than fourteen days duration in
earth-moon space.
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5.5. 1.2 Conic Traiectory Subroutines

This is a description of a group of conic trajectory
subroutines which are frequently used by higher level routines

and programs in both the Command Module and the Lunar
Module computers.

These subroutines,whose block diagrams are presented
in Sections 5. 5. 5 to 5. 5. 10, provide solutions to'the following conic
problems. (See nomenclature which follows)

o
a

(1)

(2)

l3)

(4)

(5)

Given r (tr), v (tr), tO; solve for r (trl' v (trl
( Kepler Subroutine )

Given r (tr), r (t2), tD2f"G;solve for v(tt)
( Lambert Subroutine )

Given r (tr), v (tr),9; solve fortri, I(t rl' v (trl
( Time -Theta Subroutine)

Given 1 (tr), v (t1),r(tr),s;; solve for try r (tZ), g (tr)

( Time-Radius Subroutine )

Given r (t), v (t) ; solve for r", rA, e

( Apsides Subroutine )

In addition, the following useful subroutines are Pro-
vided

(6) Conic Parameters Subroutine (See Fig.5. 10-1).

( ? ) Geometric Parameters Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-2).

( S ) Iterator Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-3)
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The solutions to the above set of conic problems
have stringent accuracy requirements. Programming the

fixed-point Apollo computer introduces two constraints which
determine accuracy limitations: the 28 bit double precision
word length, and the range of variables which is several orders
of magnitude for the Apollo mission.

In order to maintain numerical accuracy when these

subroutines are prog:rammed into the Apollo computer, floating
point programming techniques must be exercised. The effect
is for even a simple equation to require a large number of,com-
puter instructions. The alternative to this is to separate the
problem into phases, each with a different variable range.
This, however, requires an even larger number of instructions.
These considerations provide the incentive for efficiently organiz-
ing the conic equations as shown in the block diagrams.

In addition to the requirement for aecuracy,

the solution to the Kepler and Lambert Problems must be ac-
complished in a minimum of computation time in order that the
guidance system oper4te satisfactorily in real time. This ad-
ditional constraint dictates that a minimum of computer instruc -
tions be performed when solving the problem.

Method of Solution

To minimize the total number of computer instruc-
tions, the problems are solved in the 'runiversal" form; i. e.

only equations which are equally valid for the ellipse, parabola

andhyperbolaareused. Also these subroutines can be used with
either the earth or the moon as the attracting body.
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Kepler's equation, in the universal form, is utilized

to relate transfer time to the conic parameters. A11 other

necessary equations are also universal. The Kepler and Lambert

problems are solved with a single iteration loop utilizing a

simple first-order slope iterator. In the case of the Kepler

problem a third order approximation is available to produce the

initial guess for the independent variable ( See Eq.(2.2. 4l of Section
5,2.2.21.

Sections 5. 5.5 thru 5. 5. 10 provide block diagrams

of the detailed computational procedures for solving the various

problems. The equations are presented in block diagram form
with the nomenclature defined below.

Range of Variables

As indicated pre.riousl;r, the programming of the

conic subroutines requires a car€fu1 balance between ac-
curacy, computational speed and number of instructions' This

balance, in the Apol1o Guidance Computer, leaves very little
margin in any of these areas.

Since the values of problem variables are determined

by the solution of the problem being solved and since the prob-
lem may originate from the ground system, it is essentiar

that the variable range limitations be defined. The conic

routines are incapable of handling problems when the solution

lies outside of the range.

The following is a list of the maximum allowable

numeric values of the variables. Note that, in addition to

fundamental quantities such as position and velocity, there

are limitations on intermediate variables and combinations

of variables.
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ScalinE for Conic Subroutines (Sections 5.5.5 to 5. 5. 10)

Maximum Value*

Paraineter

oN

P11

&l

cot 7

x

2
***

€=ax

cl =!. yl^lT

"z=tu2fu-t
r = r (tr)/r(tr)

cos0-tr

Earth
Primary Body

229

2'22

26

24

25

25

217

-50

* 4o2

217

26

27

27

Moon
Primary Body

2
27

2
c

2
-20

2
6

2

2
5

-50

+472

2
6

2
7

2
7

r

v

t 228

27

228

(_)
25

216

216

0
zcot

* AU dimensional values are in units of meters and centiseconds.

a*
The maximum absolute vdue occurs for negative values of
this parameter.

***Both the maximum and rhinimum values are listed since
neither may be exceeded.
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Maximum Value*

Parameter

e

Earth Moon

231

2
28

2
46

2
33

2
46

2
7

2
I

2t3

24

2l

23

232

23

233

228

49

34
2

2x

x2 c (€)

*3 s (€)/fi-

c, x2 c(f)

c2 x2 s (!)

a [cz x2 s (€) + r(tr)J

€'s (€)

12 c (5)/ r

lFx (E s(€) - Llft$rl
c (t)

s (t)

2

235

249

27

28

215

24

2L

i--' Allttfmensional values ce ln unita of meterg and ccntieeconds.
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a

(

r(t

v(t

r(t-)
-a

Nomenclature for Conic Subroutines (Sections 5. 5. 5 to 5.5. 10)

1) initial position vector

1) initial veLocity vector

terminal position vector

v(to) terminal velocity vector
-z

IN unit normal in the direction of the angular
momentum vector

reciprocal. of semi-major axis
(negative for hyperbolas)

radius of pericenter

radius of apoceri'.er

eccentricity

ratio of magnitude of initial position vector
to semi-major axis

ratio of semt-latus rectum to initial
position vector magnitude

inertial fl,ight path angle as measured from
vertical

true anomaly difference between 1(t1) and r(tr)

f true anomaly of r (tr)

a

tP

e

rA

5r

P111

"Y

e
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x a universal conic parameter equal to the ratio
of eccentric anomaly difference to ffifor the
ellipse, or the ratio of the hyperbolic analog
of eccentric anomaly difference to G rc,
the hyperbola

xr value of x from the previous Kepler solution

'21^
computed tr.ansfcr time from Keplerrs equation
(t2 - tl)

t'z! transfer time corresponding to the previous solu-
tion of Keplerts equation

to desired transfer time through which the conic
update of the state vector is to be made

tnRn emor in transfer time

_fraction of deslred transfer time to
must converge 

whiEh tnnn

iircFriient in x which will produce a Bmell.r IERR

value of Ax which will produce no significant
change in t'

ir^-^---1 !- ^^^rrur.Ertrriltl rll cor ? wfrrgn wU.I Oecrease the
magnitude of IERR

value of Acot t which will produce no si,gnifi-
cant change in t'

€t

Ax

tozt desired tra.nsfer time to traveree from r(tr)
to r(t.)

€x

€c
I
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,t product of universal. gravitational constant
and mass of the primary attracting body

xlrnAX maximum value of x

minimum value of x

maximum value of cot y

minimum value of cot 7

0nnaX upper bound of general independent variable

"MIN

"otMAx

cot*^

k

T.MIN Iower bound of generaL independent variable

*MAX, absolute upper bound on x with respect to the moon

*MAX O absolute upper bound on x with respect to the earth

a fraction of the full range of the independent

variabl.e which determines the increment of
the independent variable on the first pass

through the iterator

general dependent variable

previous value of y

Xpnn error in Y

general independent variable

v

yt
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Lz increment in z which will produce a smaller XERR

"G
a sign which is plus or minus according to

whether the true anomaly difference between

r(tr) and r(tr) is to be less than or greater

than 180 degrees

a slgn which is plus or minus according to

whether the desired radial. velocity at r(tr)
is plus or minug

41

h
i

s1

f
1

f

general vector # 1

general vector # 2

angle between 1' and n,

a switch set to 0 or I according to whether a
guess of cot T is available or not

a Switch set io 0 or i according to whether

Lambert should determine u^.,from !(t1) and !(t2)
or u *ie an input

a tag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the

iterator should use the "RegulaFalsi"or bias

method

a fl,ag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the

iterator is to ect as a first order or a second

order iterator

a flag eet to 0 or I according to whether
Lambert converges to a solution or not

t2

f3

f.-+

5
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f a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether or
not the new state vector is to be an additional
output requirement of the Time-Theta or Time-
Radius problems.

a flag set to 1 if the inputs require that the conic
trajectory must close through infinity

a flag set to 1 if the Time-Radius problem was
solved for pericenter or apocenter instead of
r(tr)

a flag set to 1 if the input to the Time-Radius
Subroutine produced an e less than 2-18

period of the orbit

6

f8

f

k

7

I

fg

tp

the minimal acceptance fraction of
whichtr*"must converge

toz to
1

t1 a flag set to 0 or I according to whether or not
the velocity vector at the.terminal position is to
be dn additional output requirement of the Lambert
Subroutine

(
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5.5.2 PLANETAR,Y INER,TIAL OR,IENTATION SUBROUTINE

This eubroutine is used to transform vectors between the

Basic Reference Coordinate System and a Planetary (Earth-fixed or
Moon-fixed) Coordinate. System at a specified time. These three

coordinate systems are defined in Section 5. 1.4.

L"! t be a vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate System,

rrthe same vector expressed in the Planetary Coordinate System, and

t the specified ground el,apsed time (GET). then,

(5.2. 1)

and

r = UT(t) (gr+ !"X rr) (5.2.2,

where M(t) ig a time dependent othogonal transformaticn naatr.x, 4

is a small rotatlon vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate Systen,

and lpis the same vector .0 expreseed tn the Plenetary Coordinate

System. The vector { is coneidered constant in one coordinate sys-
tem for the duretion of the migsion The ncthod of computing M(t)

and I depends on whether the relevent planet ig the earth or the moon

Cese I - Earth

For the earth, the matrir M(t) degcribes a rotation about

the polar ariE of the earth (ttrc Z-1ats of th€ Eerth-fired Coordtnatc

"J
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System), and the vector .0 accounts for the precession and nutation
of the polar axis (the deviation of the true pole from the mean pole),

Let AX and A"be the small angles about the X-and Y-axes
of the Basic Reference Coordinate System, respectively, that de-
scribe the precession and nutation of the earthts polar axis. The

values of these two angles at the midpoint of the mission are inclu-
ded in the pre-Iaunch erasable data load and are considered constant
throughout the flight. Then,

!.

M(t) =

(il
Az = Azo* ro" (t + to) (5. 2. 3)

cos A,
-sin AU

o

sin A

cos A

0

z

z

0

0

1

where ArO Ls the angle between the X-axis of the Basic Reference
Coordinate System and the X-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate
System (the intersection of the Greenwich meridian and the equatorial
plane of the earth) at July 1.0, 1969 universal time (i.e., midnight
at Greenwich just prior to July 1, 1969), tO is the elapsed time
between July 1.0, 1969 universal time and the time that the computer
clock was zeroed, and t5 i" the angular velocity of the earth.
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Case II - Moon

For the moon, the matrix M(t) accounte for the difference
in orientation of the Basic Reference and Moon-fixed Coordinate Sys -
tems in exact accordance with Cassinirs laws, and the rotation vector
-0 corrects for deviations from the above orientation because of physi-
cal libration.

Define the folJowing three angles which are functions of
time:

B the obliquity, the angle between the meen earth
equatoriaL plane and the plane of the ecl,iptic.

the longitude of the node of the moonrs orbit
measured from the X-axis of the Basic Reference

Coordinate System.

F= the angle from the mean ascending -node of the

moonrg orbit to the meen moon.

Let I be the conetant angle between the gtean lunar equatorial plane

and the plane of the ecliptlc (5521.5r'). Then, the eequence of
rotations which brings the Basic Referencc Coordinate System into
coincidence with the Moon-fixed Coordinate Syetem (neglecting Ii-
l^ra+ianl ia aa tlalla'-c.gre9^vr., .9 ec avgvwg.

q
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Rotation Axis of Rotation Angle of Rotation

B

9I

-I
r+F

The transformation matrices for these rotations are,
respectively,

I

2

3

4

x
z
x
z

M

cos Q, sin O,

M2 sin O, cos OI

0 0

0

cos I

sin I

1

0

0

1

0

cos B

-sinB

0

sin g

cos B

0

-sin I

cos I

(

(l

0

0

1

0

0

I

(5.2. 4'

M3

M

-cos F

ein F

0

-sin F

-coe F

0

4
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a
a

The matrix M(t) is then given by

M(t) = Mt Mg Mz Mr (5.2. 5)

The following approximate method is used to determine
the transformation between the Basic Reference and Moon-fixed
Coordinate Systems.

The angles B, OI and F are. computed as linear functions
of time. Let 0M be the value of the vector libration {., ( exPressed

in the Moon-fixed Coordinate System) at the time it will be used.

The vector !y i" included in tJle pre-lagnch erasable data load and is
considered constant throughout the flight. Then,

lp
tM

B

q

F

a

!.

=4M

= t+

=Bo

= olo

to

*or

a+B
a

tM

tM

ro+ i tM

cos OI

cos B ein A,

sin B sin Sl,

-sinO,

cos B cos O,

ein B cos O,

( 5.2.6 )
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("lil
d = bC.: cS.

I-I

g:z=bSt+cCt

% -acosF-dsinF

M(t)=

( 5.2.6 )
(cont. )

m- = asinF-dcosF
-l

T
lgo

Tm.
..' T
lftra
-a

L = uT(t! 4p

where BO, tO, and FO are the valuee of ttre anglee B, t and F, re-
spectiveiy, "i ,luty r. o, rgog universat time; i, iI ana S are the
rates of change of tJrese angles; and C, and S, are.the cosine and pine,
respectively, of the angle I.

()
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5. 5.3 LATITUDE.LONGITUDE SUBROUTINE

For dieplay and data load purposes, the latitude,longitude,
and al,titude of a point near the surface of the earth or the moon are

more mdaningful and more convenient to use than the components of a
position vector. This subroutine is used to transform position vec-
tors between the Basic Reference Coordlnate System and Geographic
or Selenographic latitude, longitude, altitude at a specified time.

In the case of the moon, the altitude is computed above

either.the landing site radius, rLS, or the mean lunar radius, r*.
For the earth, the altitude is defined with respect to either the launch

pad radius, r,,"'or the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid, rt, which is

computed from

b2
(5. 3. 1)

b22
a

) (r - snrl,2)

where a and b are the eemi-major and semi-minor eres of the

Fischer ellipsoid, respectlveln and SINL is the gine of the geocen-

tric latitude.

The computational procedures are illustrated in Figs.

5.3-1, 5.3-2, and 5.3-3. ths qalring program must specify either
a vector r or latitude (Lat), longitude (Long), and altitude (Alt). In
addi.tion, the program must set the time t and the two indicators P

and F where

0 for earth
p:

1 lor moon

2
Fr

1-(1 -
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p=
1 for Fischer eLlipsoid or mean lunar radius

0 for launch pad or landing site radius
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t1

5Long - 1gt -1

-1

Alt

tw"l

t2
Lat o tan

3r

s.3-3
t and rO

SINL =

u = uNIr (!y't1

CaIl Planetary Inertial Orlentetion
Subroutine to Transform I to Ip

EXI

Fig.5.3-1 Vector to Lrtltudc, Longltudc, Altitude
Computati,on Lo3i,c Diagrrn
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o

(,t

r = (rr, + AIt) r

Fig.5.3-2 latitude, Longitude, Altitude to Vector
Computation Logic Diagram

EXIT

ro
Fig.5.3-3b

Call Planetary Drertial Orientation Subroutine
to Tr.ansform Unit Vector r to Unit Vector r

[-cos (Lone) cos.

lsin (t ong) cos

L z sin (Lat)

= UNIT

uz

to

!p

SINL = u,

t1

(Lat)

(l-at)

Determine y
5.3-3a

ENTER
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?= 1

P=0 b2," 7

ENTER

es

ENTER,

No

EXIT

Figure 5.3-3a Determinatlon of 7

Yes Yee

E:(IT

Figure 5. 3-3b Determlnetion of rO

No

rMfo- ro=rF

ri
0F= 1

ro' rl.p

F= 1

Eq. (5.3. 1)

Compute r
P=0
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5. 5.4 LUNAR AND SOLAR EPHEMERIDES

This subroutine is used to determine the position and
velocity vectors of the sun and the moon relative to the earth. The
position vectors of the moon and the sun are needed by the coasting
Integration Routine to compute gravity perturbations (Section 5.2.2.s\.
The velocity of the moon is used by the coasting Integration Routine
when a change in the origin of the coordinate system is performed at
the sphere of influence of the moon (Fig.2.2-3). The velocity of the
sun is requiredrbut not very accurately, to compute aberration cor-
rections to optical sighti.ngs.

The position of the moon is stored in the computer in the
form of a ninth-degree polynominal approximation which is valid over
a 14.5 day interval beginning at noon ephemeris time on tiie day of the
Iaunch. The following parameters are included in the pre-launch
erasable data load:

t the elapsed time between July 1.0, 1g69 uni-
vorsal time and the time at the center of the range
over which t[e lunar-position polynominal is
valid. Thevalue of tMO willbeanintegralnum-
ber of quarter days minus the difference be-
tween ephemeris time and universal time.
vector cbefficients

Let t be the specified ground elapsed time (GET), and to be the elapsed
time between July 1.0, 1969 universal time and the time that the com_
puter clock was zeroed. Then, the approximato position and velocity
of the moon are computed from

tM = t* t0- tM' (5.4. 1)

MO

gotogs=
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IEM = t i
M 15,4.21

IEM = (5.4. 3)

The approximate position and velocity of the suIr are com-
puted from the following items which are included in the pre-lautch
erasable data load:

IESO, IESO = the position and velocity vectorg of the sun
relative to the earth at time tnn'.

,ES = the angular velocity of the vector Inso "t 
time t*o

Then,

InS = rrSO cos (r^rpg ty)

(5.4.4)

I

T
i=0

T
)
i=1

c.
-1

i-1t9 ru

+

rps = ruso

prro x uNIr (gsso x rnsolsin (.16 t*)

(5.4. 5)
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5.5.5 KEPLER SUBROUTINE

The Kepler Subroutine solves for the two body posi-
tion and velocity vectors at the terminal position given the

initial position and velocity vectors and a transfer time to the

terminal position.

This section contains information to aid the reader
in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Kepler Sub-

routine block diagram depicted in Figs. 5.5-1 thru 5.5-3. The

subroutines referred to in these figures are presented in
Section 5. 5. 10. Nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. 1.2.

Prior to entering the Kepler Subroutine an initial
estimate of x can be generated via Eq. (2.2.4) of Section5.2.2.2
witfr f; = tD - t21 and z = tD. However, xr and t^ are
non-zero only if the subroutine is being used repetitively.

Although, theoretically, there is no upper bound on

x, the practical bound is set to *MAX9 ot *MAXI to eliminate
non-feasible traje.ctories and increase the accuracy to which x

can be computed. In addition, o*2 h"" a practical range of

-50 <ax2 <(2d?which determines an independent upper bound

on x. The x** used, then, comesponds to the smaller of

the two values.

The transfer time convergence criterionis approxi-
mately the same as the granularity of the time input. Since,

for some of the problems to be solved, ttre sensitivity of time

to x is so large that the granularity h x, e *, Ptoduces a change

in time which exceeds the granularity in time,. it is necessary

to introduce G* l as a redundaat convergence criterion.

The Kepler Subroutine, provided the parameter range

constraints are satisfie$ will always produce a solution.
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A negative value of tO wlll cause the subroutlne to update

the gtate vector beclnrerd ln tlme (1. e. backdate the gtate vector).
The eubroutlne may be called to update or brckdete for any

amount of ttme; there are no restrtqttons on whethen the:ttme
tO ieleac then a peniod.
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ENTER

,), g(tr), to, r, xr, t21r,

YES NO

YES ll()

Figure 5.5-1 Kepler Subroutine

rMAr( 'rtAr o

> rMAx> rMAx

Moon primary

.r^*.'!Ei6FIMAX - rr ffi

cl0

i-20
r(tr).lg(trtl

,', , Wrr(rft1)

r(t.). v(t.)+t-l

\rr
r(tr) g0rl . g(tr)

c . (l - crllr (tr)
-l

9r '

t2' u
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No
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Flg. 5.5-2 Kepler Subroutine

>0

N

a
o
a
a
a

o
O
a
a
a

<0

*Mn{ - o0

xMtN = - *MAx

= sign
>0

signx

to = sign (tD)[ltDl -

csect < 228

:I1/I4I

"c
f,=p
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r(tr),y(trl ,r,til
R.tunr

lrO

Rmuno
t ftrl. r ftrl

t2l t ' tzl
l.r+At
lrl-l

Cdt STATE VECIOB rubrorttn
1 ftt), t Oll. r (tt), !111, r, t, r (tl, c (tl, tll, t

larl > cI

A:, rrroo r-r,
Rceumc

Crll ITERATOR eubroutlnc
0. 0. tlt, t2l', IEBR, Ar, x, 0, IMAX, rm1

IERR.tO-tlt

tr' r(ll, c(€)
Rerurnc

Cdt KEPLEB EQUATION rubrouflaa.
ct, cZ, r, €, r (tlr, r

a - o*.2

AI.I-Xr

NO

Ygt

YES

Figure 5.5-3 Kepler Subroutine
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5.5.6 LAMBERTSUBROUTINE

The Lambert Subroutine solves for the two body ini-
tial velocity vector given the initial and terminal position vectors
and a transfer time between the two.

This section contains information to aid the reader
in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Lambert Sub-
routine block diagrams depicted in Figs. 5.6-t and 5. 6-2.
The subroutines referred to in these figures are presented in
Section 5 5.10 aud the nomenclature is found inSection 5.5. 1.2

If the Lambert Subroutine is used repetitively and

rapiQ computation is required, the previous value of the in-
dependent variable, cot "y, can be uged as a starting point for
the new iteration, Flag f, provides this option.

The Lambert Subroutine computes the normal to the
trajectory, gN, using the two input position vectors. If these
veetors are near!.;r co!.inear, !t is desirable to specify the nor-
mal as an input rather than rely on the ill-defined normal baeed
on the two input position vectors. FIag f, provides this option.
The presence of the inputs in parentheses, therefore, is con-
tingent upon the setting of these flags.

The theoretical bounds on the independent variable,
cot ?, correspond to the infinite energy hyperbolic path and
the parabolic path which cloges through infinity. These bounds
are dynamically reset by the iterator to provide a more efficient
iteration scheme. In addition, if during the couree of the itera-
tion, cot ? causes a parameter of the problem to exceed its
maximum aa determined by its allowable range, the appropriate
bound is reset and the iterator continues trying to find an ac-
ceptable solution. ( This logic does not appear in Figs.5.6-1 and 2
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as it is pertinent only to fixed-polnt programming). If no ac-
ceptable solution is reached, the transfer time input was too
small to produce a practical trajectory between the input position
vectors. When this happens, A cot 7 approaches its granularity
limit e" before tlme converges to within a fraction e, of the
desired time. Ifowever, this same granularity condition exists
tryhen the sensitivity problem occurs as described in the Kepler Sub-
routine, Section 5.5.5. In this case an acceptable solution does
exist. This dual situation is resolved via a third convergence
criterion. If the error in transfer time is greater than the usua'l

fraction e, of the desired transfer time, but stil.l less than a

slightly larger fraction \ of the desired transfer time and

A cot "y is less than e", then the solution is deemed acceptable
and the required velocity is computed.

O
o
o
o
o
o
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Erti

NO

itE
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Flgure 5. 6-1 Lambert Subroutine
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Rclurn

r(ttt, t(tr)
cot ?

n.hrrn
rftr),
cot ?

nl'o

trrr .ffi(oor r urr r rr r urr)

ft't13'o

I Csec
I' kt tort + .", tla.

Bcrume
Acot ?, l!, coa ?l|AX, cot ?ttN

CrU ff EnATOB .ubrorttnc
b, t3, br t11r, tptrtr, Acot ?. cot % L, cd ?x^lr, cot ?utN

tzl ' t2 r'

NO

NO

ll't

YES

t""" 't-, - t' i=0

i= i - I
tt' r(E), c(E)

Rcrurnc

Crll I(EPLER EQUATION .ubrouttnc
cl, cz, r, t, r (tr), I

NO

NO YES YES

{

YEs

RETHRN

YES rttr) .{nfi (t.rtl - r) r"r. l'- y(tt)j'

NO

Figure 5.6-2 Lambert Subroutine

col ? .co,t t + A.ol t
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5. 5.7 TIME.THETA SUBROUTINE

' The Time-Theta Subroutine solves for the two bodj'
transfer time given the initial position and velocity vectors and

the true anomaly difference (transfer angle) to the terminal
position.

This section contains information to aid the reader
in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Time-Theta
Subroutine block diagram depicted in Fig. 5.7-1. The sub-
routines referred to in this figure are presented in Section
5.5( 10 and the nomenclature is found in Section 5.5. 1.2.

The flag fU must be zeroif theuser desires compu-
tation of the terminal state vector in addition to the transfer time.

If the conic trajectory is a parabola or hyperbola and

the desired transfer angle, 0, lies beyond the asymptote of the
conic, f, will be set indicating that no solution is possible. *

In addition to the parameter range constraints imposed on
Keplerrs equation, .the additional restriction on Time-Theta
that the trajectory must not be near rectilinear i.s indicated by
the range of cot 7. *

The Time-Theta problem is not well defined for near
rectilinear trajectories, i e. the transfer angle 0 is no longer
a meaningful problem parameter. This wilJ' not cause difficul-.
ties provided the input variables are within the specified ranges.

*If the Time-Theta Routine is called with inputs for which no
solution is poesible 6or either orboth of these two reasons),
then the routine will abort with an alarm code of 20607.

Ef ncursc cot.ossus
fllcccc c8oP, R-5??
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ENTER

r(tr), v(tr), ,1, stn 0, cor 0, f,

CaII CONIC PAR,AMETERS .ubroutlnc
r(t.), v(t,), s
-l-t

Reeume

c 11, P11, cot ?, uN, r(tt), U"t

NO

YES

Figure 5. ? -1 Time-Theta Subroutine

tr1, I{r11. g(tal
Rcturn

!(tz), :(t2l
Rcsumc

tet
RcturnCIU STATE VECTOR anbrotrtl,nc

x(tr), y(tl), r(trl, gr' r,
l. d€l, c(ll, tg'l

fo'o

Call KEPLER, EQUATION subroutlne
g, x, 1, c' r(tr), I

tr, , a(€1, c(l)
Resume

Call UNIVERSAL VARIABLE cubroutine

aln 0, cos 0, cot ?, r(tr), an, ptr1

x, €, cr c,
Resume
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5.5.8 TIME-NADIUS SUBROUTINE

Ttre Time-Radius Subroutine solves for the two body

transfer time to a specified radius given the initial position

and velocity vectors and the radius magnitude.

This section contains information to aid the reader
in understanding the less obvious aspecte of the Time-Radius
Subroutine block diagrams depicted in Figs. 5.8-1 and 5.8-2.
The subroutines referred to in this figure are presented in
Section 5. 5. 10 and the nomenclature ie found in Section 5. 5. 1. 2.

Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of Section 5.5. ? apply to the

Time-Radius Subroutine as well. *

Since an inherent singularity is present for the cir-
cular orbit case, near-circular orbits result in a lose of ac-
curacy in computing both the transfer time, tr' and the final
gtate vector. Thie is caused by the increasing sensitivity of

t,, to 
" 

( tZ ) as the circular orbit is approached. In the extreme
case that eccentricity is less than 2-18, the problem is undefined

and the eubroutine wilI exit without a solution, setting flag fn to
indicate thie. *

If r (tr) is less than the radius of pericenter or
greater than the radius of apocenter, then r (t2 ) will be ignored

and tlhe pericenter or apocenter solution, respectively, will be

computed. A flag, f' will be Eet to indicate this.

I

*If the Time-Radius Routine ig called with inputs for which no
solutlon ie possible (for any one or more of the reasons
glven tn paragraphs 4 or 5 of Section 5.5. ? or paragraph 4
ibove), the routine will rbort with an alarm code of 2060?.
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CrU CONIC PARAMBTEBS .ubrolriln.

r{ttl, v(rr,,x, r(rlL ri, tc

YES
RETURN
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A[rm CodG 2060?)
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E]loocc 6sop t R-577

NO

YES

NO

Figure 5. 8-1 Time-Radtue Subroutine
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t2,' g(tr), gft2)
ncfirrrr

l, q,t, :, F, l(F), c(€), tI), r(t),r(r
Cell STATE

fo=o

, e(€), c(€)

, cr, r(tr), FF,X,C

:, 5, cr c2

Reeume

Cell UNMRSAL VARIABLE suhroutlne
sin 0, cos O, 'coty, r(tr), cp, pp

NO

YES

Figure 5. 8-2 Time-Radius Subroutine
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5.5.9 APSIDESSUBR,OUTINE

The Apsides Subroutlne solves for the two body
radii of apocenter and pericenter and the eccentricity of the
trajectory given the position and velocity vectors for a point
on the trajectory.

This subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5.9-1. The
subroutines referred to in thi.s figure are presented in Section
5. 5. 10. Nomenclature is found in Section 5.5. 1.2.

It is characteristic of this computation that the
apsides become undefined as the conic approaches a circle.
This is manifested by decreasing accuracy. When the conic is
nearly panabolic, or hyperbolic, the nadius of apoeenter is
not defined. In this event the radius of apocenter will be set
to the maximum positive value allowed by the computer.
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Figure 5.9-1 Apsides Subroutine
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Call CONIC PARAMETERS subroutine

t (tr), g (tr), rr

r t1), v 01) , tr
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5.5. 10 MISCELLANEOUS SUBROUTINES

There &r€, as part of the Conic Trajectory Sub-
routines, three subroutines which are useful in their own right.
These are the Conic Parameters, the Geometric Parameters
and the Iterator Subroutines which are depicted in Figs.5. 10-1,
5. f0-2 and 5.10-3, respectively.

The Conic Parameters and Geometric Parameters
Subroutines are self explanatory.

The lterator Subroutine serves several purposes. It
is used when flag fn is set to zero to solve for the value of the indepen-
dent variable which drives the error in the dependent variable
to zero, provided the function is monotonically increasing. To
improve convergence for functions whose derivative changes

rapidly, the limits are reset as shown in the block diagram.

With f4 set to 1, the Iterator seeks a minimum of
the function, provided the first derivative is singlerralued be-
tween the limits. The inputs are redefined so that rry" is the
derivative of the independent variable with respect to the dependent

variable, and ttx" is the value at which the derivative was computed
or approximated. Since the desired value of y is rero, yERR = -y.

Since the Iterator uses the trRegula Falsi" technique,
it requires two sets of variables to begin iteration. If only one

set is available, f1.ag f, must be set to 1, causing the iterator to
generate the independent variable increment from a percentage
of the full range.
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In addition to the above gubroutines there are three
other eubroutines of primary intereet to the five basic conic sub-
routines described in Sections 5. 5. 5 to 5. 5. 9. These are the
Universal Variable Subroutine, the Kepler Equation Subroutine
and the State Vector Subroutine shown in Figs.5. 10-4, 5. 10-5

and 5. l0-6,,respectively.

The Universal Variable Subroutine is utilized by the

Lambert, the Time-Theta and the Time-Radius $ubroutines to
compute the universal parameter x required for the time equa-

tion. There are two different formulations required according
to the size of the parameter w.

If the input to the subroutine requires the physically
impossible solution that the traJectory "close through infinity",
the problem will be aborted, setting fLag fr.

The Kepler Equation Subroutine computes the transfer
time given iire variabie x anci iire conic parameiers.

The State Vector subroutine computes the position
and velocity vectors at a point along the trajectory given an

initial state vector, the variable x and the transfer time.

The final miscellaneous subroutine, the SETMU Sub-
routine, is depicted in Fig.5. 10-?. It sets p to the appropriate
primary body gravitationatr constant consistent with the estimated

CSM or LM state vector as defined in Section 5.2.2.6.
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Figure 5. 10-2 Geometric Parameters Subroutlne
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Figure 5.10-3 Iterator Subroutine
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Flgure 5.10-4 Universal Varlable Subroutine
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Figure 5. 10-5 Kepler Equation Subroutine
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5.5. 11 INITIAL VELOCITY SUBROUTINE

The Initial Velocity Subroutine computes the reguired

initial velocity vector for a trajectory of specified transfer time

between specified initial and target position vectors. The tra-
jectory may be.either conic or precision depending on an input

parameter (namely, number of offeets). In addition, in the

precision trajectory case, the subroutine also computes an
t'offSet target vectorrr, to be used during pure-cgnic cross-product

steering. The offset target vector is the terminal position vector

of a conic trajectory which has the same initial state as a precision

trajectory whose terminal position vector is the specified target

vector.

In order to avoid the inherent singularities in the 1800

trangfer case when the (true or offset) target vector may be

slightly out of the orbital plane, the Initial Velocity subroutine

rotates tbis vector into a plane defined by the input initial posi-

tion vector and another input vector (usually the.initial velocity

vector ), whenever the input target vector lies inside a cone whose

vertex is the origin of coordinates, whose a:ris is the 1800 trans-

fer direction, and whose cone angle is specified by the user.

The Initial Velocity Subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5.11-1'

The Lambert subroutine, Section 5. 5.6, is utilized for the conic

computations; and the Coasting Integration Subroutine, SectionS, 2. 2,

is utilized for the precision trajectory computations.
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r(t.)
I

v(t.)
I

Nomenclature for the Lritial Veloc Subroutine

Initial position vector.

Vector (usually the actual initial velocity vector)
used to determine whether the transfer from the
irritial position vector to the target vector is through
a central angle of less or greater than 1800, and also
used in certain cases to specify the transfer plane
(see text).

Target Vector (True target vector if Nl > 0, or
Offset target vector.if N, = 0).

Desired transfer time from initial position vector to
target vector.

Number of offsets to be used in calculating the offset
target vector from the true target vecton. (Nt = 0
implies conic calculations only with offset target vec-
tor input).

Cone Angle of a cone whose vertex is the coordinate
origin and whose axis is the 1B0o transfer direction
(i. e., the negative initial position direction). The
cone angle e is measured from the axis to the side
of the cone.

f Switch set to 0 or I according to whether a guess of
cot 7 i.s input or not.

Guess of cot 7.

Required initial velocity vector of a precision Ia conic]
trajectory which passes through the true Ior offsetJ
target vector, or the rotated true Ior offset ] target
vector if the original target vector was in the cone,
at the end of the desired transfer time, if Nl > 0

[orN,=0f.
Computed offset target vector.

Final precision @onicl velocity vector resulting from a
preci.sion fconic] update of the initial position vector and
the required initial velocity vector v1(t1), if Nl > 0,
for N1 = o, respectivelv]

Final precision position vector.

Value to which the Lambert Subroutine converged
(for later use as guess to minimize computation time).

Switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether the input
0rue or offset) target vector was not or was in the
cone, and consequently was not or wa^s rotated into
the plane.

[cot 1 |

"-ftr)

r(t-)

vr(tr)

r -tt.)-l Z

cot y

f

rr(tr)

N I

to

I

2
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Y

Figure 5.11-1 Inltial Vgfogity Subroutine- (page I of 2)

-nn

Lunar
Orbit

Earth
Orbit

nr) o

n=r(t,)xr(t")
r-3

Ir(tz)= r(tz)

0fz r(tr) i lrttrlIuNrtEtr, - (r(tr)' h)

fz= L

h

0z +ot1

r )(. UNITr(t.)
L

z=UNIT

(l)=COg€

N2=-1
h=UNIT[f,tr) x lttr]]

r (t2) = r, (t2)

tNcot 7r (tr), v (tr), lf (tz), tD, N1, e, f1,
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11'(tr)-1r(trirr tztz )(( )

2 NN +l

11, (t, ), v, (t, )

Resume

Call Coasting Integration Routine
r (tr), 11 (tr), tO

0ft

Ir (tr,,ltt (t, )] , cot 7

Resume

Calt LAMBERT Subroutine.
r (tt ), r (t, ), tD, 

"G, 
Nl, fl, 

[cot r ], tr'[l]

= SIGNsc r( tz). !x r(t1

No Yes

No Return
r(t,), If (tf l, r(tZ), rT(t',r,rT'(tzl,

cot 1,

Figure 5.11-1 Initial Velocity Subroutine
(page 2 of, 2l
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5. 5. 12 TRAI{SFER ANGLE SUBROTJTINE

The computation of orbital transfer trajectories
generally requires a time of flight, tr. However, for purposes
of communlcation between the agtronaut and the guidance compu-
ter, c,rt , ihe central angle of travel of the passive vehicle.during
the trangfer is more convenient. Thie subroutine ig used to
convert from t" to o.rt. The conversion is approximate because
it is based on the mean motion of the pessive vehicle.

The equations and logic used for the conversion are
shown in Fig. 5.Lz-L.
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Fig. 5.12:-1 Tranefer Angle Subrotrtine

lp, Ip = Passive vehicle
position and velocity
vectors, respectively
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5.5. 13 LOSSEM SUBROUTINE

The LOSSEM Subroutine computes the lines-of-sight
of the Sun, Earth, and Moon with respect to the spacecraft in

the Basic Reference Coordinate System. This data is used by

the IMU alignment programs whenever the astronaut elects to

sight on the Suq, Earth, or Moon instead of a star for purposes

of IMU alignment. The data is also used by the Star Selection

Routine (Section 5. 6.4) when testing for star occultation. Dl

addition, this subroutine computes the sizes of the occultation

cones used in the Star Selection Routine and the correction for
aberration of light which is applied in the IMU alignment pro-
grams to the line -of -sight unit vector of a star stored in basic :'

reference coordinates.

The unit vectors 95, 9n, and u* speeifying the lines -

of -sight to the Sun, Earth, and Moon respectively, i.n the Basic

Reference Coordinate System are computed as follows:

gs t
UNIT (tnS) if P = E

UNIT (lnS - lpu) if P = M

(r^)

(tpu * {c)

ifP=E
ifP=M

ifP=E
ifP=M

(5. ls. 1)

(5. 13. 2)

(5.13.3)

u,B

!M= t

_ l-uNrr- 
f-uurr

UNIT (lsM - Ic)
ITNIT (Ic)

where P, E, M, and S respectively denote the primary body,

Earth, Moon, and Sun, IC i" the position vector of the CSM

with respect to the primary body, *d lnnn and 1", are the posi-

tion vectors of the Moon end Sun with respect to the Earth ob-

tained from the Lunar and Solar Ephemerides Subroutine of

Section 5. 5.4. The line-of-sight \tectors are determined for
a time specified by the calling program or routine.
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The occultation cones used i.n the Star Selection Routine
for the Sun, Earttl and Moon are computed as follows:

cS = cos 15o (5.13.4)

={

=tM

"o"Iso+sin-1 (H] if P= E

ifP=M

if P= E

-o -1D +Sln H] ifP=M

"E
(5. 13. 5)

(5.13. 6)

-ocos c

-ocos b

cos

a

where c is the cosine of one half the total angular dimension of
a cone and represents a more convenient way of treating the di-
mension of a cone in the Star Selection Routine, r" is the mag-
nitude of the CSM position vector, R" is the equatorial radius
(63?8. 166 km) of the Earth, and R* is the mean radius (t Zeg. 09 km)
of the Moon

The vector a which is used by the IMU alignment pro-
grams to correct the stored star vectors for aberration of light
is determined as follows:

4=rsX3r"1* t_ (5. 13.7)c

wherel, is as calculated byEg, 5. 13. I, Jg is the velocity of the CSM

with respect to the primary body, c is the speed of light, and

Jhct = "A 
(d, - sin Bo, cos Bo)
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5. 5. 14 PERICENTER.APOCENTER ( PERIAPO) SUBROUTINE

The Pericenter - Apocenter Subroutine cor4putes the
two body apocenter and pericenter altitudes given the position
and velocity vectors for a point on the trajectory and the primary
body.

This subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5.14-1.
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Figure 5.14-l PERICENTER - AP@ENTER SUBROUTINE

hP'h"'e' PNReturn

rb

rb

hP="P

h"=tA

Resume tp, "A, 
e, PN

Call Apsides Subroutine

{tP lttr P

rg = TLP

F=FE p=

rO = rLS

I{tr {t), Pc
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5.6 GEI,{ER.AL SENVICE ROUTINEF

5. 6. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The routinee presented in this section include the

following generil service firnctions :

1) IMU atrignment modes

2) Basic Coordinate Transfor:nations

3) Computer initialization procedures

4) Special display routines which can be called by the
astronaut

5) Automatic optics designate routines
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5.6.2 IMU ALIGNMENT MODES

5.6.2. 1 IMU Orientation Determination Program

The IMU Orientation Determination Program ( P-51)

is ueed driring free-falI to determine the present IMU stable

member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate

system by sighting on two navigation stars or known celestial

bodies with the sextant ( SXT ) or the sianning telescope ( SCT ).

At the start of program P-51. the astronaut acquires the desired

celestial bodies by maneuvering tJre spacecraft until they are

visible in one 6f the above optical deviceg. During this acquisition

phaee he monitors the FDAI Ball to avoid IMU gimbal 1ock. He

may also have the IMU gimbal anglee coarse aligned to zero tf
he so desires.

Afterwards, the following steps are performed on each

of two celestial bodies:

' 1) Ttre Sighting Mark Routine (R-53 of Section 4)

is used to sight on one of the celestial bodies.

The astronaut performs the sighting by centering

the SXT or SCT on the celestial body and presses

the IVIARK button. This mark causes the measure-

ment time and the optics and IMU gimbal angles to

be recorded bY the comPuter.

2l The identity of the celestial body is indicated by

the astronaut by use of a celestial body code.

Separate codes are provided for the 3? navigation

stars, Sun, Earth, Moon, and a general celestial
body. The latter code is referred to as the Planet

code.
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3 ) The subroutine LOSSEM of Section 5.5. 13 is
used to compute the correction for aberration of
light and the line-of-sight vectors of the Sun,

Earth, and Moon in the Basic Reference Coordinate
System for the time of the optical sighting (mark).
If the Sun, Earth, or Moon code was selected,
the vector for that body is set aside for use later.

4l If the Planet code was selected, the astronaut is
requested to load the coordinates of the desired
celestial body in the Basic Reference Coordinate
System.

5 ) The unit vector gi, defining the direction of the

celestial body as a result of the optical sighting
is obtained in the IMU Stable Member Coordinate
System as follows:

Se = [wnsrvr]fsnxe]

Ar" to "o" se \
lsin ra sin sA I

\ cosre 
1

(6.2.1)

where lNeSI,Il is the transformation matrix inLJ
Section 5.6.3.2. 1 using the IMU gimbal angles
stored for the optical mark, [SnNn] is the matrix
in Section 5.6.3.1. 1, and SA and TA are respec-
tively, the shaft and trunnion angles of the SXT or
SCT stored for the ofitical mark.
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6 ) A correction for abemation of light is then applied
to the unit vector t f" aufitring the direction of the
celestial body in the Basic Reference Coordinate
System which was either taken from the computerrs
star catalog in fixed memory, computed by the
subroutine LOSSEM in step 3, or loaded by the
astronaut in step 4. The light aberration correction
is made as follows:

*
]lce = UNIT (gi, + a1 (6,2.2)

where a is the aberration correction vector
computed by the subroutine LOSSEM when this
subroutine was called after the celestial body

,<sighting, and 5" and 5" are, respectively, the
uncorrected and corrected unit vectors to the
celestial body in basic reference coordinates.
Although this correction is correct only for distant
objects such as stars, it is also applied, for reasons
of program simplification, to the unit vectors of
the Sun, Earth, Moon, or a planet, if any of these
bodies are being used. It should be noted that the
aberration correction is negligible in comparison
to the errors in sighting on the Sun, Earth, or
Moon.

When the above steps have been performed for two
celestial bodies, the computer has tl:e unit line-of -qight vectors
for the two bodies in both IMU stable member and basic reference
coordinates. L.t ltsa "rd gbSS be the unit vectors for the
two celestial bodies (A and B) which are obtained with Eq. (6.2. f )
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and let gCSe "rd g.gg be the unit vectors for the same bodies

obtained with Eq. (6.2.21. At this point in the program the

Sighting Data Display Routine (R-54 of Section 4) computes the

angle between the unit line-of -sight vectors (Ibee and uir")
obtained for the two bodies in stable member coordinates and

the angle between the corresponding unit line-of-sight vectors
(gCee 

"*d gcne) for the two bodies in basic reference coordinates.

The magnitude of the difference between the two angles is displayed

to the astronaut and he either accepts the results or repeats the

IMU orientation determination process.

If he accepts the results of the Sighting Data Display
Routine, the unit vectors gb'a, 9bee, ll.gA, and u"r' are

used to determine the present stable member orientation and

REFSMMAT, using the procedure given in Section 5.6. 3. 3. 1.
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5.6.2.2 IMU Realignment Program

The IMU Realignment Program ( P-52 ) is used during

free-faII to re-align the IMU to its presently assumed orientation
or to align it from a known orientation to one of the desired

orientations given in Section 5.6.3.3 and in P-52 of Section 4.

This alignment is made by sighting on two navigation stars or
known celestial bodies with the sextant (SXT ) or the scanning

telescope ( SCT ).

At the beginning of program P-52 the astronaut indi-
cates which of the following stable member orientations is desired:

1) Preferred - for thrusting maneuvers

' 2) Landing Site - for LM lunar landing or launch

3 ) Nominal - for alignment with respect to local
vertical

4) REFSMMAT - for re-alignment to presently

assumed orientation

The Preferred,. Landing Site, and Nominal orientations are
defined in Section 5.6.3.3. If the astronaut selects the Landing

Site or Nominal orientation, it is computed by program P-52

in tlle manner shown in Section 5.6. 3. 3 and in P-52 of Section 4.

The Preferred orientation must be computed prior to entering
program P-52. Whenever the astronaut selects the Preferred,
Landing Site, or Nominal orientation, the program also computes

and displays the IMU gimbal angles for the desired stable member

orientation using the present vehicle attitude. These angles are
computed by the routine CALCGA of Seetion 5.6. 3.2.2 where the
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inputs to this routine are the unit vectors (gXSM, gysVl, EZS^A)
defining the desired stable member axes with respect to the
Basic Reference Coordinate System, and the unit vectors (INB,

LNS, lNS ) defining the present navigation base axes with respect
to the Basic Reference Coordinate System, which are computed

as follows:

rNn [nnrsnanaar]r rive

ri,Te

1r$s

rNe t l
TREFSMMAT ( 6.2.3 )

[n"rs**At]t ziou

where [nnrsrvrnnot]t is the transpose of the present fnnrsvriuratJ
and xiO' y.lgg, and zl', define the navigation base axes with
respect to the present Stable Member Coordinate System and

are computed by the routine CALCSMSC of Section 5.6.3.2.5.

If the computed IMU gimbal angles are unsatisfactory,
the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to a more suitable attitude
and has the program re-compute and display the new gimbal
angles. Once satisfactory angles have been obtained, the astronaut
keys in a ''PROCEED" and is then requested to indicate whether
the IMU is to be aligned to the desired orientation by use of the

Coarse Alignment Routine (R-50 of Section 4) or by torquing the
gyros. If he elects to have the gyros torqued to the desired
orientation, the gyro torquing angles are computed by the routine
CALCGTA of Section 5. 6.3.2.3 where the inputs to this routine
are fhe unit vectors (ID, LO, ?Ol defining the.desired stable
member axes with respect to the present Stable Member
Coordinate System which are computed as follows:

Io
Lo

IREFSMMATI gxSrvr

IREFSMMATJ u ySu

IREFSMMATJ o zSvr"D
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u'here gXSM, fySM, "rd IZSM were previously defined.
During the period when the gyros are being torqued, the IMU
gimbal angles are displayed to the astronaut so that he may
avoid gimbal lock by maluorrering the spacecraft. After the

gyro torquing process, the astronaut either terminates program
P-52 or performs a fine alignment with optical sightings on

two celestial bodies.

If the astronaut elects to have the IMU aligned to the

desired orientation by means of the Coarse Alignment Routine
(R-50), this routin€ will command the IMU to the computed gimbal
angles if any of the required gimbal angle changes is greater
than one degree. If all of the required gimbal angle changes

are less than or equal to one degree, routine R-50 will leave
the IMU at its present orientation,; and it will be assumed by
program P-52 that it is at the desired orientation. It should be
noted that there is no computation of gimbal angles or coarse
alignment of the IMU if the astronaut selects the REFSMMAT
orientation at the beginning of program P-52.

Afterwards, the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to
a desired attitude for celestial body acquisition and decides
whether to select his own celestial bodies for sightino Durposes

or to.use the Star Selection Routine of Section 5.6.4. If he selects
the Star Selection Routine, program P-52 will call the subroutine
LOSSEM of Section 5.5. 13 prior to Cailing the Star Selection
Routine since LOSSEM computes the directions and the occulta-
tion cones of the Sun, Earth, and Moon used in the occultation
tests of the Star Selection Routine. When LGSEM is called
for this purpose, the specified input time is the present time
plus an additional amount ( TSS ) in order to insure that the time
used in computing the LOS vectors for the Sun, Earth, and Moon
is near the middle of the sighting mark process. The time in-
crement T* is based upon estimates of the time required to
do the Star Selection Routine and to perform the optical sightings.
The primary purpose of using T* is to insure that the LOS

vector of the primary body used in the occultetion test is that
which occurs during the sighting mark process.

If the Star Selection Routine is unable to find two
satisfactory stars at the present vehicle attitude, the astronaut
either repeats the above process of changing the vehicle attitude
and using the Star Selection Routine, or decides to select his
own celestial bodies.
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Afterwards, the following steps are performed on

each of two celestial bodies:

1 ) The celestial body code is established for one of

the two bodies which are to be sighted upon ( i. e.

the astronaut either accepts the celestial body

code for one of the stars found by the Star Selection

Routine orloads his own celestial body code).

2l The subroutine LOSSEM of Section 5. 5. 13 is

used to compute the line-of-sight vectors of the

Sun, Earth, and Moon for the current time in
case the Sun, Earth, or Moon code was selected.

If one of these codes was selected, the vector

computed for that body is set aside for use later.

3 ) If the Planet code was selected, the astronaut

is requested toload the coordinates of the desired

celestial body in the Basic Reference Coordinate

System.

4l The program then calls the Auto Optics Positioning

Routine (R-52 ) which in turn calls the Sighting

Mark Routine ( R -53 ). After the SXT and SCT

have been driven to the LOS of the celestial body

by routine R-52 the astronaut manually centers

the SXT or SCT on the celestial body and presses the

MARK button.

5 ) When a satisfaetory optical sighting ( mark ) has

been obtained, the same steps ( 2 through 6 ) are

performed after the optical sighting as are given

in Section 5.6.2.1 for the IMU Orientation Deter-

mination Program ( P-51 ) excePt that the unit vector
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gCn (see Eq. (6.2.2 ) in step 6 of Section 5.6.2. l)
is expressed in terms of the desired IMU Stable

Member Coordinate System instead of the Basic
Reference Coordinate System as follows:

(6.2.41

where a is the aberration correction vector c_omputed

by the subroutine LOSSEM, ana [nnrSMMAT]D
is the matrix (Section 5.6.3.3 ) for transforming
vectors from the Basic Reference Coordinate
System to the desired IMU Stable Member Coordinate

System.

After the above steps have been performed on two

celestial bodies, the computer has the unit line-of -sight vectors
for the two bodies in both present and desired IMU stable member
coordinates. Let ulrO and g!", be the unit vectors for the hin
bodies (A and B) which are obtained with Eq. (6.2,L) and let
gCAA "rd g.gg bethe unit vectors for the same bodies obtained

with Eq. (6.2.41. At this point in the program the Sighting Data
Display Routine (R-54 of Section 4) computes the angle between

gCSa "td kgg, and the angle between gbgA and u!"r, and

displays the magnitude of the difference between the two angles

to the astronaut. If he accepte the results, the four vectors are
used in the routine A)CSGENof Section5.6.3.2.4to computethe desired
stablememberaxeswith respecttothe present Stable Member Co-

ordinate System, which are uged in the Gyro Torquing Routine

9ce = uurr{nnrsMMAr]D (4
"*3))
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(R-55 of Section 4). Routine R-55 computes the gyro torquing
angles required to drive the IMU stable member to the desired
orientation by using the above vectors in the routine CALCGTA
of Section 5.6.3.2.3. The gyro torquing angles are displayed
to the astronaut so that he can decide whether to have the gyros
torqued through these angles or not. U he is not satisfied with the
results of the Sighting Data Display Routine or the Gyro Torquing
Routine, he may repeat the optical sightings without having to
terminate the program.

It should be noted that the ground can indicate to the
CMC via uplink the present stable member orientation or a desired
stable member orientation. If the present orientation is being
indicated, this is done by transmitting a REFSMMAT to the CN{C.

Undernormalcircumstances, however, it would not be deslrable
for the ground to indicate the present stable member orientation
since this orientation should be determined by the CSM GNCS.
However, if an orientation different from the present orientation is
desired by the ground, this desired orientation can be transmitted
as a Preferred orientation. By treating a desired stable member
orientation in this manner, program P-52 will be able to correct
for any large differences behveen the present and desired orientations
by coarse alignment. In addition, this approach avoids the introduc-
tion of orientation errors which affect celestial body acquisltion.
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5.6.2.3 Backup IMU Orientation Determination Program

The Backup IMU Orientation Determination Program
( P-53 ) is used during free-fall to determine the present IMU

stable member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference

Coordinate System by sighting on two navigation stars or known

celestial bodies with some optical device other than the sextant

or scanning telescope. An optical device which is considered

to be a backup to tJ:e normal CSM optics is the Crew Optical

Alignment Sight (COAS ). This program is identical to program

P-51 of Section 5.6.2.1 except that the Alternate LG Sighting

Mark Routine (R-56 of Section 4) is used in place of the Sight-
ing Mark Routine (R-53 ) to sight on the celestial bodies. When-

ever routine R-56 is called by program P-53, the astronaut

i-s requested toload the coordinates of the backup optical device

before performing the optical sighting. These coordinates are

the equivalent SXT shaft and trunnion anglee of the device which

would be indicated for ihe SXT it it were possibie io ciirect ihe

SXT along the same direction as the optical device. When an

optical sighting is performed using routine R-56, the measure-

ment time, the IMU gimbal angles, and tJ:e equivalent shaft and

trunnion angles of'the backup device are gtored by the computer.

These angles are used just as in step 5 of Section 5.6 .2.L to
obtain a unlt vector gbg h the IMU Stable Member Coordinate

System where SA and TA are now the equivalent shaft and trun-
nion anglee of the backup device.

5.6.2.4 Backup IMU Realignment Program

The BackuP IMU Realignment Program ( P-54) is
used during free-fall to re-aIign the IMU to itg presently as-

eumed orientation or to align it from a known orientation to
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one of t.l.e desired orlentations glven in Section 5.6.3:3 and in
P-54 of Section 4 by sighting on trro navilafion stare or known

celestial bodies with eome optical device other than the sextant
or Bcanning telescope. $ilch an opticat device may be the Crew
Optiqal Alignment Sight ( COAS ). Thib program is identical to
program P-52 of Section 5.6,2.2 except that the Alternate LOS

Sighttng Mark Routine (R-.56 of Section 4) is used in place of
.the Sighting Mark Routine (R-53) to sight on the celestial bodies.

In addition, ttre Auto Optics Posltionlng Routtule (R-52) is not

used in this program. A descriptlon of, Alternate LG Sighting
Mark Routine is given in Sections 4 and 5.6.2. 3.
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5.6.3 IMU ROUTINES

5.6. 3. 1 Sextant Transformations

5.6.3. 1.1 Sextant Bage - N Base

To transform a vector from sextant baEe to navigation

baee coordinates, use is made of the following transformation
matrix:

cog cY 0 -sin o

F'*f, 010 (6.3.1)

sina 0 coea

where a =-B2o Blt zg. lgtt

The above matrix and its transpoee frtt"] are both
present in computer memory.

The sextant base coordinate system referred to
above is frequently ca1led the Block I navigation base

coordinate system in deference to the present navigation base

coordinate syatem (Block II). Any transformatlon of vectors
between the sextant and the present navigation base requires
use of the above transformatlone.
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sin TA sin SA ( 6.3.2 )

cos TA

where ll"*!N is the transformation matrix given in Section

5.6.3. 1. 1, and TA and SA are the trunnion (precision) and

shaft angles, respectively, of the sextant.

5. 6. 3. 1.3 Calculation of Sextant AnEles ( CALCSXA )

Given a unit star vecto" ESnn in stable member co-
ordinates, this routine computes the angles SA and TA required
to position the optics such that the line of eight lies along the

star vector.

The star vector is first transformed to the sextant

base coordinate system as follows:

5.6.3.1.2 Sextant to Navigation Base (SXTNB)

To obtain a unit vector (rNg), which specifies the

direction of the line-of-sight of the sextant in navigation base

coordinateg, use is made of the following:

sin TA cos SA

lNB = Ft*t]

9se [Nasn] F^r] ** ( 6.3.3 )
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where [*oil "rra fslrrNt] .r" given tn Sectione s.6. s. 1. I
and 5.6.3.2. 1, respectivel,y.

Next, a unlt vector gTDA, defining the dlrection of
the trunnion (precision) drive axls ln sextant base coordlnatee,
is obtelned:

troR = uNIr [E". gril

where

termined as followe:

sinsA =gTDA. (-lSg)

cos SA = gTOA . ISg

SA = ARCTRIG ( sin SA, cos SA)

-1TA c cos lks' sgl

3ss

Using gSg *d !TOA, the a^nglee SA and TA are de-

0

0

I

(6.3.4)

(6.3.5)
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where ARCTRIG implies computing the angle, choosing either

sin-l or 
"o"-1 

so as to yield maximum accuracy, and

rss and ISe

Q2 -sin MGA cos MGA

1

0

0

0

1

0

5.6.3.2 IMU TranEformations

5. 6. 3. 2. 1 Stable Member-NaviEation Base

Let IGA, MGA, OGA be the IMU inner, middle and

outer gimbal angles, respectively. Define the following matrices;

cos IGA -sin IGA

Q1 0 0 (6.3.6)

sin IGA 0 cos IG

cos MGA sin MGA

0

I

0

0

1

(6.3.7)

00

(

\,
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00I

Q3 0 coe OGA sin OGA (6.3.8)

0 -stn OGA coe OGA

Stable Member to Navigation Base Transformation

$vs = Qg Qz ar Srvr

[r**"] - es ez er

Navlgation Base to Stable Member Trangformation

Su = ert ert eer gve, [*od - ert ert ert

(6.3.10)

(6.3.e)
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5. 6. 3. 2.2 Calculation of Gimbal Anilee ( CALCGA )

Given a stable member orientation and a navigation

base orientation both referred to the same coordinate system,

the fotlowing procedure is used to compute the corresponding
gimbal angles." '

Slnc = UNIT (hve * Isu)

cos OGA= a*O . 3UB

sin OGA = lMG . INe

OGA = ARCTRIG ( sin OGA, cos OGA)

coe MGA= ISU . ("^nC x h{g)
(6.3.11)

sin MGA= ISIrn ' IlVe

MGA = ARCTRIG ( sin MGA, cos MGA)

cos IGA i lUG ' furnn

sin IGA = 3Mc ' ISU

IGA = ARCTRIG ( sin IGA, cos IGA)
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where the inputs are three vectors along the stable member
axes and three vectors along the navigation base axes.

5. 6. 3. 2.3 Calculation of Gyro Torquing Angleg ( CALCGTA )

In the fine align procedure, after the present plat-
form orientation is determined, the torquing angles required to
move the platform into the desired orientation must be computed.
This is achieved as follows:

Let xr-r, yn, &nd z.p be the desired stable member
axes referred to present stable member orientation. The ro-
tations are performed in three steps: ( 1) rotating through 0,
about the y axis, yielding Ii, yp, ,,i ; ( 2 ) rotating through
0" about the zt axis, yielding I;, fb, gb; ( 3) and finally ro-
tating through 0* about the x" axis, yielding It, f$, Zii. The
relevant equations are as follows:

"b 
= UNIT ( -xD, g, 0, xD, I )

sin 0
v D, I

cos 0
v 3

t, = ARCTRIG (sin 0r, eos 0r)

ein 0, = *D, 
2

zo (6.3. 12)
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r]

= ARCTRIG ( sin 0r, 'cos 0rl0z

cos 0, = ,b,3 xD, 1 - ,tD,l xD, 
B

coe 0 %
"b

%

( 6. 3. 12 cont )x

sin 0 Ipx

= ARCTRIG (sin 0*, cos 0*)

The required inputs are the three coordinate axes of
the desired stable member orientation referred to the present
stable member orientation.

ex

(t

l-/
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5.6.3.2.4 Coordinate Axee Generator (A)(ISGEN )

Given two unit veetorg (usually star vectors ), s^
and 9a, expressed in tWo coordinate systeme, denoted by

primed and unprimed characters, i. 
". , gI, 9b, 9R' st, thie

routine computes t.l.e unit vectore !, L' ?which are the primed

coordinate system axes referred to tlte unprimed coordinate

system. This is accomplished by defining two orttro-normal

coordinate sets, one in each gystem, in the following manner:

Ix

gxx gY

(6.3 13)

UNIT (gt x s")

9xx 3v

g

u

9'A

umr (g[ x gb )I
Y

u!-
-ZJ

sx

!v

u-
-tr

s.a

The primed coordinate syetem axes e:rpreeged in

termg of the unprimed coordinate system a)res are:
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I = "h Ix * "h !v* uLtlz

r. - uirzlx* uirzl9y+ "bzlz (6.3.14)

3 = okstx*'irg\* "22!z

It should be noted that vectors can be transformed
from the unprimed to the primed coordinate systems by using
the following matrix construsted with the output (Eq. 6.S, 14)
of AXISGEN:

Tx

T
L (6. 3. 15 )

Tz

U
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5.6.3.2.5 Calculation of Stable Member Coordinatee of the

Spacecraft ( CALCSiVISC )

To determine the directions of the X, Y, and Z axes

of the present vehicle coordinate system or the navigation base

coordinate syetem with respect to t,l.e IMU Stable Member Co-
ordinate System, uge is made of the routine CALCSMSC.

The unit vectors INg, fNg, and 5, defining the
directions of the navigation base coordinate system axes with
respect to the IMU Stable Member Coordinate System are de-
termined as follows:

5re

cos IGA cos MGA

sin MGA

-sin IGA cos MGA

os IGA sin OGA sin MGA
'+ coe OGA sin'IGA

hte -ein OGA coe MGA

cog OGA cos IGA
ein MGA sinsin OGA

rNB=3Nsx5{g

where IGA, MGA, and OGA are t:he inner, middle, and outer
IMU gtmbal anglea, respectlvely. It should be noted tltat the
rows of the traneformation matrlx [Smla] aleo give the above

vectorg.
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5. 6. 3.3 REFSNIMAT Transformations

The matrix required to transform a vect.or from the

Basic Reference Coordinate System to the IMU Stable Member

Coordinate Systenr is referred to as REFSMMAT. This matrix
can be constructed as follows with the unit vectors gXSlt, rysM. rnd

gZSVt defining the orientations of the stable member axes witb re-
sflect to reference coordinates.

T
9xsvr

REFSMMAT = slrnn ( 6.3. i6 i

T
9zsu

5.6. 3.3.1 Present REFSI\INIAT From Star Sighiings

The present IMU stable member orientation with re-
spect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System, and the associated

REFSNIMAT, can be determined by sighting on two navigation

stars with the CSNI optics. If th and si are the unit vectors

defining the measured directions of the two stars in the present

Stable Nlenber Coordinate System,and sO and sB arle the unit

vectors to the corresponding stars as known in the Basic Reference

Coordinate System, then these vectors can be used as the input

to the routine AXISGEN ( Section 5. 6. 3. 2. 4l to obtain the

present IMU orientation and REFSMMAT (Eqs. (6.3. 14) and

(6.3.15)).
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5. 6' 3.3.2 Al.ignment for Thrustlng Maneuvers ( Preferred
Orientation)

Durtng certaln thrustlng maneuvero the IMU will. be
aligned according to the following equations.

3XS1A = UNIT ( x," )

gySu = UNIT (5t* x r1

ksla=lxsnn*9wna

( 6.3. 17 )

where Ig is tlte vehicle or body X-axls at t,l.e preferred vehicle
attihrde for ignitlon and r is the CSM poeition vector.

- The asgociated transformation matrix (REFSMI\,IAT )
is given by Eq. ( 6. 3. 16 ).

5.6.3. 3.3 Alicnment to Locel Vcrtical tn Orbtt ( Nomind
Orlentetion)

The IMU stable member may be aligaed to the locd
vertical at a speclfled time. For thlr type of orlentatlon the
stable member sxes ere found from tlre following.

Srslc = (9rsux gzsnn)

\6-nn = IJNIT (v x r) (6.3.18)

LlZSrrrn = ttNIT (-!)

where r end v are ttre poeltlon and velocl$r vcctora of the CSM

et the Bpcclfied time. The nectors r end v arc computed by
the Coasting Integration Routlne of Sectlon 6.2.2.

The REFSMMAT eesoclated wtth thts IMU oricntetloa
ir found from Eq. (8.3. 16).
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5.6.3.3.4 Lunar Landing or Launch Orientation

The proper IMU orientation for lunar landing or
Iaunch is defined by the following equations:

9XSM = UNIT-( r"r) at tt

gysnn = gzsM " rxsu (6.3.19)

gzSvr = UNIT (!c 
" lxSvr)

where

% X

is the orbital angular momentum vector of the CSM,

and r* is the landing site position vector at the
nominal time of lunar landing or launch, t' depend-
ing on the alignment mode.

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation
is found from Eq. ( 6. 3. 16 ).

5,6.3.3.5 Earth Pre-launch Alignment

Prior to earth launch the IMU Stable Member is aligned
to a loea1 vertical axis system.

IZSU = UMT ( -r) (local vertical)

IXSV' = UNIT (A) where A is a horizontal vector
pointed at the desired launch azimuth angle.

9ysvr = 9zsMxlxSnn

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation
is given in Eq. (6.3. 16 ).

kIc
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5. 6.4 STAR SELECTION ROUTINE

The Star Selection Routine is used by the IMU Realign-
ment Program (P-52) a.nd the Back-Up IMU Realignment Program
(P-54) to select the best pair of stare in the viewing cone of the
sextant for fine alignment of the IMU. The logic diagram for this
routine is shown in Fig. 6.4-1.

Each palr from the computer catalog of 3? stars is
tested to see if both stars are within a ?6 degree viewing cone

centered wtth respect to the shaft drive axis of the sextant (SXT).

Aftenrards, the routine checks to see if the angle of
separation between the stars is at least 30 degrees.

If a pair passes the above tests, a check is then made

to see if either star is occulted by the Sun, Earth, or Moon. The

sizes of the occultation cones about each of the three bodies are
such as to not only account for true occultation but to aleo pre-
vent the selection of stars too near the bodies because of viei-
bility problems. The directione and the associated occultation
cone sizes of the three bodies are actually computed by the eub-
routine LOSSEM (Section 5. 5.13) which is called by the IMU
Realignment Programs just prior to calling the Star Selection
Routine.

The pair of stars passing the above tests and having
the largest engular sepanotion is chogen by this routine. If the
routine ie unable to find a satisfactory pair of stars after test-
ing all combinations, it is seen in Program P-52 of Section 4

that an Alarm Code is diaplayed, whereupon the astronaut may
either repeat the star selection procesa at a different spacecraft
attitude or select his own stars Later.
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o START

No

Figure 6.4-1 Star Selection Routine

es

No

EXIT

(Alarm Code dis -
played in P-52
or P-54)

Reset Flag

Store pair with largest
separation and neglect
any previously stored

No

Sun, Earth, or
star occulted Ye

Yes

>300

coneing
Stars in

?60

Flag

Select a pair
stars

Set FIag

U
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5. 6.5 GROUND TR,ACK R,OUTINE

This routine ie used by the astronaut ln near-earth or
near-moon orbit to obtaln CSM or LM trajectory information. The
astronaut specifies a time (GET) and a vehicle (CSM or LM). The
routine uses the Coesting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.21to
extrapolate the desired vehicle'g state vector to the specified time.
The resultlng estimated poiition vector is converted to latitude,
longltude, altttude coordinates by meane of the Latitude-Longitude
Subroutine (Section 5.5.3), and these data are displayed. Altitude
is defined with respect to the landing Eite radius for lunar orbit,
and the launch pad radius for earth orblt. The aetronsut can
reguest the state vector extrapolation to continue in ten minute
steps, or to another speclfled ttme, and obtain addltlonal displays
of the coordinates of points in the spacecraftts orbtt.

In order to decrease the computer time required to
---- ^4r-^!a--r^ t--r^--l^ --J -la:^--l^qo recycJ,eq corllPulallonlt or l4rlruqsr. l(,rlgrl,uqr', 4rrt'l trlullUUEl

the ioutlne saves the results of its initisl integration of the state
as a base vector which le used as input for recycling requests.

As an additional optionn the astronaut may request a
display of altitude (to 10 n. m. ), lnertial velocity magnitude
(to 1 ft/sec), and flight path angle (ln degrees) at an aetronaut-
specified time.
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5.6.6 S-BAND ANTENNA ROUTINE

The S-Band Antenna Routine (R - 05 ) is used to
compute and display 2 angles y and p defined in Fig. 6.6-1.
Once the program is initiated by the astronaut the computer
will automatically update the display at a rate no greater
than once per second, depending on other computer activity.
This updating will continue until S-Band Lock-on is achieved
and si.gnaled to the CMC by the astronaut through the DSKY.

If the S-Band Routine is interrupted the display of7 and p

will be stopped until the astronaut reinitiates the routine.

The accuracy associated with the computation and

display of 1 and p does not indicate the pointing accuracy of the

associated antenna alignment or the accuracy associated with the

antenna gimbal angles.

The angles shown in Fig. 6.6-1 are computed without

consideration of any constraints imposed by the actual antenna

and therefore, if the present vehicle attitude results in antenna

angles beyond the gimbal limit, the CMC will not indicate that

the antenna line-of-sight cannot be pointed according to these angles.

The equations and logic flow used to compute 1 and p

are shown in Fig. 6.6-2. With reference to the first portion of
this figure, the program will automatically determine whether the

Basic Reference Coordinate System is earth or mooncentered and

will compute the proper ialues of a and p for either case.

ElRcvtrcd COLOSSUS

Elrrca"c .'csOP I R-5??
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? is defined as a positlve rotation from the plus body

X axis ebout t}re CSM body Z axis. (0 < r < 3600)

p le defined as a posltlve rotatlon about t}te Yr axis.

Y' is an axls in the CSMbodyXYplane rotated from the CSM

Y body axig about.lhe +Zaxis direction an amount r.(-90o5 p I 9Oo)

[os To
EARTH GENTER

Y

P

Y

Figtrre 6.6-1 Definition of CSM S-Band Diaplay Anglee

x

x'
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cMc

,l = vectorf rom CM to
Earth center

s T

ADVANCE fonn to present time
K epier.Subroutine
Section 5.5.5

Compute Rr*Section 5. 5. 4

R in CM body axt,s

proi. of R into
CM xy-plane

No
a
a
o
a
o
o
o
o

1n
Ref.

Cood.

vector from Earth
EEM= center to Moon center

P = primary body ind
tor ( sec. 5.2.2.61

lCa-

Yes 0o< = 1800

180 < 7<360

Figure 6.6-2 S-Band Angle Comprrtations and Logic

., = Ityaw angle"
O"='y 

-< 
S6d

O = 'rp.itch angle"
-90=psn0'

p = cos-t,h .g)-nlz

I=2r-^y

x>0

* = (hp' Uv)

7=cos-l[!h".g"]

lnp = UNIT (RP)

LP=R-(R.UolUo
4-2

IJ- = UNIT (R)
-rt

' Oro =[
0
0
1

1

0
0

!x= TT_L

RE REFSMMATSMNB

R = -IcM
R = - (8rr * fcvr)

Yes
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5.6. ?

)

ADDITIONAL RENDEZVOUS DFPI,AYS

During the final phases of rendezvoug the followlng
four routines may be call.ed by the estronaut for the purpose of
computlng and dicplcying apecial guentlties related to the ren-
dezvouB geometry.

5.6. ?. 1 Range, Range Rate, Theta Digplay

Routine R-31 may be called upon to compute and diE-
play the range and range rate between the two vehicles and an

angle 0 shown in Fig. 6.?-1.

The angle 0 represents t}te angle between the CSM

X-body axis and the local horizontal plane. It ie defined in a
manner completely analogous to the deflnition of E in Section
5.4.2.!. Theta, trherefore, can heve valueg between 0 end 3600.

!cstr

L llo$zoNTAL

Figure 6. ?- 1 Definition of Ttreta

The equatlons used to compute the dleplay parametere

for R-31 are given below,

E=rl-rc
3P = UNfr (n)

ANGE'|E] (6. ?.1)

RANGE RATE - (:L - Ig) . u" (6. ?.2)

To compute 0 the followtng vector ls defined

?

I
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ENTEF,

Yes

Ycs

No

Figurc 8. ?-2 Ren3e, Rrnge Rate, 0

Yes

outlne
PhDctary Inertial

LM 6tete updeted
t ullng

Upd.tr LM.t tc
to t u.tng Plrnctrr?
lncrtirl Routinc

Extrrpoletc CSM
b8s. rt8te to t
uBlng Co.sting
lntrgratton Routine

Extr.polrtc LM ba.!
atrtc to t ultng
Co..ttng IntGarrtton
Routlnc

t . ptptime

atorad braccsM
.trtca to t ustng
Kcplcr Subroullnc
(Scctioa 3.5, 5)

t . pret.nt

Compute R, 0

Srve LM
rtatc ln bale loc.tlon

Seve LM & CSM
statcs in bale locatlon

Routine

Extrapol.tc LM
pcrm.nlnt state vector
to t urlng Coarttng

LM state updeted
to t uding
Planetary Ineltial
Routine

Updatc LM
PCrmrncnt Btete
vector to t
uslng Planetary
Incrtiel Routine
(Section 5.5,2 I

ExttrFolrtc cSM
pcrmanent atate rrcctor
to t uslnS coartlng
lntBgr.tlon Routine
(Section 5. 2. 2 )

Yeg

Yee

t
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Tg; = [RETSMIVIATJ lNBsMl

I
0

0

where NBSM and REFSMMAT ere deflned in Seetlon 5.6. 3 and

g1 ts a unlt vector al.ong the X-body axls expreseed ln baelc re-
ference coordlnates. The angle 0 is then found 4s followg:

g= UNITegX-g)

up=uNrr[-.(frts)"]

a
a

g = cos-1 [ux.gp SGN (gp. gXIdl (6. ?.3)

IfgX.IC<0i0=2r-0

The three dlsplays of R-31 are automatlcally updated

until R-31 ls termlnated by the aetronaut. The loglc flow requlred
to accompllgh this update ls shown in Flg. 6,7-2,

5.6. ?.2 Range, Range Rate, Pht Dtsp-lay

Routine R-34 may be initi;ated by the'astronaut to
dteplay the computed range and range rete between the two

vehlcles es well as an angle C thown ln Fig. 6. ?'3.

STT LOS

Flgure 6.?-3 Deflnltlon of Phl

I.oCAL

lcsm

6

?
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The angle d represents the angle between the SXT line
of sight and the local horizontal plane. It is determined in the
same way as I in Eq. (6. ?. 3) except that

gx = [ REFSMMAT]r t NRSMJ u*"

where u.*t is the sextant line of sight in navigation base coordinates
as given in Secfion b.6.3. 1.2.

The three displays of R-34 are automatically updated
in a manner similar to the R-31 update.

5. 6. 7. 3 Final Attitude Display

Routj.ne R-63 may be used to compute and display the
gimbal angles required to point the CSM X-axis or the prefer-
red tracking axis defined in Section 5.2.5.1 at the LI.I. After
initiation of this routine the state vectors of both vehicles are
extrapolated to the present time plus one minute. Based on

these new state vectors the required gimbal angles are computed
and displayed.

There is no automatic display update. However, R-63
may easily be recycled to manually accomplish an update of the
display.

5.6. 7. 4 Out-of-Plane Rendezvous Display

Routine R-36 may be used during any phase of the
rendezvous sequence to provide information about the out-of-
plane geometry of either the CSM relative to the LNI orbital
plane (CSM option) or the LM relative to the CSII orbital plane
(LM option), depending on the option chosen. Three quantities
Y, i, and 0 are computed for a given time. The present time
of ignition is automaticalll'selected in the absence of a time
rletermined bv the astronaut. The first two, Y'and i', repre-
sent the out-of-plane position and velocitv in some sense. The
third display,'l), is thc angle between the line of sight and the
forward direction, measured in the local horizontal plane. It
is equivalent to the yaw angle on the FDAI ball, if the ball
were aligned to an inplane, local horizontal attitude and the
vehicle were rotatcd so that the forward axis (-\-axis on the
CSM) were pointed along the line of sight.

5.6-3?
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The exact defiroltion of Y, Y and p ie glven by the following

eet of equatlons.

For the CSM option:

IA.' IC'IR ' Ig, t" ' IL, JP = lL

For the LM option:

IA = Il, Il = IL'IP = IC'IP = fc

where 11 and Ig are the posi.tion and veloclty vectorg of the LM

and rg, vg the position and velocity vectors of the CSM.

If I.Ie <0,0 . 2r ' V

u = UNIT (Jp x gr)

Y = r^ . u
-lI

n: v^. u
-A

gF = UNIT [(Ia x yA) x IA]

3R = uNI" (IA)

LOS=Ip-Ie

Ilos = UNIT [L s - (Lgs 'In) gn]

tlt = COS- t,grgr . g-)

N:5osxI=

(6. ?. 1)

(6.7 .z',)

(6. ?. 3)

(6. ?.4)

(6. ?. 5)
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5.6.8 AUTOMATIC OPTICS DESIGNATE NOUTINE

5.6.8.1 General

This routine is used during alignment and navigation pro-
cedures to automatically point the optics in the direction of a speci-
fied tracking target to aid the astronaut in the acquisition of the
target. The four target modes available in this routine are as followp:

1) Star mode

2) LM mode

3) Landmark mode

4) Advanced ground track mode

The calculations and positioning commands in this routine
are repeated approximately every two seconds provided the optics
mode switch is set to CMC.

The routine consists of two subroutines, Line-of-Sight and
Command. Let t be the time (GET) at the beginning of a cycle and

let

t = t * 6t (6.8. 1)
6

where 6 t is a lead term to compensate for system lags. During tJ:e

first part of the cycle the deeired line-of-sight vector at time t.r
ILOS, is computed. The Command Subroutlne ttren computes updated
valuee of the desired optics anglee from tfie deglred line-of-alght
vector, g1,6, and the current vehicle attihrde. The entire procedure
is then repeated. A basic CMC routine drives the optics to the
orlentation indicated by the deeired angleg.
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5. 6. 8.2 Line-of-Sifht Subroutine

5. 6. 8.2.1 Stu Mode

Thie mode is used during IMU alignment procedures to
point the optics in the direction of a specified star. The desired
line-of-sight vector, gl*, is the epecified unit etar vector etored
in the CMCTEbd-memoin Tluring the Cielunar Midcourse
Navigation Program (P-23) the optics mey be directed along
Iines-of-sight for stars and celestial bodiee whose unit position
vectors have been input via N88.

5. 6. 8.2.2 LM Mode

This mode is used during LM tracking phases to point the
optica ln the direetion of the -LM. The Kepler Su-broujine (Seetion

5. 5. 5) is used to compute IC "rtd 
rl, the eetimated conic position

vectorg of the CSM and the LM, reepectivcln at time tO. Ttren,

the deeired line-of-eight vector le given by

9r,C = IJNIT (h. - k) (6.8. 2)

5.6. 8.2.3 Landmark Mode

This mode is used durtng thc orbit navlgation phase to
point the opties ln the direction of a landmark specified eithcr by
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code number for a landing site, or by latitude, longitude, alti-
tude for a landmark whose coordinates are not stored in the CMC
memory. The Kepler Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 5) is used to compute

1a, the estimated conic position vector of the CSM at time tU .

Then, r p, the estimated position of the landmark at time tu is
computed by means of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (Section
5.5.3). Finally, the desired line-of-sight is given by

3r,OS = UNIT (tl - tC) (6. 8. 3)

5.6.8.2.4 Advanced Ground Track Mode

This mode is used during the lunar-orbit navigation phase
to aid in the surveillance, selection and tracking of possible landing
sites by driving the optics to the direction of a point on the ground
track of the CSM at a time slightly more than a specified number of
orbital revolutions from current time. Let the specified revoluti.on
number be N, and assume that N is no greater than four.

Let 1" be the estimated CSM position vector at time t
The local vertical vector, lLV, "t time t is gir.en by

rr.V=-UNIT(1) (6. 8. 4)

The desired line-of-sight vector, glOS,i" determined such that the
angle between the vectors glOS *d glV is approximately 600. Thus,
the astronaut can survey the advanced ground track of the CSM,and
select a landing site over which the CSM will pass in N orbital revo-
Iutions plus about 112 (5 - N) minutes. After the astronaut selects
the landing site, he switches the optics mode to MANUAL in order to
obtain navigation data as described in Section 5.2.4. L.

o
a

O
a
a
o
o
a
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The value of the angle between the vector" gf,OS *d It Vis chosen to be 600 iu.order to ensure that the aetronaut wil have
sufficient timc to c.lllat fDr telrctod trnding sitc in the field of view
of the optical instnrment before the first navigation sighting should
be made. After about one minute of manual tracking, the angle be-
tween the line-of-sight to the selected landing site and the curent
local vertical direction (not the vector \y) wi[ be approximately
45o. At this time it is desirable for aciurate tracking conditions
to have been attained, and for the MARK button to be pressed. Further
navigation sightings of the landing site should then be made at about
one minute intervals. The data obtained are processed by the Orbit
Navigation Routine (Section 5.2. 4r.

The desired line-of-sight vector, ILOS, is computed by
first rotating the loca1 vertical vector about the polar axis of
the moon to account for lunar rotation, and then rotating the
resuJ.ting vector about the normal to the csM orbital, plane to attain
the desired 600 angle. The computation sequence is as follows:

Call the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5. b. b) to de-
termine 1a and rra, the estimated CSM conic
position and velocity vectors at time t.

Let

9r,OS= -UNIT(k) (6. 8. 5)

Call the Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine
to transform the lunar polar vector (0, 0, 1) to the
Basic Reference Coordinate System, obtaining the
first rotation vector 9".
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Let the first rotation angle A be

A=A N (6.8. 6)M

where A* is the angle through which the moon ro-
tates in ene nominal lunar-orbital period.

Rolate the vector h.OS about u* through the angle
Abv

9lm = (1 - cos A) (9n' *r,Os) 9n
(6. 8. 7)

* 9r,os cos A * gn X glos sin A

Compute the second rotation vector from

3R = UNIT (yc x 1) (6.8. 8)

Let the second rotation angle be

7t
(6. 8. e)d= -A5

Compute the final desired line-of-sight vector
by repeating Eq. (6.8.7)

9los

()
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5.6.8.3 Command Subroutine

In this eubroutine the llne-of-aight vector, gL6, i"
transformed to stable member coordinates by means of

€srvr fnn rsrurrl,rer] rr,os (6.8.10)

The desired optics trunnion (preclslon) and ghaft angles, TA

and SA, respectlvely, are computed as degcribed in Section

5.6. 3. 1. 3.
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5.6. 10 ORBITAL PARAMETER DXSPLAY COMPUTATIONS

Thig section preserfis the CMC computations required

for the display of varlous orbital parameters in the following

routines and programs:
a) TheOrbitalFarameterDisptrayRoutine R-30, which

is callable by the astronaut via an extended verb.

b) The Splash Error Computatlon Subroutine DELRSPL

which is automatically called by R-30 when either the Earth

orbital Injection Monitor Program P-11 or the CMC Idling Program

P-00 is running.

c) The Entry Preparation Program P-61 which

provides displays to initialize the EMS.

d) The CM/SM-separation-and Pre'Entry-Maneuver
Program ( P62 ) Display of the IMU Gimbal Angles.

5.6-45
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5. 6. 10. 1 The Orbital Parameter Display Routine R,-30

The Orbit Parameter Display Routine R-30 may be

called by the astronaut via an extended verb in order to compute
and dieplay certain orbltal parameterg defined belon'. This
dl.splay will be automatically updated only when Average G is
running. Also the option to select the vehicle for which these
orbit parameters are to be displayed and the time of the state
vector to be used for these calculatione wlll only be available
when Average G is not rururfurg.

In the normal caee the apocenter altltude, pericenter
altitude and the tlme from a refetencc eltitude (3OO,0OO ft. for
Earth orblt, 35,000 for Lunar orblt) ls dlsplayed. E the chosen
orblt does not intercept thls altltude, the thlrd dlsplay ts -59859.
Under certain clrcumgtancee expl,alned ln Sectlon 4 an addltional
dieplay of time from pericerder may aleo be requeatcd by thc
astronaut. The details of each optlon end aceepteble astronaut
responses are diecugecd ln Sectlon 4.

The computatlonal logic and equatlons used ln R-30
are shown in Ftgi 6'. 10-1. j Thc following te a llst
of important parameter definltlons whlch epply to these flgures.

: State vcctor of the sclectcd vchlclc

pc : prtmary body destgnrtor { n:*
h" : Apocerdcr altttude
t, : Perlcenter altltudc
rlp : Earth lrunch ped radlus

"t.S : Luner tmdtrry sttc rrdtur
tff : Timc trom a rdcrcrrce dtliude
tpgn : Tlmc from perlccnter

SPLERROR : See Secttsn 6. 6. fO.2

]

r

v
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The TFF Subror:tines, TFFCONIC, TFFRP/RA,
CALCTpER,and CALCTFF, which are called by R-30 to do the
mathematical computations, are described in Section 5.6. 10. 4.

The Splash Error Compntation Subroutine DELRSPL
which is also calledby R-30 if P-11or P-00 is running is described in
Section 5.6. 10.2.

It shouLd be noted that R-30 and DELRSPL use the
standard valraes of the gravitational constants. This is in
contradistinction to the "adjusted" values used in the TFF
subroutines for the computations involved in the P-61
displays, which are used for near earth trajectories.

It should be noted that the transfer times when

displayed on the DSKY are the negative of the calculated values,

as in count-down. In the event that the present position lies
between perigee and terminal radius, a positive time representing
time since terminal point is displayed. When perigee is passed,

negative time to terminal radius is displayed once again.

However, for outbound hyperbolas or parabolas, positive time
since terminal point is displayed.

a
a
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No
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obtain

-R)>_

Rtr +r

= 9999.9 =r -rL'- tL) > 9999.9
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CaIl TFFCONIC Subroutine
Uelng r, v, G obtaln r, d, P, ht, vt2
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r
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Gon

=
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off On

es

Yes

Figure 6, 10-1 Orbital Farameter Display Routine
(page 2 of,2 )

The values of ttt and tppR as displayed ontheDsKy arefirst corrected
for delay due to computation and then are actually made to "count down,'
every second, i. e. the DSKy dtsplays are automaticalry updated once a
second, but only if Average -G is not on. This is not shown erpltiily in
the above figure.

* o
a

o
O

Note:

*These bLocks are indicative of use of routine. For complete

specification of DSKY interface, see Section 4 of GSOP.

RETURN

Display
ht' hp' tff SPLERROR, hp, tff

Display
tpnn

operation of
R -30

ln
asNas N32E

R-3
ratlon

tll

Obtain SPLERROR Sec .10.2

,, v'2,t, R,

^F tx, LATY
using trrLDELRSPCa11

verageG
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5.6.I0.2 The Sptash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSpL
l

The Splash Emor Computation Subroutine DELRSpI- is
automatlcelly called by the orbital Parameter Display Routine R-go if
(and only if) the Earth orbital Injection Monitor program p-ll or p-00 is
running.

DELRSPL provides an approximate indication of landi.ng point
miss distance, SPLERROR. The error is computed as the,difference
between an approximation to the range to be covered and the range to thi
predicted target point. This assumes that all range components lie in the
same plane. The range to the predicted target point is the distance
between the present position and the target, as specified by the target
coordinates and an estimate of the time of impact. The ftight time is the
sum of the conic free-fall time to 300,000 ft altitude and an estimate of the
entry duration. The approximate range to be covered is the sum of the
conic free-fall range to 300,000 ft attitude and an estimate of the entry
range. However, if the conic path from the present position does not
intercept t}te 300,000 ft altitude, or the vehiclef s present location has
already passed below the intercept altitude, then the miss distance is
defined and displayed as minus the range to the target. In both cases, the
sign convention is: negative ranges correspond to undershooting the target.

DELRSPL uses the VGAMCALC and TFF/TRIG Sdbroutines
which are described in Section 5. 6.10.4. It also uses one of the
Latitude-Longitude Subroutines described in Section 5.5.3 for converting
a known latitude and lbngitude irnto a position vector. Further DELRSPL
uses the empirical formulas for the entry range and entry time given by
the AUGEKUGEL Subroutine.

The coefficient 343?.?468 which is used twice in the DELR.SPL
calculations is a conversion factor of the reentry calculations, and is
defined in Section 5. ? of this GSOP. (It is called "ATK" in that section. )

The parameters LATSpl, and LONGS'L are the geodetic
latitude and longitude of the splash point. These quantities are either
pad loaded, uplinked, or entered via the DSKyby the astronaut.

It ehould be noted that the Earth Orbital Insertion Monitor
Program P-u hae automatic displays, which are not associated with
R-30 or DELRSPL. These are described in Earth orbitat Ineertion
Monitor Program Section (5.3.5. 6).
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RANGE = ARCCOS (cos 0) 3437.7468+ dE
m.

Obtain
cos 9. sin 0

CAII TFF'/TRIG
r, rn' X, Y

oE' tt
Obtain

CaIl AUGEKUGEL
t.E' ?E

RANGE = 0

tir= o

tE=o

EE'v ^l

Calt VGAMCALC
,_

t, Yt', r.'- hl, Vg

es (Does not intercept

tir = ttr ttt<otft- ( +1)cs^28

t,, ", ,- ur2, fh, hr, tf,il x, y, LONGSPLSPL'I,AT

No Yes No

Figure 6.10-2 Splash Elmor Computation Subroutine
(page 1 of 2)

(Gone past
300,000 ft
altitude )
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Return SPLERROR

SPLERROR = - ARCCOS (gSpl. 1/r) 3437. ?468 + RANGE

Obtain

]bpr,

Call LALCT:fORV,
HTspu LONGSPU ALT, T

T = (State Vector Time) - tlf + tE

ALT=0

Figure 6. 10-2 Sp1ash Error Computation Subroutine
(page 2 of 2l
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AUGEKUGEL

Yes No
^le

Qe

No

No

No

Yes No

Figure 6.10-3 Empirical Relations for Entry Range & Entry Time

V

T

- fps

- deg

-nm
- sec

RETURNge, Te

r866&pe
T=

e
T

.D'e
e3

<2
e

(l,2*NM)e ofI mrnlm

K2 = 2.4 + . 000285(Ve - 32000)K2 = 1 -. 00105(28000 - Ve)

K2 = -3.2 - .00L222(24OOO - Vu) < 28400
e

Yes

< 24000
e

- 2400K

Kt = 2400 +,443(28000 - Vu)

K, = 5500 < 28000
e

Yes

i 21000
eV

e'START V ev

I
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5. 6. 10. 3 The Entry Preparatlon Program (P-61)

Displays

The following display computations are made in
Program P-61: .

GMAX

VPRED

GAMMAEI

Maximum predicted deceleration
for entry at the nominal ro11 angle
(L/D=0.3).
Predicted inertial velocity at an

altitude of 400,000 feet.
Predicted flight path angle between

the inertial velocity vector and the
local horizontal at an altitude of

400,000 feet.

The altitude of 400,000 feet is referenced to the Fischer ellipsoid,
and a two step iteration is made to calculate this radial length.

The following three display parameters are required
to initlalize the Entry Monitor System, EMS:

RTGO. : Range-to-go from the EMS altitude
to the predicted splash point.

VIO : Predicted inertial velocity at the
EMS altitude.

TTE : Time to go from the current time to the
EMS altitude (negative and decreasing).
TTE is decremented every two seconds

until 0.05 g is Eensed.

Tbe EMS altitude is measured above ttre Fischer ellipsoid and is
stored in erasable memory during the pre-launch erasable load.

CEMSALT)
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The principal computation required for these display
parameters is the conic calculation of time to a radius of specified
length. The intersection of a conic with an altitude above the
Fischer ellipsoid is a two step iteration. An initial calculation
is made using a guess of the radius length. The latitude of the
conic with this assumed length is then used to calculate the radius
of the Fischer ellipsoid. This is then used to calculate a second
radial length, and display quantities are referred to this second
radius. Additional iterations are not required to achieve the
necessary display accuracy.

The computation logic for the P-61 displays is
presented in Fig. 6. 10-4. These computations use the TFF
Subroutines which are described in Section 5. 6.10.4.

The earth gravitation constant used in these calculations
may be increased to recognize missions under consideration that are
confined to low inclination angles from the equator wbere oblate earth
effects can be significant. 't rhe drag loss in reaching the EMS point
(0.05G) is also approximated for these display computations.

Besides the TFF Subroutine symbols (whieh are
defined in Section 5.6. 10.4), and the symbols which are defined
above, the following additional symbols are used in Fig.6. l0-4:

THETA The angle between the present position
and the initial target vector at the nominal
time of arrival. (This is a reentry vari.able-
See Section 5.7).
Time of flight constant = 1000

State vector of the vehicle at the present time

ffier the spherical earth gravitational constant or
the adjusted constant is used depends on the value of the pad loaded
EMS altitude.

KTETA 1

o
t

,)

t
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"G

p1

PE

first guess of the terminal radius

= rpAD + 284' 643 feet

= 2!, !94,545 feet

(since tpAD = 6,373, 338 m = 20,909, 902 ft)

Gravitational constant used with an

adjueted value that is O.L27o greater
than the standard value of the

gravitatlonal constant, used if and.

only if the EMS altitude is less than

a certain value.

Gravitational constant for spherical
earth.
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(See Fig. 7,o 4 o
o

a
a
o
a

o
o
o
o
o
a
o
o

No
Spherical
Earth

Figure 6. 10-4 Display Calculations for P-61
(page 1 of 3)

Near
Earth

o
a
o
o
o
o
o
a

Resume r- u .!', -rn

Call FISHCALC, r, v, hr,cos 0, sin 0

Resume cos 0, sin 0

call TFF/TRIG, r, rT X' Y

TTE = - tru,

X,YResume -1 
",

CalI CALCTFF, r* r, l, I, o, ^q

rT = rF + (EMS altitude)

Resume rF

Call FISHCALC, r, v, h', cosg, sinO

Resume cos0, sin0

Catl TFF/TRIG, r, rG, X, Y

Resume t, X, Y

CaIi CALCTFF, rO, r, !, y., a, p, E

Resume t, e, p, h', (vtr2, h'

CaII TFFCONIC, \, y, ^Q

!! = L.00L211Fr= FE

Yes

Is EMS altitude -290000 POS?

Resume URTO, UtR, FIN, URT

CaII Entry Initialization

i

t
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a
a
a
a
a
o

a
a

o
a

a
a

Yes

No

Figure 6.10-4 Dieplay Calculations for P-61
(page 2 of B)

GMAX = 0MAX<

VBAR = (vT - 36,000)/20,000 (in feet/sec.)

c MAx = L 
z[?r -0. o5 -2.1 v"o*2; + ro

l+4.9 VBAR

Regume rT, TT

Call VGAMCALC, !, vt2, rT, ht, {4

"T = tF + 300,000 feet

VIO = rT - 1, 510,000/(vrZ1)

Resume vT, 7T

Calt VGAMCALC, P, (v'12, 
"T, h' , J-F1

RTGO . 3437.7468 THETA
(n. m. )

CYCLES = 2

tt"l *KTETA1 THETA)
+ UTR ( cos WT-1 ) + RTE sin WT

THETA = "o"-1 tdnr . I"n)
CYCLES=CYCLES+1

WT=WIE(
3g
URT = UR?o

-1THETA=cos.(URT ), cycl.Es' ou
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Return TTE, VIO, RTGO, G MA)<, VPRED, GAMMAEI
for display

GAMMAEI = -? T

Resume VPRED, ,y,

Call VGAMCALC,
,-

t, Yto, r", hl, {lr,

rT = rF + 400, 000 feet

Resume rF

Call FISHCALC, r, v, hr, cos d, sin 0

Resume cos 0, sin 0

Cal1 TFF/TRIG, r, rT, X, y

Resume t, X, Y

CalI CALCTFF, rT, r, 1, I, c, p, q

"T = "F 
+ 400,000 feet

O
a
o

o
a
a
o
a
a

Figure 6. 10-4 Display Cal.ctrlations for p-61
(page 3 of 3)
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5. 6. 10.4 The TFF Subroutines

The TFF Subroutines are used to calculate various
conic parameters, such as the semi-latus rectum, the semi-
major axis, apocenter and pericenter radii, the transfer time
from an initial or preeent posltion to specified terminal radii
(which may include apocenter and pericenter), the transfer
angl.e of such transfers, and the velocity magnitude and fl.ight-
path angl.e at the terminal posltion.

It should be noted that.the transfer times when

displ.ayed on the DSKY are the negative of the calculated values,
as in count-down In the event that the present position lies
between perigee and terminal radius, a positive time representing
time eince terminal point is dlsplayed. When perigee is passed,

negatirre time to terminal radius is displayed once again"

However, for outbound hyperboles or parabolas, positive time
since terminal point is displayed.
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The TFFCONIC Subroutine (Fig. 6. 10- 5 ) calculates
various conic parameters and stores them forshort-term use.
It also computes other intermediate quantities to avoid duplication
by following subroutines.

The TFFRP/RA Subroutine (Fig. 6. 10- 6 ) calculates
pericenter and apocenter radii for the general conic. For
hyperbolic or parabolic orbits, or for those elliptic orbits where
the apocenter radius exceeds the scaling, r" is set equal to
raMAX, which corresponds to the largeqt number expressible
in the double precision CMC word-

The GALCTFF/CALCTPER Subroutine (rig. 0.10-? )

calculates the time of free-fall to a given radius or to pericenter
depending on the entry point to the subroutine. The subroutine
also calculates the quantity Y required by the TFF/TRIG routine
in its computation of the transfer angle. In the event that the
terminal radius does not lie on the present conic, t is set to
the largest time expressible in double precision, 228 - t
centiseconds, as a fLag. After TFFCONIC has been caIled,
CALCTFF/CRI CtpER may be called as desired with different
terminal radii to obtain the various times of free fall to these
radii for the same conic.

The TFF/TRIG Subroutine (Fig. 6.10- 8 ) calculates
the sine and cosine of the transfer angle I from the initial
position vector to the terminal position vector. The computation
of the intermediate parameter Y is done during the appropriate
branch in CALCTFF/CALCTPER and saved temporarily. Thus
the caller of TFF/TRIG may make only one call for each call
tO CALCTFF/CALCTPER.
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FISHCALC Subroutine (Fig. 6. 10- 9 ) calculates

the sine of the geocentric latitude of the terminal position

vector, and then calLs the Fischer Ellipsoid Radius Routine

(part of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutines of Section 5.5. 3)

to obtain the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid, using Eq. (5. 3. 1)

of Chapter 5.

VGAMCALC Subroutine (rig. 0. 10-10) calculates

the velocity magnitude at the terminal position and the flight-path
angle relatlve to the local horizontal at the terminal position.

The user of the subroutine must supply the proper sign to the

flight-path angle.
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Nomenclature of the TFF Subroutines:

rorr^

IorIo
p

p

e

rp

r
a

th

1E

sr""

0

tF

t

?tMAx

)
Present or initial state vector

: Gravitationalconstant

: Reciprocal of the semi-major axis of
conic (negative for hyperbolas )

: Semi-latus rectum of conic

: Eccentricity of conic

: Pericenter radius

: Apocenter radius

; Terminal position radius

: Velocity magnitude at terminal position

: Flight-path angle relative to local
horizontal at the terminal position

: Switch set to 0 or 1 according to
whether the transfer time is calculated
to the terminal position radius (CALCTFF)
or to the pericenter (CALCTPER)

: Transfer angle

: Radius of Fisher ellipsoid along the

terminal position unit vector

: Conic transfer time from the present or
initial position to the terminal position
(CALCTFF) or to pericenter (CAI-CTPER)

: The largest apocenter radius expressible
in the double precision CMC word at the
relevant scaling.

a

th
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Return !, c, p, h', (v'12, h'

= hf. hl

=6
= rt' Yt

= ? - 1yt'y2

= vl'6
= lrl

a

r
y.t

hr

p

hr

(v')2

= IXI'

r, -l! 6

Figure 6.10- 6 TFFCONIC Subroutine
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r)

EITTER

No

No

Figure 6.10-8 TFFRP/RA Subroutine

(

r
aReturn rr,

MAXaeYes

<r

r"=(1+ella

a=0

a) 0

r = p/(1+ e)

e = ^{iardFl

atP
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Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes (Inbound)

(force pericenter
calculation) *

{1
r.
-{l

("' ,t;
(Ortbound) No

Yes o
(Highly circular, or
16 and r0 are peri-
center and
or vice-versa, or
other singularity)*

{€upplementary Information

Figure 6.10- 7 CALCTFF/CALCTPER Subroutine (page 1 of 2)

*

:lHyperbolic
parabolic traj

N=1 a>0

Yes

Yes

3

-Qo
D=C
|rJ =

"oo
+ QoQh

0h rN=r
P=

Qo = (Io. h)/
4Qh

,1,

c=-

not
intersect ter -
minal radius

0c
4

Cg=2 -rh a

C4="hCS-p

TFF -1FF-'

Call CALCTFF
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"0, %, y{, a, p, { ^6r
Call CALCTPER

to' jo'$'c' P'
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RETURNt,x,Y

t
-0

csec
- 1)t=(2

90

+tltr 2r
7372

Yes

'' =:[# + Qo - Qn aZ
1)(xt(x)

tt = zlro* 
"h 

- zz2r (xl!

rlz
Y
x

= D/N
= psgn (90 +

= Llq z' Z

toz = NID
y = pzlzl
x = qZ2

t

t

x3.
T- + ...

tt
r(x) = + -# . f

Yes

No

No

Yes

Figure 6. 10-7 CALCTFF / CALCTPER Subroutine
(page 2 of 2l
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ENTER

Figure 6.10- 8 TFF/TRIG Subroutine

Return cos 0, sin 0

cos 0 = ! - 2 lyl/tr rn (1 + x)l

sin 0 = sgn(Y) t - (cos g)2

r, rO, X, Y
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o

ENTER

Figure 6. 10- 9 FISHCALC Subroutine

uReturrr r

Resume r"
CalI GETERAD STNT,

= Unit vector of Earthrs North pole
directiorl left by Pad Load5tr

SINL=u.
-rn

u = UNIT (r)
-f ':-

uur = rtNIT (ht)
-:Il'

Irh = 9" cos 0+ X (-h')) sin 0

3, I h,, cos 0, sin 0

!,
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EI\I:fER

Figure 6. 10-10 VGAMCALC Subroutine

vtt' 7E

(yr)2+ 2(t-rn)/(rrn)

?E = ARCCC (ht/rn vtn)

vn=Gvto

ttth =

t 6"h'
hr(vt)2,
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5. 6. 10. 5 Equations Used inCalculatinq the Conic Time of
Flight

The time of fLight along any conic trajectory
proceeding from an arbitrary radius fr itt the direction of
velocity go to a radius of specified length rn is provided by

Keplerrs equation. The following formul.ation, while not
quite universaL, is explicit and direct. With a single equation,
time of flight can be calculated for conic paths that are
hyperbolic or parabolic and for those elliptic paths having

IAE | < 90o. An alternate equation is needed for the elliptic
paths having lAEl > 9Oo. Highly circular orbits are excluded
by the constraint of length for the terminal radius. I: the
absence of a vector direction, highly circular cases are not
treated.

The two conic parameters that appear in the time
of flight equations are given by:

Angular momentum: E=lxro
H.Hp=: -

p
Semi-Iatus rectum: (6. 10. 1)

reciprocal semi-major
axis:

2
Q=-' to

5.fo
T

The equation for reciprocal semi-major axis a has the usual
sign convention: a is negative for hyperbolic orbits, zero for
parabolic orbits, and positive for elliptic orbits.
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Two lntermediate quantlties, glven ln two useful

equivalent forme, are:

Qo = s8n (io) to 2-ar -p = h ' :o/fr

Qn = sen (in)
"h

-o"h -D = f.'-n . .'h/6

(6. 10. 2)

(6. 10. 3)

(6. 10.4a)

(6. 10.4b)

It is these quantities that exclude highJ.y circular orbits, slnce

being proportional to radial velocity they become uselessly

small.For TFF appticatlon to reentry, 5 is on the returning

side, so the sign of i* is chosen as negative. Excepting

ellipses for which tant 3 9Oo, the conic time of flight is

given by

t = (zl^,:-il(ro + rh - 2 22 T (x))

where Z ts llrre obtained by one of the followlng:

if QO and Q5 have oPPosite signs:

Z = (e6- eO)/(2 - a (rO + rn))

if QO and Q6 have like signs:

z= lrh- ro)/(e6+eo)

and where lf

o22<L,o

then

X= aZ
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For those elliptic cases having lAEl > 9Oo,

then

a22>t,o

and

x= tliu, z2l

The conic time of flight is given by

(6.10.5b)

2 (xT (x) (6.10.6)
aZ

f=

The function T (X) is defined by the series

ffi (t -en+qo+

r(X)=+-+.+-+ +...

ltr - arctan (ff) if 0<x< 1

X\E (6.10.7)

^E - arctanh 1^,/T ) ifx<0
X\E

The equations ( 6. f0. 4 ) are equivalent, except that each has

a point of indeterminancy. The selection used in Eq. .(6. 10. 4 ) excludes
the indeterrninant point of each from the tegion of application. The
geometric significance of opposite signs for the Q's is that rO and 1,
Iie on opposite sides of the conic axis of symmetry. For like signs,
the radii lie on the same side. In application to spacecraft landing,
in is negative and Eq. ( 4a ) applies to outbound trajectories while Eq. ( ab )

to inbound ones.
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The cholce of Eq. (6.10.3) or Eq. (6.10.6) depends

on whether aZ2 Is less than or greater than one. Since both

Eq. (6. 10. 3) and Eq. (6. 10.6) reduce to the same form when

X = 1.0, the dlvlslon made above ls arbitrary. Equation (6. 10. 3)

gives both positive and negative valueg, indicating time to

terminal point, and time since terminal point passage. A

positive value, time to termlnal point, is always provided

for the ell.ipse by replacing negatlve t by Ar lffi + t,

Equation (6. 10.6) yields posltive values only.

The time of flight equations are exact and lnlrolve

approximations only to the exter$ that the functlon T (X) ts

represented by a polynomial. Furthermore, Eq. (6. 10. 3) ts
continuous as the conic changes from hyperbolic to elliptic.
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5.6. 10.6 The CM/ SM - Separation - and - pre-Entry - Maneuver
Program (P-02 ) Display of the IMU Gimbal Angles

In the CM/ SM - Separation - and - pre-Entry - Maneuver
Program ( P:62 ), the IMU Gimbal Angles comesponding to the
entry attitude at the present time are calculated and displayed.

The calculations are shown in Figure 6. 10-11 . The
following nomenclature is used:

KIffE Equatorial Earth Rate = 1546. ?0168 ft/sec. (this
is a reentry constant - See Section b. ? ).

Unit vector of Earthrs North pole direction, left by
pad load.

The trajectory triad computed each two seconds
in reference coordinates by CM/ POSE (part of
the DAP calculations ).

Desired body triad for trimmed fiight with respect
to the relative velocity vector, using roll command
and trim angle of attack.

Outer Gimbal Angle - Roll

Inner Gimbal Angle - Pitch

Middle Gimbal Angle - Yaw

Commanded Roll Angle

Hypersonic Trim Angle of Attack for CM, stored in
erasable memory during the prelaunch memory loacl.

uxA
UYA
uzA

uxD
UYD

yzD

OGA

IGA

MGA

ROLLC

ot

l
)

o
o
o
o
o
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o
o
o
a
a

ENTER

where:

UXA = - UNIT (Y+KWE (UNIT (9.) X 5))
U YA = - UNIT (U xA x UNIT'({)

9ze=(Ul(AXUYA)

Figure 6. 1o-1r El*tS:'*ff i:*#$Tl,!i"0"

Resume OGA, IGA, MGA

Call CALCGA

Store REFSMMAT in
xsM, YsM, zsM

g
g
gz

Y
x XD

YD
ZD

NB
NB
NB

gYD = !YA cor (ROLLC) + U ZA sin (ROLLC)

g xD = UlSt (gTD X U r(A) sin a*

+ gXA cos a,

lZP=UXDXUYD
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5.6. 11 LGC INITIALIZATION

The LGC initialization procedure prior to LM sepa-

ration is a manual operation which does not involve a numbered

CMC program. After the LGC is activated the first requirement
is to synchronize the LGC clock with that of the CMC. This is
a count-down and mark procedure described in R-33, CMC/LGC
Clock Synchronization Routine of Section 4, to obtain an average
clock difference which is then used to increment the LGC clock.
The CMC and LGC clock synchronization can also be checked by
the Mission Ground Control Center using telemetry down-li.nk
data, which can provide a more precise difference to increment
the LGC clock.

Next, the following parameters are voice-linked from
the CSM or uplinked from the earth to the LM to be entered into
the LGC:

1) r^
2t]k
3) tc

a) lr,s

s) to

CSM position vector

CSM velocity vector

CSM state vector time

lunar landing site vector in
moon-fixed coordinates

time difference between zero GET
and July 1.0, 1969 universal time.

planet identifier

o
o

6) Pc

All of the above parameters are irr octal, and all are double
precision except item 5, tO, which is triple precision ancl item
6, PC, which is one bit. In the lunar landing mission the above

items I through 4 are normally determined by the CMC Orbit
Navigation Program P-22.
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5.6. 12 CMC IDLING PROGRAM

This program is used to maintain t}re CMC in a state of.readiness

for entry into any other program. While the idling program is in operation,

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.21 is used to;advance the

estimated CSM state vector (end the egtimated LM etate vector when the

LM is not on the surface of ttre moon) to approximately current time. This

procedure has the loweet priority of all progtams, and ie performed only

when no other program ig active. This periodic state vector extrapolation

is not necessary from a theoretical point of view, but does have two

practical purposes. First, it is advigable to maintain curren-t (or at least

nearly current) state vector eStimates in cage an emergency situation

arises. Second, a significant amount of computation time is transferred
from a period of high computer activity (navigation mea6urement proces-

sing, targeting, etc. ) to a period of low activity.

The state vectors of both vehicles are extrapolated even if the

vehicles are attached. There exists a special DSKY verb by means of which

the LM state vector is made equal to the CSM state vector. This verb is
used in conjunction with the LM/CSM separation maneuver in order to
properly initialize the LM state vector. The uge of this verb is followed

by astronaut selection of the Target AV Program (Section 5. 6. 14) to

incorporate the LM separation maneuver AV.

In order to uge'the Coaeting Integration Routine in an efficient
manner, the maximum value for t.Le integration time step. &*"*, iB

computed as deseribed in Section 5.2.2.5, The value of At-", is a

function of radial distance and variee from step to step. Let t" be the

time aseociated with the estimated CSM state vector and tt be the

current time. The estimated CSM state vector is extrapolated ahead when

tc + 4 Atrro ( 6. 12. r)t1 t
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Theintegrationis terminated when Atrrr"* is more tlrarr the integratir;,rr

time-to-go. In this manner no extra and smaller-than-maximum
integration time steps are perfnrrned, and thc perirsdic itrlegration
is acoomplished most efficiently.

The e$timated LM state vector (if applicablt:) is then ex-
trapolated to the CSM state vector time.

The error transition matrix W ( see Section it.2.2.41 is
extrapolated with the estimated CSM ( LM ) state vector: if ORBWFLAC
(RENDWFLG)indicates that the W matrix is valicl. ORBWFLAG is
defined in Sections 5.2.4.5 and 5.2.6.4, and REND\\'FLG in Section
5.2.5.2.

The logic for the periodic state vector extrapolation is
illustrated in Fig. 6.12-1. The variables D and V are indicators
which control the Coasting Integration Routine. The quantities x"
and x, are the estimated CSM and LM state vectors, respectively,
and x is a temporary state vector used for integration. Refer to
Section 5.2.2.6 for precise definitions of these items. The switch
SURFFLAG indicates whether or not the LM is on the surface of the
moon. This flag is set to one (zero) by means of a special DSKY verb by

the astronaut when he receives voice confirmation that the LNI has

landed on (lifted off from ) the lunar surface.

As shown in the figure, time synchronization of the trvo

state vectors is achieved and maintained by this program. The

purpose of the state vector synchronization is to guarantee correcl
W matrix extrapolation during rendezvous navigation.
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In order to perrnit correction of wrong erasable memory

parameters which have caused or conld cause an invalid and

excessively lengthy integration process to begin, there is an

emengency opecial DSKY verb to terminate or inhihit the coasting

Integration Routine. This special verb causes the following to occur:

1. If the Coasting Integration Routine is in operation, it
is terminated at the end of the current time step.

2. .The current program ie terminated.

3. The CMC ldling Program (P-00) is activated.

4. The P-00 state vector test is bypassed so that no state

vector integration test occursjuntil P-00 is reselected.

Note that this operation does not maintain state vector synchronization

and can, therefore, cause incomect w matrix extrapolation in

rende zvous navigation.
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No

=Q

Figure 6.12-l CMC Idling Program State Vector Extrapolation Logic Diagram

v
x

Extrapolate LM State Vector ( and W
D = 6 ) to time t- Using
Integration Routfne ( Sec. 5.2.2 )c

Matrix if

xx-
-t-

D=0D=6

tF=tc FLG =

to =I
=l

Extrapolate CSM State
Vector (andW Matrix
ifD=6)OneTime
Step to Time t * At*"*

FFLAG =<t+atmax

Comoute At.' maxD=0

D=6BWFLAG =

>t+4a

Compute At* Wait Ten Minutes

=t
1

Ic
1

ttr'

v
x

*except P-2?

lerro' Selection of New Progra

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Inhibit Selection of New Program*
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5.6. 13 IMU COMPENSATION

The IMU Compeneetion is designed to compensate for
PIPA bias and scale factor error and et the same time eccumulate

gyro torquing commands necessary to compensate for the as -

sociated bias and acceleration cauged gyro drifts. The correc'
tion to the PIPA's is

PIPAC = (1 + SFEI) PIPAI - BIASIAT

where

thPIPAC is the compensated data for the I PIPA
denoted PIPAXC, PIPAYC, PIPAZC

sFE=sF-sFnom
sFrro*

( erasable load)

SF = Scale-factor CM/Sec
Pulse

BIASI is the bias for tne Ith PIPA (anerasableload)

The compensated data ie then used to compute the

IRIG torquing necessary to cancel the NBD, ADIA, and ADSRA

gyro coefficients. The computationg are

XIRIG = -ADIAIK PIPAXC + ADSRAX PIPAYC - NBDX At

YIRIG . -ADIAY PIPAYC + ADSRAY PIPAZC - NBDY At

Z;URIIG = 'ADIAZ P|IPAZC - ADSRAZ PIPAYC +NBDZ At

terE ttefsgable loadtr refers to data entered into CMC erasable
Bemot1r just prior to leuach.
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where

XI&IG, fiRIG, ZIRIG are Srrodriftcompensation

NBDX, NBDY; NBDZ are grrobiasdrifts (anerasableload)

ADSRAX, ADSRAY, ADSRAZaTe ryrodriftsdue to ac-
celeration in spin reference axis ( anerasable load )

ADIAX, ADIAY, ADIAZ are gyro drifts due to acceleration
in the input axis (an erasable load)

When the magnitude of any IRIG command exceeds two
pulses, the eommands are sent to the gyros.

During free-fall only the NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are
the relevant coefficients and the routine is so ordered that only
theee terms are calculated for the gyro compensation.
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5. 6. 14 TARGET AV PROGRAM

The purpose of the Target AV Program is to update

the estimated LM state vector i4 accqrdgnce ry.fth the maneuver

AV which iE voice-linked to the CSM from the LM and then en-

tered into the CMC as described i,ir Sectioh 5.2. 1. The logic for
thls program is shown tn Fig. 6.'14-1; In the figure, AV is the

maneuver velocity change expressed tn a LM local vertical coor-
dinate syetem and tOU ls the time o.f thc maneuver,
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Rectify LM State Vector
(Fig. 2,2-31Obtaining l,,con, ILcon, tL

Extrapolate LM State Vector to
CSM State Vector Time using
C oasting Integration Routine

u. = UNIT (v, X r- )
-1 '-LCOn -LCOn'

+AV

=-

Lz
T

t1 TT
90

T
h

b

rrxlz

T
= Ilcon

T
IL"o.t

( rr,"orr)

Rectify LM State Vector
. 2.2- 3) Obtaining llcon, Ilcon, tL

Pxtrapolate LM State Vector to
Time tOO, using Coasting Integration

Routine ( Section 5.2.2 |

Inhibit Rendezvous Navigation
Data Processing

START

EXIT

Fig. 6.14-1 Target AV Program

o
O

a
o
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5.6. 16 RMS POSITION AND VELOCITY ERROR DISIPI,AY

In order to provide the capability for agtronaut monitoring

of the G& N eystemrs estimate of state vector accuracy, there

existe a special DSKY verb which causes the RIVIS positlon and

velocity errors to be computed from the W matrix and to be

displayed. Based upon the valueg in thig display and the details

of the particular miasion, the astronaut will elect to stop the

navigation tJlat is in progrese, to resume or continue with the

current navigation procedure, or to reinitialize the W matrix
and continue navigating. The capability of eelecting the W'matrix
initialization parametere ie also included in this process.

The logic for the RMS poeition error (Ar**t) and

RMS velocity error (AtnnnS) dieplay is illustrated in Fig. 6.16-1.
The vectors w: are partitions of the W matrix as defined in
Eq. ( 2.2.261 of Section 5.2.2.4. The variables w"r, wr"rr w4 j.
w,v, wmr, and wmv are W matrix inittalization paramctcrel and

RENDWFLG and ORBWFLAG are the W matrix validity flags.
SeeSections 5.2. 5.2, 5.2.4.5, and 5.2.6.4 for further definitions

and urage of tfiese terang.
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lrigure 6. 16-1 RMS Position and Velocity Error Display Logic Diagram
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5.7 ENTRY GUIDANCE

The entry guidance is used for control of the CM entry
vehicle and is described by the logic flow charts in Fig. 7.0-1 thru
Fig. 7.0-16. A detailed description of the guidance and steering
concept is presented in MITIIL Report R-532, "Reentry Guidance
for Apollo, " R. Morth, January 1966.

Figure 7.0-1 illustrates the overall picture of opera-
tions during entry. Each block in Fig. 7.0-1 is described in
detail in following figures. Figure 7.0-2 defines the symbols
which represent computed variables stored in erasable memory.
The values and definitions of constants are given in Fig. 7.0-3.

The initialization routine shown in Fig. ?.0-4 is
entered only once at the start of entry. Besides setting the ap-
propriate variables to their initial values, this routine presets
the variable SELECTOR to INITROLL.

Every pass through the entry equations ( done once
every 2 seconds ) is begun with the section called navigation
(see Fig. 7.O-5) and is the same as that presented in Section
This integrates to determine the vehiclefs new position and velocity
vectors. This navigation routine is started prior to encountering
the entry interface at 400,000 feet altitude, arid is continuously
operated from that time to landing.

Next, the targeting section updates the desired landing
site position vector and computes some quantities based on the
vehiclers position and velocity and the position of the landing site.
(See Fig. 7.0-6).

a
o
a
a
a
o

o
o
o
o
o
a
a
a

o
o

o
o

o
o
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The mode selector chooses the next sequence of cal-
culations depending upon the phase of entry trajectory that is
currently being flown. The initial ro11 section maintains whatever
ro11 angle was previously selected in the initialization routine
and decides when to start the next phase, as shown in Fig. 7. O-7.

The next phase maintains a constant drag trajectory
while testing to see if it is time to enter the up-control phase.

The testing is presented in Figs. 7.0-B and 7.0-9. The constant
drag equations are given in Fig. 7.0-10. The other phases

(up-control, ballistic, and final) are listed in Figs. 7.0-11,
7.0-12, and ?.0-13. (See Fig. 7.0-1. ) The final phase is
accomplished by a stored reference trajectory with linear inter-
polation between the stored points. Its. characteristics as well
as the steering gains are stored as shown in Fig. 7.0-I4. The
routine that prevents excessive acceleration build-up (G-limiter )

is given in Fig. 7.0-15. Finally, the section that does the lateral
logic calculations and computes the commanded roll angle is
shown in Fig. 7.0-16.

The parameters computed for display purposes only
during the entry phase are presented in Section 5. 6. 10.

For descriptive material about the interaction of
Entry Guidance with the Entry DAP and with the mission control
programs P6 I - P67, see Section 3.
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AtEF
rr0d6
TDOITEF
Ot^ttGE/o RoOl . F2
DMiGE/O OIAG . Fl
rErPoMtY tocrrlol{ltrE oF titrtll rmcEl rTtitT
c3l rtrE tErrEEr rlr.tr rio ll

uratl I vEcTot

.uxtT r vEClOt

llEGlTtvE YCLOC|tY r€L TO'rtrosP

2

z

H rNhrB tf r-rfr€RAL SwtTcr{
trotcrrcs ovmslrool oF tme€t
rltAltvc vEloclTV 3rlrcr.
Ftxl! rxtsE Srtrcr.
Ir.otcrrcs llctrltoi li xuil€sT
tiotcrrEs rttr rolt arTtluoc sET
tiHtttl oo$rLtFr srlTcH tF rot 5
tiotcllc3 orrc cxcECDs .0t Gs

I
l+l
t+2
1.3
l+a
t+t

2700 llr
lot Fr3s
2too llr
vslT/.
2l600/evs ,lt/FPs
2700tco, u/FPss

t 2r. cExrtsEcI 2t C€llrts€c

2 YSAT

titltlt STrlE CAIFLTGS . StlT€ +5

920r CIT t
9tD, !lllo

I Crlt
I tr€/RTO
OIEATOI

UII IV

uxltr
-YtEL

sr trcHct

NoswtT(
eor:trst
ICLYILTI
E63L
Hli0
txtlsr
LAISr
.0tGsr

Golr€lv

tlOfl-ttriCH.tttllo{
i(n-cttxcx
l{ota-trr}aclt
l{Oi-lllxCH
iot-lllllCx

ET IIIICX
ll0ll-ttriCtr

tot
(11
t0t
t0t
lor
r0t
tlt
r0t

960r
97Dr
9'lOr

lO0D r
lOlDr
lO2Or

ltr 9
ttt c
llT 6
ttt t
tlT.
ttl 3

tiolcrTEs Gorc pASl tmc:l tSErt sclF-titltrltt6 ll2Dr llT a li SIITE + 7

a
a Figure 7.0-2b Computer Variables (cont)
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FnFv AtTlIrrOF. oilttlltleq tcr/ensqt

YrtlralE OGSCTIPTIOtt

.VR €L

rIT J IUI Y 
'L 

tIF

(.IL DI IVA

[q6rTlYF VELOCITv tEL lO llros.
Us€D F'rr lrYr iELOt IOOO FPS

ur{lT vFcTor rnlrD
. SrsFD Ox

THE IRAJ.EC.TORV.

urII vECIOn

FOoV Ttlro
FOr Ci.

? vsAt

2

2

2

2

2

e

2

llzl

t2

2

t2

tl?

t2

I

YI

tt6Y l2

Itt

rra2

Figure 7.O-Zc Computer Varlablee (cont) a
a
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otsgLrY oulLllTlEs

YlrtlELE oESCRlPrlOr

Gll X

V PR€O

0
VTAGI

Gll,lillE I

PREDTCTED l|l^IIt|lui EXTRY  CCEL
PrEDlCrE0 VELOCTTY ll rLlllu0E
4oo( Fl l80v€ FlscHER RlDlus.
PiEOtCIEO Glr.l{t 

^l 
lLTlruo€

4oo( Fl  !oYE FtscHEt R^olus.
oRlG lccELER^llox
T}{€RTIAL VELOCITY T GtlITUO€(VI I

rlxlr.ut YAIUC

163.t4 GS N 50
tzt il/cEillsec x 60

I REVOLUTIoN tl 60

I
O

805 FPSS
l2r filceilTlsEc

t1
68t

ta 64, lv
l'64rN

N 63,

^t 
63

N63

r{ 66, N 68, r.tlr ltr T{
N ,i6
N66

N68
dol
r{ 9l

u.4 N3l
rla7
{bf

tl

I OE I^
xRtlG€tt
oittt{GErR

RIOGO

vto

Tt€

LONG

IANGE ANGLE TO SPLASI{ FROi I REVOTUTIO||
EXSALI FT ABOVE FTSCHER RIOIUS. (T}I NII
irioicreo v€Loctty lr ^!ltluo€ 

t28 trlcEilTlsEc
ErsrLt Fr ASovE FTSCH€R Rlolus.
triE oF FRE€ FILL lo ALr B 26 C€llllsEc
E;SILT FT AiOV€ FISCHeR R^olUs.
nOLL Cottllltlo IROILCt I R€VOLUIIOII
CROSS-RIilGE €RROI lIATANG lta |al.l I REVOIUTION
ooii rence ErRor * t REvoLurloil
lPt€Oltlc - lHEllH ll{ Nl'l
lLltluo€ tllElRooTl 128 r/cEftlTls€c
eiti orrc LeYCI lo?l lo5 FPss
Extr v€LocltY 2 Ys^r
rloco I l€volullox

(-THEllH tF GOil€8Y .O' IHETIH lF GOI{EBY . lt
GEOO€'tC LATIIUO€ OF YEHICLE
tolrclluoE oF vEr{lcLE

xooT
OL
vL
tTocoo

o
a Lll

a
a

)f DNiNeErA. 99919 lF 6o|€?A5frl P a'7

Figure 7.0-2d Computer Vertables (cont.)
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CNNSTINTS AND GAINS VAL I'E

t.25
.ol
.00a
500 FPS
2t0 FPss
.2'
I
.96 5

-.05
2 SEC.
257.6 FPSS
1.3 GS
o.e Gl
90 FPSS
40 FPSS
).4
. oo34-
.5 FPSS
I OOO
| 124
19749550 FPS.
.41?5296t Nll
.15
.l

cl
cl6
cl7
cl8
c2(J
cHo0r(
cxl
cosl5
ot_ Ero0
DT
Gall x(lt
t(r ?
rl3
l(14
x8l
xi2
xDx lir
KTETA
r(Lll I
r44
LTTF I S

L€TOI
POlr{Tl

F^CTOR IN ALP CO}IPUTITION
CONSTO GAII{ ON DiTG
coNslo GltN oil R00I
6IA5 VEL. FOR FIN^L PH^SE SIARI
IAI DIAG FOR OO'{N-LIFT
FACTOR IN AHOOI( COXPUTATION
FrcTol tr{ GAll.lL colPUTlTt0N
cos( l5 DtG,
INIIIAL VARIAIION IN LEXD
coriPrrTATloN cyclE lIriE lttTERvlL
r,llx r{ur TccELERAT loN
FTCTOR IN KA CALC
FrcroR lN l(r crLc
FrcloR tN o0 cltc
Frclor lN 0o clLc
OPT ITIZED UPCOilTTOL GAIN
OPTI|.IZED UPCONTROL GAII.
INCREX€I.II ON O?FIO OETECI END OF KEPLER PHASE
rIilE OF FLIGHT COI{SITNT
Frclot il{ r[rl c^t_c
Gltr'r rrsEo tx tNIItAL roLL sEcTtoN
Lrr€ML srlTcH 6tls T€R'l
xor.lr{^L uPcoNTrot L/0
Frclol l0 REDUCE uPcoralroL GAIN

(8 G-St

?o50
.o349
6
40
.5
2?OO0

Ctl

{
I
ro

03 llxrL ?xlse Dt^t{Gtru V
ot FllrL PHISE Dirr|GE/ D 6rm^
05 FINIL pr{ts€ ltllllrL FLIGXI PITH lr'rGLE
O?F rlIN ORT6 FOR UPCO{TROL
o?rtx itN vrlrr€ FoR o? Irr FlcIoR cALcuLATtoN
ol9 FrcTot tN Grilxltl clLcut^ltot{
VFINALI VELOCI'Y iO START FINAL PHASE ON IIITII^L ENTRY
vFlxAt FrcIoR tr{ lNlrlAt Up-ooril cltc
vLrllil rlNtrlull vL
vr,tlN v€tocllv lo sxtTcH r0 Re[lrtvE vFL
YRCONIRL RDOT TO STTRT INIO HI'NTESI

VRCOI{I ! COT.PUTER l{lriE

2'I{I IOLERINCE IO STOP RTNGE ITER^TIOT
voull vELoclTy To slop qlF:olrrc
c1l DFxe- Frr. NO$TEFAI- Su,lTct{

CONVETSIOT{ FTCTCTS ANO SrrLlNG CONSTANTS

.o?

25
I OO0
r+o

NX/F PS
NT/RAD
RAO
FPSS
FPSS

FPS

FPS
FP'5

26600
I 8000
vsAT/2
700

FPS
FPS
FPS

ltx
GS
HS
J
xt€

'.UERE
r€o
vsrt
rt€

lrttctE lN t^o To Ni.

'{OTIilIL 
G VALUE FOR SCALTNG

TIiOSPHERE SCAt-€ HEIGHI
GRrVllY HARTIONlC CO€FFtCtEr{I
EOUTIORIAL EIRIH RTTE
€IITH GRAVITATIONAL CONST^.NI
E RTh TADITJS
ErrTH €OU^TORtrL rA0tuS
SITFLLITE V€I.OCtTY AI RE
€ARTH RTIE

$Itl.fl,a Nir/RAo
t2.2 FPSS
?8500 FT
.00 162346
1546.?O168 FPS
3.986o3??33 E 14 Cl.t8lC r,r/ SFC SEC
?t202900 Fl
209257t8.2 FT
25?66.1973 FPS
.oooo7292ll505 FAor'sEc

Flc. 1.O-f coilslaNrS, cltilS rNo coNv€Rstor{ FrcloRS

aa OlaaaaaO



Ittl l^t llll l0i

ullo b trrcct vtcrot ll ltr8 0t lilllllllrtloL

flE . Ul.Utlo

Ult . tlE.Ul

urr . titrttl lrlcEl Ytclot ll tlolttll! Tltc oF lttlvlL
rFot lxts crtculrllolll

. UllO + UftlCOS rl - ll . tlE 3li Il
xHEtE rl r I llt()lr f,lor . t00 slc

uil . utall tY.tillltll

llTAtlG r Utt.Uil

lH€ll . AICCO3lutl.UXtf ltl I

iztolL . -StcllILllAllGI

O? . 0?F

SELECTOT . llllTtoll

FlClOt . I
LoD = to0P 0

LID . TADPAD

llll r tllll LlO

L/OGltIr . LrO CO3l,

L/or-LrosGiaHc^osu?l
ollfolo . 0.'

Ot;lO.. Olllo0

IEIO r L!IOi )

rail|irlirrl al 1S c?

iluir?ctt

ce . -1152 + 500 LAD
IttrtlLll! Srtrcxcs

ooiGir3rrl tclvclst.0
!331.0 .05CSI'0
HltO.O tttl,Sl .O
LllSl .

a
a

o
a

NOSdrf(X r 0

Figure 7.O-4 Entry Program Itritializetion
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o

)

Vr , rEm. 6e*v + or +

+'' {fif- [o"rpir'ssrtt) u*rtil' rsr rry''a]

rlt
ir.0z

I : AIVAL
3t : UNll I

IEAOT CTEAI PIPAS

SAVC VEI INCTEI^ENT

es 6:r.v

6eu<*esoan:f6ew
rEyrr. V1or9:*
I : l.OTlEtl

a
a

Note:
This routine is identieal
to ttAverage-Gtt routine
used elsewhere.

Fig. ?.0-5 "Average-G" Navigation Routine a
a
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GO TO SELECTOR

.05GSW ' 1

trS D-.05G NEG?

GONEBY = O

RTGO = -TTIETA RTGO = THETA
BY=1

X IINIT P6?$

uFr = tiRTo + fTR(cos wr - t) +

LATANG s IIRT'IJNI
THETA = C6 -l(ONT' I'NIT(F))

Rtp su.t wt

+WT=WIEFry

RELVEISW = 1

Ei V-VMIN P6? WIE(KTETA TIIETA+T

YES

WT=WIETEi EGSW ZER.O ?

IDT
l2o=IlrD(

XS RELVEISW ZERO ?

V= AgVAL(V)
vse = vzlrrset2
LEQ = fiEQ-I) GS

RDot " i, uNrr(il)
ONr = uNIT(f*INIT(H))

DT

V=Vr - KwE Uz*ItNrrV=VI

IS RELVELSW ZERO ?

ARGET

YBS NO

.05GSW'0

See Fig. ?.0-2d

NO

NO

NO

a
a Figure ?.0-6 Tarycting
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Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes No

No

Yes

Figure 7.0-7 Initial Roll

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

a
a

co To 310

L/D = LAD L/D = -LAD

IS V.VFINAL +K44(RDOT /V) POS?
3

GO TO 310

ELECTOR = KEP2 = KA3 + KA4

V.VFINALI NEG

KA=1.SGS

IS KA - 1.5 GS POS ?

GO TO CONSTD
11q =(KAI(H)'+ KA2) cs

GO TO 310 GO TO HUNTEST

GO TO 310INRLSW = 1

GONEP'{ST= 0

SELECTOR=HUNTESTISD-KA POS?

IS.05GSW = 1 ? IS RDOT + VRCONTRL NEG?

IS INRLSW O ?

5.7-13



NO

YES NO

YES

YES

Figure ?.0-8 Huntest
5. ?- 14

NO

NO

,NO

a
a

GO TO RANGE PREDICTION

LI=GAMMALI(I -QIg) +Q19 GAMMAL

Hl CS/ (DHOOK vL)
)/FACT2

GAMMAL = 0

F GAMMAL NEG?

DHOOK V
+ LAHOOK DV )

T2
DVL=VSI-VL

v1SELECTOR=HUNTEST
TDTO

= \SAT

TO PREDICT3 Is VI-VSAT POS ?

GSW=1
LECTOR=PREDICT3 Is VL-VSAT POS?

Is VL - VLMIN NEG?

ALP = 2 Cl A0 gs/ (t Bwp vtz)
FACTI = V1/(1 - ALP),
FACT2 = ALP(ALP-1)/A0
VL= FACTl(i - SQRT(FACT2 Q7 + ALP))

Vl =Vl -VQUIT

IS L/D NEG

ao = (vt/V)2(o+nnorzlzct Hs LEWD))
Vl=V+R LEWD

Ao =(V1/V)2(o+noor' 1 lrctHs LAD))
+

IS RDOT NEG ?

HUN'TEST



TO HUNTEST

HIND = 1

DIFFOLD = DIFF
Q7 = Q?F

LEWD = L.EWD+ D

DLEWD = -T,EWDI2

IS LEWD + DLEWD NEG?
Q7 ! Q?F

GO TO CONSTD

DLEWD =

IS DIFF NEG?GO TO IJPCONTROL

IS HIND = ZERO?SELECTOR = UPCONTROL

IS ABS (DIFF) - 25NM NEG?

{SI\ EP = 2 ATK SiN-l (VBARS COSG GAMMAL/E)

:\sPl = Q2+ Q3.VL

.\spup = # (HS/GAMMALI) Loc (Ao vLzl(ez vl2)), ,rp-phase range

ASps = eb (e6 - GAMMAL)

ASPDWN = -RDOT V ATK/(Ao T,AD RE)

ASP = ASI{EP+ ASP1 + ASPUPTASP3+ASPDWN

DIFF = ATK TIIETA - ASP

, ballistic range

, final phase rangc

gamma correction

range to pullout

total range

VBARS = VI.2/VSAT2

COSG=1-GAMI,/^AL?I}

E = SQRT (r + (Vgens-2) COSG2 VeenS)

PREDICTION
RANGE

a
o
a

Y NO

Figure 7.0-9 Range Prediction

YES

YES

o
a
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GO TO 3r0

[/Dr0

IS T/D NEG?

IATSW c O

ts D-c20 Pos?

NEGTEST

LIO c :IEO/OO .r f 16lD-DO) - Cl7{RDOT + 2HS DO/vl

CONSTD

Note: LATSW is
reset by DAP.

a
a

Fig. ?.0-10 Constant Drag Control
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Yes

Yrs

NO YES

NO YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

Fig. ?.0-11 Upcontrol o
a

+

(TEMI- POINTIPolNTl + POl (TEMIE =

BI FACTOR (RDOT. RDOTREF) + V.= - KB2 FACTOR

FACTOR = /(Al

EF = LEWD IVID RDOTREF' LEWD (VI-VREF}.CH1 GSIVSI-VREF)2

I + AH00K (VSI-VREF),

-t

DHOOK VREF ]

VREF = F

G0 T0 310L/ D.

SELECTOR = KEPzTO NEGTEST

RED ISE

EGSW = I
GO TO PREDICR

DTR?IQ CI HS LAD

L/D = LAD + CI6 (D-DR)

-CI7 (RDOT-RDTR)

AO-RDR . (V/VI

NOSWITCII = 1

IS D-C21 POS ?

CONTR

5.7-1?



NO YES
a
a
a
O
a
a
a

For ROLLHOLD
see ENTRYDAP,
Section 3.4

YES NO

OUT TO AUTOPILOT WITH

ROLL COMMAND

o
a

Figure 7,O-t2 BaUistic Phase

EGSW = I
SELECTOR = PREDICT3

GO TO PREDICT3

MAINTAIN ATTITUDE COTT{TROL

ZEROSIDESLIP AI{D ANGLE OF

ATTACK NEAR ITS TRIM VALUE)

IS D . (Q?T+ KPMIN) POS ?

ROLLC = 0
ROLLHOLD = 0

$ .05GSW 0

5. ?- 18



GO TO GLIMITER

Lfn = LoD + 4(ATK THETA - PBEDANGL)/F3(V)

DNRNGERR = PREDANGL - THETA ATK

Lf o = -LAD
GO TO GLIMITER

GONEPAST = I
DNRNGERR = IVIAXRNG

ISGONEBY = 0 ?

IS GONEPAST ZERO ?

PREDANGL = RTOGO(V) + F2(V)(RDOT - RDOTREF(V)
+ Fl(V)(D - DREFR(V))

Is V - VQIIIT POS ?

PREDICT3

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

Yes

No

Figure 7.0-13 Final Phase

o

GO TO 3BO

Note: MAXRNG: 9989. 49585 nm
TE:IB'is disptayed as 99g9.9 nm
on DSKY.

o
a
a
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C'I

-il
I
ito

VREF

FPS

994
2l o3
3922
6295
853 I

10101
14014
I 5951
I 8357
20829
23090
23500
35000

- 690. 9
-71 9
-(r94
-609
-+93
-4L6
-352
-416
-5Cr6
-781
-927
-820
-820

41.15
60.
81.5
93. g
98.5

102 .3
118. 7
125.2
r20.4
95.4
29. I
6.4
6.4

NM

3.7*
10.4*
23.6*
46.3
75.4
99.9

170. 9
210.3
266.8
344.3
504.8
643.O
794.3

aa

RDOTREF DREFR

FPS FPSS

DR /DRDOT
F2

NM/FPS

.002507

.oo3582

.oo7039

.oL446

.02479

. o339 I

.061 39

.o7683

.o9982

.1 335

.2175

.3046

.3046

DR /DA
F1

NM/FPSS

-.0346
-.05551
-.09034
-.1410
-.1978
-.2372
-.3305
-.3605
-.4956
-.6483

-2.OzL
-3.354
-3.354

RTOGO DR /DL/D
F3

NM

6. lo x2
10.91 X2
2I.64 X2
48.35 X2
93.72 X2

141. I X2
329.4
465.5
692.7
98().5

138 5
1508
I 508

*changea by PCR 1803

Figure 7.O-L4a Final Phase Reference



r\

Interpolation Procedure

Start with tabl.e entrieg. See Fig. 5.7-t4a.

VREF(i)

RDOTREF(i)

etc

i=1,13
i=1,13

Vary the index i until vel.ocity magnitude lies between two
values in thi tabl.e. That iss

vREF(i)<V<VREF(i+r).

Save the value i and form the linear interpolation factor

qRAD=ffi
Then form interpolated values. For example

il,OTREF(V} = RDOTREF(i)+ GRAD [RDoTREF(i+1) - RDoTnTF(1}I

Figure ?.0-14b Flnel Phaae Reference t

(
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i'

xo

rt ro

Fig. 7.0-15 G-Limiter

oo ro 3ro

l/O t tAO

'@to 3r0

It l00l.r too?

r' 3olr [2xsl6nAr-Dll rlortr r.LADl.l 2xs cr^rrrftJ

a

t3 GmAr-D NO3?oo rotto

- o aos?

t
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N

No

OUT TO AUTOPIIJOT WITH ROLL COMMAND

ROLLC = K2ROLL COS-I (LlDtlLAD), NOSWITCH = 0

D1/LAD) = SGN (L/D)(

rs ABS (LlDrlLAD ) - 1 POS ?

Y

K2ROLL = -K2ROLL

Yes

IS NO SWITCH = 1

No

IS K2ROLL LATANG-Y POS ?

Lfat= DCMINR SGN (L/D)

No

Yes

Yes

K2ROLL LATANG POS ?

Y=, Y 2

Yes

rs ABS (LlD )-L/ DCMTNR NEG ?

= KLAT VSQ + LATBI.AS

IS GONEPAST ZENO ?

LIDLIDL

No

Fig. 7. 0- 16 Lateral t ogic O
a
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5.8 ERASABLE MEMORY PARAMETER LIST

This section presents a list of selected parameters re-
quired for various program operations. It should be noted that this
is a very limited cMC erasable parameter list. The objective of this
selected list is to identify those parameters that would be stored in
erasable memory and are required primarily to initialize the opera-
tion of programs and routines. In most cases these parameters can-
not be originated within the CMC and must be stored prior to the

mission. Thus, all of the listed parameters can be initialized be-
fore launch, and those that are not applicable will be changed during
the mission prior to their usage. Some parameters will vary continually
throughout the mission ( e. g. vehicle state vectors ), others are constant

for any one mission phase, but may vary between different mission
phases, and finally some may be constant for one mission, but be

required to change for subsequent missions that use the same CMC
program.

Parameter

5.2 -17 Jzz

cet

ko'Ir,o

ko'Ir,o

kcon'l1,"op

k con' IL 
"ott

k, 0-r,

\' ly
tc, tL

'c' 'L
*c' *L

5.2-26

l"g"

Pc, PL

5.8-1



h

La
a

Page

5.2-51

5.2-52

5.2-67

5.2-70

5.2-7L

5.2:77

5.2-78

5.2-79

5.2 -83

5.2-84

5. 2 -89
5.2- 95

Parameter

KNOIiITN

L

Lat

Long

Alt

*.d"

w.ov

OFF
n.!.

varnP

r,1g

sc

6 tMAx

6 tMAx

varrNTr

t*R
vaRmln
w
o'rrrv
vsALT

z

1r
wmr

mv

5.8-2



5.3-19

5.3-23

5.3-24

5.3-28

5.3-31

5.3-32

5.3-34

5. 8-3
coLossus

Page

5. 2- 96

5.3-3

5.3-18

5. 3-35

5.3-48

5.3-55

5.4.19

Parameter

H

Ay(AO

A:t,v
L

1c
SE

m

r(t^)
-z
tz

c

ec

p

v

JFLG

rh (SPS)

F.lmP

Kt

K2

K3

Avr(SPS)

attail_off ( sPs )

K

Azp

Az

Kr
tet
tnz

3gr 31r . ... , 46

LATP

LONP

ALTI

t

E

rot

a
O
a
a
ao
a

(

Efnevrrrc
'' Elltccc csoP, R-377'- PCB I 72e, R.% I Dtt 10-69

-



Page

6,4-2t

5.4-24

5.4-25

5.4-27

5.4-28

5.4-36

5.'4-49

5.4-?1
5.4-77

5.5-13

5.5-16

5. S-23

5. 5-24

5.8-54

corssus

Parfimeteq

AVTpI(I,V)

6"g

6?7

av(Lv)

K

ttpr

ttc
art
s
6r

1
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5.6-?5

5. 6-82
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a, (See Section 3.4 )

sFEl, SFE2| SFE3
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5.9 FIXED MEMORY CONSTANTS

Section 5.9. I contains a list and the numerical values of those
fixed memory constants in section 5.2 through b.6 which have not been
specified previously. Those constants which are considered to be
control tSpe data are indicated by source references which are listed
in Section 5.9.2. Explanatory comments are noted in Section b.9. 1

where applicable and listed in section 5.9.3. It should be noted that
one number is ven for a constant in the list of Section 5. 9. 1

even though the constant mav apDear in other parts of Section 5. In
these cases, the same value is used for the constant as reported in
Section 5.9. 1.

5.9.1 FU(ED CONSTANTS

5.2-16

5.2 -t7

2
s

2s

tr
tr

b. 2 -tB pg 
^3 I "2 o.Bzllllqs x to2l

Page Constant Units

5. 2 -13 trB

Fv1

Value

0.39S6032 x tO15
o.4gozl,7gx t013

o. 162346 x 10-2

-0.29 x tO-5

-0.18 x 10-5

6,3?9, 165

0.20?108 x 1o-3

-2.1(10)-5

1, 739, 090

3.0

7,1?9, 165

2, 539,090

64,373, ?60

80, 487,200

16, 093,440
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Reference .Comments
(Sec. 5. 9.2) (Sec.5. 9. 3)

2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3,4

m
m

m

m

2,3,4
2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3, 4

2,3,40

at

5.2 -27 €t

5.2-29 rME

rMM

5.2-30 
"Sptt

csec I

m

m

m

m

m

2

2

3

4

4
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Page Conetant

5.2-54 rarSCT

va"IMU

5.2-73 kRL

5.2-77 r""SXT

5.2-86 c

5.2-95 r""TRUN

Units Value
Reference
(Sec. 5. 9. 2 )

Comments
(Sec.5.9.3)

varL

(mr)2

t
(mr,

nm/uit

(mr)2

(nm)2

pounds

pounds

pounds

m/sec

rad/sec

(mr)2 o. 04

ft/sec 9.835?12 x 108 2,3,4

1.0

0.04

0.01

0.0025

I

20, 500

196.568 or 393.136

197

4

5

6

4

I
I

4

O
a 11

L43 s. s-zr

5.3-31

5.3-35

5.3-50

5.4-52

5.4-64
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FRcs

FL

v (sPs)

10

e

atE

3151. 0396

7.2g2tL5L45 X 10-5

20

100.0

0. 001

10oo

0.002
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Page Constant

1

Unite Value

.99966

1.81000432 x 108

1. 50?8514

-6.4999305a x to-9

9. ?6938924S x tO-18

?.0 x 106

0. 00001

0.000007

z.o x to6

6.495 x 106

-.06105

-. 10453

t2t920

-4.878077Lx 10-4

4,5419476x t0-8

-1.431?6?5 x t0-12

-6.986643 x 10?

2-20

0.01

3 15 1. 0396

2706.64

0.163?5

Refenence Comments
(Sec. 5. 9. 2 ) (Sec. 5. 9. 3 )

o
a
a5.4-73 € 

1

co

c1

c2

ca

k-c

5.4-74 €4

5.4-75 € 
6

5.4-77 kl
kz

kg

k4

Llm

tlrrr2

m

s/m
2, 2s/m
3, 3s/m

m/s

m/s

m/s

kgls

m

m

7

7

7

7

7

m

m

7

7

7

7

7

7
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5.4-81
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5.4-85
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7
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PaEe+.

t s. a-es

.Constant Units+ +

Reference
(Sec. 5. 9. 2 )

-..:....i._-

Comments
(Sec.5.9.3)

L2

Valpe

5.5-8

5.5-11

5.5-16

5.5-1?

5.6-8

5.6 39 6t

3 s. e-s

[l ncvucd
Eleauca'

ct

(Kepler) e,

(Lambert) e,

€* (moon) '' '

e* (earth)

€"

k1

Bo

n

oro

or

Fo

Star Table

,^L/?'

^rlz

rad

rad/u-eec

rab

rad/u-sec.

rad

rad/u-sec

arc-sec

sec

sec

-2

n. osrersoso(10)-1

-?. LS757g41S(10)-14

6. 196536640

- 1. 0?04?01?o (10 )-8

5.20932?056

2.672404256(10 )-6

9.99641?320(10)-1

2.6?65?9050(10)-2

6,3?9, 166

6,356, 784

6, 3?3, 339

20.47

240

2.4

See Flg. 9.1
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0.5

2-22

-19

2

t2

t2

t2

t2

t2

t2

t2

2

2'23

o
oa

Oo
a
o
oo
a

I
a
a

I

F

cr

sr

a

b
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5.5-18

5,5-22

m
m
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2,3,4
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Catalopue
(octaf)

No.
Star Name

a Andromedae (Alpheratz)
I Ceti (Diphda)
y Cassiopeiae (Navi)
a Eridani (Achernar)
a Ursae Minoris (Polaris)
0 Eridani (Acamar)
q Ceti (Menkar)
a Persei (Mirfak)
a Tauri (Aldebaran)
B Orionis (Rigef)
a Aurigae (Capella)
q Carinae (Canopus)
a Canis Majoris (Sirius)
a2 Canis Minoris (Procyon)
y Velorum (Regor)
g Ursae Majoris (Droces)
q Hydrae (Alphard)
a Leonis (Regulus)
p Leonis (Denebola)
y Corvi (Gienah)
a Crucis (Acrux)
a Virginis (Spica)
n Ursae Majoris (Alkaid)
0 Centauri (Menkent)
a Bootis (Arcturus)
A Coronae Borealis (Alphecca)
a Scorpii (Antares)
a Trianguli Austr. (Atria)
d Ophiuchi (Rasalhague)
a Lyrae (Vega)
o Sagittarii (Nunki)
a Aquilae (Altair)
P Capricorni (Dabih)
d Pavonis (Peacock)
a Cygni (Deneb)
6 Pegasi (Enif)
d Piscis Austr. (Fomalhaut)

Coordinate Coordinate. Coordinate.larrr86589tB +.0260Bz9Tto +.,ra:oszrszo+.9342640000 r.1?35073142 -.3115219339

x Y

+. 4 7756 39 q 50 r. I 1 660043C0

-i:-9--el-?-q-Lq2f+.0 1309688q0 +.

-.9525211595
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- -917 0097562

-.0593e3q796
-.0493?10140
-. 35021t165 28

z

+.8?08254803
--8q23rr73935

--2 8633-746-
-.890r1759306
-. 1 908999176
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+.5259880q10
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2.,
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2.
3.
2.
1.
1.
0.
0.

-0.
-1.
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1.
3.
2.
1.
2.
2.
1.
1.
1.
2.
0.
2.
I.
1.
2.
0.
2.
0.
3.
2.
1.
2.
1.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

10
11
t2
13
L4
15
16
t7
20
2t
22
23
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33
34
35
36
37
40
4l
42
43
44
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o
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o
o
n
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o
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z
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o
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a
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a

1
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6
1

4
B
I
1
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6
5
9
1
2
3
2
I
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I
3
2
3
2
I
1

1

I
I
2
1

3
5
3

220u887125
0078062?95 +.9998837500

.54501 07004 +.531rt955o66 -.5q8qqt0356
1 354.6 9 + -107 7 0 92868685

1 055 35 02 +- 988 1 000 I . ?63298
507315038 r.8926333307 .2831 839092
01 1399589 + .143230851

+.13717 +. 681 3721 06 1 s-7

+
+
+

+
+

+.4
+.3
+.2

+
+

ctl

CO
I

Ctl

-.0614937230 +-5031563286 -.7952tt8995? i-.1820751783 +.9tt04899869 -.2569271926 t

-. 36 1 2508532 +.5?47270840 - .13q293265S I

-.s6579rt7941 +.0??rt?85033 +.?05015e 351 I

-.8508205219 r.4636213989 +.2098647835 I

:.965560548q +.0525933156 +.2544280809 i

-.5812035376 -.2909 171294 +.7599800068
-.5898393233 -.4182330600 -.5909338rr7t
-. ?861753936 -.5217996305 +.3311371675

-.3516499509 -.82t10752703 -.r14r11196390
-.114623785 399692557 -.933q2503

.11 4 -.959493q200.1217293692 -.77027328tt7

.206e525789 -.87198E5748+.q537'r96e08 -.8779508801 +.1527766153
+.5520184464 -.7933r87q00 -.2567508?05+.3201817378 -. rr435021945 -.8370786986+ffi2-36€f3f- r. 70923T2?Eg-+.8139832631 -.5s57243189 r.1691204557+.8342971408 -.2392481515 -.rr9569769?5
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5. 9.3 COMMENTS ON FDTED CONSTANTS

1 The quantity e, is the limit used for the minimum time step in
the Coasting Integration Routine. When the time step drops

below e1, the routine is terminated.

2 The quantities r*" and 
"MM 

are the radii used by the Coasting

Integration Routine to define a clslunar midcourse orbit inside

of which the only gravitational force considered is that of the
primary body. Outside these radli the gravitational attraction
of the Earth, Moon, and Sun are all taken into account.

3. The quantity tsptt is the radius of a sphere that approximates the

sur{ace of influence of t}re Moon as given in Fig. 1.3 of Reference

L4.

4. The quantities rU, and rO* are the radii outslde of which only
the central force term of the gravitational attraction of the
primary body is used.

The values given for the fixed constante uged in the Planetary

Inertial Orientation Subroutine (Section 5.5.2 ) are obtained by

using Chapter 4 of Reference ? and SectionE 4C and llD of

Reference 8.

The quantity T* is a rough estimate of t}te time betreen the

initiation of the Star Selection Routine in t.l.e IMU Realignment

Program ( P-52 ) or the Back-up IMU Realignment Program
( P-54 ) and t}le midpolnt of the opticel elghtings on the two

celestial bodies.

5
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7 The following commentg are made with respect to the indicated
quantities:

u1 criterion used to detertnine whether the pre-return position
and velocity vectors are nearly collinear ( .1 = cos 1.50).

,2 criterion used to determine whether the conic portion of
Return to Earth has converged upon a suitable reentry radius.

ug criterion used to determine whether the conic portion of
Return to Earth has converged upon a.suitable reentry angle
( although the test is made on the cotangent of the angle it
is equivalent to . O58o).

,4, criterion used to determine whether the precision portion
of Return to Earth final state vector computation has
reached the desired reentry angle (although the test is
made on the cotangent of the angle it is equivalent to

.. ooo58o ).

criterion used to deterrnine whether the final state vector
computation has already reached the best possible reentry
ang1e.

,7 criterion used to detennine whether the precision portion
of Return to Earth has converged upon the reentry radius
selected in the conic portion.

criterion used to make a final check on the reentry angle
reached by the precision portion of Return to Earth (although
the test is made on the cotangent of the angle it is equivalent
to.1160).

€6

t8
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co, cl,
c2' ca

k
4

ug critbrlcjn uged to detertnine whether the x ( t, ) - Av
iterator has reached a minimum value.

'10 criterion ueed !o determing. wfrether the x ( t, ) - Av
iterator has reached the deslred Av.

pqlynomial coefficients ueed to determine ttre maximum
allowable major axis of returrr trajectoriee with a positive
radial eomponent based on the radiue magnitude.

initial estimate of ttre cotangent of t.l.e reentry angle used
when the initial radius is ress than k, ( equivarent to -io
29. 5r).

initial estimate of the cotangent of the reentry angle ueed
when t}te initial radlue ie greater than k, ( equivalent to -5o
58' ).

radius below which -Av option not available

MAf Maximum allowable major axis of return trajectories
with a negative radial component

k radius used to determine which estimate of reentry angle
should be uged.

initial estimate of reentry radius.

1

kz

kg

t
I

k-
D

D2'D3'
D+

pollmomial coefficients used to determine the cotangent of
the reentry angle based on reentry velocity magnitude

E3 entry altitude above the Fischer Ellipsoid (equivalent to
400,000 ft).

The RCS exhauet velocitSr wae computed by using the nomlnal
specific impulse of the reference docrunent and an acceleration
of gravity of 32. t74O4A ftfaecz.

8
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10.

11.

t2,

13.

r4.

The quantity F" is ullage thrust using two RCS jets where consid-
eration has been made for the 10o offset of these jets.

The quantity varl is a rough estimate of the landmark or horizon
error variance during cislunar midcourse navigation.

The constant C, when multiplied with the estimated length of the
burn gives the adjustment made to compute the actual ignition
time from the impulsive maneuver time. The presently adopted

value is 0. 5.

The direction of each of the 3? navigation stars in Fig.9-1 is
expressed as the components of a unit vector in the Basic Reference
Coordinate System. These star directions are the mean places

of the stars at the beginning of the Besselian year 1970. The
term t'mean place" is defined in Reference 8. The star directions
are computed by MII using essentially the same technigue employed
by the Nautical Almanac Office. Alth rugh there are slight differences
between the directions of some of the stars in Fig.9-1 and those
given in the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for 1970
(Reference 15), they are considered negligible in comparison to
the other errors associated with a star sighting.

The precise value of thrust is not available. This value is a good

working number.
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Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
Attn: Mr. Paul Pashby, Code 813

GAEC Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
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Attn: Mr. J. Marino (1)
Attn: Mr. R. Pratt (1)

NAR North American Rockwell Inc.
Space and Information Systems Division
L22L4 Lakewood Boulevard
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Manned Spacecraft Center
Apollo Document Control Group (BM 86)
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Bellcomm, Inc.
1100 lTth Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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